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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND 

At the initiative of the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) Government, there has 
been a commitment to review the classification structures of the ACT Public 
Service (ACTPS) in Enterprise Agreements since 2003-2004. Whilst the initial scope 
was limited, it was expanded in the 2004-2007 agreement. In current ACTPS 
certified agreements, the parties most recent expression of their plans for the 
review are expressed in detail at clause D7 (refer Annexe D). In 2010 
Recommendation 58 of the Hawke Report proposed “a simplified employment 
framework … and a simplified classification structure” as an integral part of 
broader restructuring and refocusing of the ACTPS. 

Black Circle Pty Ltd was commissioned to undertake this Review in response to 
these requirements. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aims of the Review are to: 

a) Achieve greater consistency across the ACT Public Service in classifying positions 
and to improve work equity between positions having equivalent Work Level 
Standards and work value requirements; 

b) Facilitate recruitment to the ACTPS by making the competencies, qualifications 
and remuneration levels for ACTPS vacancies more accessible, and intelligible, to 
potential applicants; 

c) Improve mobility within the ACTPS by removing structural barriers; 

d) Accommodate the changing needs of a modern public sector workforce, including 
the consideration of the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine; and 

e) Rationalise and simplify the classification structure for the ACTPS, which currently 
includes 236 classifications, in order to improve administrative efficiency. 

SCOPE 

The scope of this Review excludes the following groups of employees: Statutory 
Officeholders; Members of the Senior Executive Service including Chief Executives 
& Executives; Medical Officers, Nursing Staff; Fire Brigade Officers, Ambulance 
Officers, Bus drivers & Transport Officers; Teachers, School Leaders, Vocation 
Education and Training (VET) Teachers & VET Teachers-Managers. A specification 
of the classification groups included is attached at Annexe C. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

WORKPLAN 

The Review followed a workplan of five elements: 

Element 1: Recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational stream 
structure; 

Element 2: Recommend appropriate market based salary levels for each proposed vocational 
stream; 

Element 3: Consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine for the 
ACTPS; 

Element 4: Simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible; 

Element 5: Recommend an implementation process and related transitional 
arrangements. 

Interim Reports have been issued for Elements 1, 2 and 3, and a Report on 
Element 5 is under revision. 

This Report draws on material presented in these other Reports to address 
Element 4. 

STATUS 

This Report was submitted to CMCD on 20 April 2012. 

DISCUSSION 

Proposed Reforms 

This Review proposes two major reforms: 

1. Pay reform, based on external market comparators, through: 

 A simplified Shared Salary Spine to replace a large number of unrelated 
salary scales (recommended by Element 3), and 

 An 11-band pay structure, based on market rates reported by Element 2; 

2. Structural reform, through the development of new classification 
arrangements. The new classification arrangements proposed include: 
 The introduction of the four Career Clusters based on occupational 

affinities (recommended by Element 1), as a basis for workforce 
development and career development, and 

 A new 11-level classification structure that establishes common work 
requirements across the ACTPS, with the 11 Levels of the classification 
structure corresponding to the 11 Bands of the proposed pay structure to 
make up a Uniform Salary Scale (USS). The Report on Element 3 
recommended detailed Work Level Standards and other classification 
documentation to support this classification structure 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

A Simplified Classification Structure 

Three options for addressing various circumstances across the ACTPS in 
simplifying and reducing the numbers of classifications are the focus of discussion 
at Section 9 of this Report. 

Option A: Address specific situations with tailored structures. 

In effect, this is the “do nothing” option, a continuation of the status quo. It 
adapts to meet market needs, but does nothing to reduce the number of 
classifications, may further sacrifice simplicity, efficiency and integrity over time, 
and does not support a move towards a modern award structure. 

Option B: Retain the USS under all circumstances. 

This approach would eliminate all but one common structure with only 11 levels. 
Local nomenclature would be addressed through use of local job titles in job 
descriptions. It is simple and efficient and supports a move towards a modern 
award structure, but may compromise attraction and retention issues, and is un-
adaptable to meet future circumstances. 

Option C: Meet market needs through special salary scales. 

Here, it is proposed to address market needs directly with special salary scales. 
Local nomenclature would be addressed through use of local job titles in job 
descriptions. This approach would be less error-prone than Option 1, addresses 
attraction and retention considerations better than Option 2 whilst also 
supporting a move to a modern award structure. It will require a complementary 
package of measures, such as the proposed Qualification Entry Standard (QES) 
and career management structures. 

Using this model it is demonstrated that the number of unique levels within salary 
scales for in-scope classifications may be reduced from 193 grades to 70-80, with all 
using the same 11 classification Levels and the corresponding 11 Pay Bands. 

Option C is recommended. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Moving to a modernised award structure 

The role and limitations of modern enterprise awards in supporting these reforms 
are discussed in Section 10 of this Report. A modern enterprise award can play a 
useful, if limited, part in implementing the new classification structure and 
associated rates of pay. However, with over 2,200 other awards to be considered 
by Fair Work Australia, action should be taken by the ACTPS quickly if 
implementation is not to be delayed. 

MINIMUM RATES 

Option 1: Bring all pay rates in awards up-to-date 

This is the simplest and most feasible approach. A Full Bench of Fair Work 
Australia would recognise it as being identical with the approach taken since 2008 
to establish minimum rates salary scales in modern awards. The classifications 
within the awards would be allocated to one of 11 classification levels, based on 
the outcomes of the Review. 

Option 2: Re-base salaries to import Single Salary Spine relativities into the awards 

This will require more preparation and more sophisticated argument before the 
Full Bench. However, unless this approach delivers results that are consistent with 
key pay points in other minimum rates salary scales it is unlikely to find favour 
with a Full Bench tasked with establishing and maintaining a nationally consistent 
system of minimum award standards. 

Option 2 is recommended 

A scale of minimum rates is proposed for inclusion in a modern enterprise award. 

INCREMENTAL SCALES 

Including in a modern enterprise award an incremental scale that maps to the SSS 
will support consistency for circumstances such as 3-year and 4-year graduates, 
dual trades, etc; it would also establish the principle that incremental movement 
is to be based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and 
exercise of higher levels of skill. 

SKILL-RELATED CLASSIFICATIONS AND CAREER PATHS 

We propose that the MEA includes a translation table that aligns the current 
award classifications with the new classification levels. 

Work Level Standards, Minimum Competency Framework, Qualification Entry 
Standard, management of Mandatory, Essential and Desirable qualifications, entry 
and advancement rules and training arrangements: 

1. should be implemented through new PSM Standards; and 

2. any MEA or Enterprise Agreement to which the ACTPS is party should not 
include any substantial reference to these matters. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the new work level 
standards, on an interim basis, for the purpose of implementing the Shared 
Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. 

2. As a matter of priority, that the parties include interim agreed work level 
standards in a Public Sector Management Standard, together with the 
other aspects of the new classification management system. 

3. As a matter of priority, that the parties agree on a three-year program to 
implement and review the work level standards. Their review will take into 
account the parties experience in implementing the new classification 
structure. 

4. That the parties consult on the content of a modern enterprise award, and 
agree on the detailed scope of an application draft modern award to be 
submitted to Fair Work Australia before 31 December 2013. 

5. That the parties re-base salaries to import Single Salary Spine relativities 
into the awards (Option 2) as the basis for revised minimum rates to 
support the insertion of the proposed 11-level classification structure into a 
new modern enterprise award. 

6. That the Modern Enterprise Award be used as a vehicle for translating all 
in-scope grades in current ACTPS enterprise awards into the new 
classification structure. 

7. That the parties adopt the proposal in relation to increments, as a basis for 
specifying suitable entry level salaries in the modern enterprise award, and 
to establish the principle that movement through incremental salary scales 
is based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and 
exercise of higher levels of skill. 

8. That a Uniform Salary Scale (USS) that associates each of the Classification 
Levels with one of eleven Pay Bands on the Shared Salary Spine be used as 
the standard for all in-scope staff, with Special Salary Scales constructed 
from the Pay Points of the Shared Salary Spine adopted only where market 
considerations so require (Option C). 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

6 INTRODUCTION 

6.1 BACKGROUND 

At the initiative of the ACT Government, there has been a commitment to review the 
classification structures of the ACT Public Service in Enterprise Agreements since 2003-
2004. Whilst the initial scope was limited, it was expanded in the 2004-2007 agreement. 
In current ACTPS certified agreements, the parties most recent expression of their 
plans for the review are expressed in detail at clause D7. This clause is reproduced at 
Annexe D. In February 2011 Recommendation 58 of the Hawke Report proposed “a 
simplified employment framework … and a simplified classification structure” as an 
integral part of broader restructuring and refocusing of the ACTPS. This Review has 
been conducted in response to these requirements. Five Reports have been issued: 

22 July 2011: Interim Report on Element 1 - final release (O’Shea & Smith 2011) 

28 February 2012: Interim Report on Element 2 - final release (O’Shea 2012a) 

9 March 2012: Interim Report on Element 3 - final release (O’Shea & Smith 2012a) 

6 April 2012: Interim Report on Element 5 - interim 

4 April 2012: Interim Report on Element 4 – interim 

6.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aims of the Review are to: 

(a) Achieve greater consistency across the ACTPS in classifying positions and to 
improve work equity between positions having equivalent Work Level 
Standards and work value requirements; 

(b) Facilitate recruitment to the ACTPS by making the competencies, 
qualifications and remuneration levels for ACTPS vacancies more accessible, 
and intelligible, to potential applicants; 

(c) Improve mobility within the ACTPS by removing structural barriers; 

(d) Accommodate the changing needs of a modern public sector workforce, 
including the consideration of the most effective way of moving to a single 
salary spine; and 

(e) Rationalise and simplify the classification structure for the ACTPS, which currently 
includes 236 classifications, in order to improve administrative efficiency. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

6.3 AUTHORISATION 

The Terms of Reference for the Review were agreed by the ACTPS Review Project 
Advisory Panel, comprised of: 

1. the Senior Manager (Workplace Relations), CMCD; 
2. a second Government representative from Joint Council or delegate; and 
3. union representatives from The Association of Professional Engineers, 

Scientists & Managers, Australia (APESMA), Australian Manufacturing 
Workers’ Union (AMWU), Communications Electrical Plumbing Union (CEPU), 
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU), Health Services 
Union (HSU) and Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU). 

6.4 SCOPE 

6.4.1 Scope of Investigation 

The scope of this Review excludes the following groups of employees: 

 Statutory Officeholders; 
 Chief Executives & Executives; 
 Medical Officers, 
 Nursing Staff; 
 Fire Brigade Officers, 
 Ambulance Officers, 
 Bus drivers & Transport Officers; 
 Teachers & School Leaders, 
 Vocational Education & Training (VET) Teachers & VET Teacher-Managers. 

A specification of the classification groups included was provided to the Advisory 
Panel on 12 May 2011, and confirmed on 31 May 2011 (refer Annexe C: ). 

Whilst the following organisations may be included in any analysis of comparative 
data, the results of the Review will not apply to them: Legal Aid, Legislative 
Assembly Members Staff, ACTTAB and ACTEW-AGL. 

6.4.2 Scope of Report 

A workplan of five elements was established: 

Element 1: Recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational stream structure; 

Element 2: Recommend appropriate market based salary levels for each proposed vocational stream; 

Element 3: Consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine for the ACTPS; 

Element 4: Simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible; 

Element 5: Recommend an implementation process and related transitional arrangements. 

This Interim Report covers only Element 4. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

6.4.3 Workplan for Element 4: 

The Consultant will simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible 
by: 

a) consulting with stakeholders (CMD, unions and agencies). 

b) considering the work undertaken in Elements 1 to 3 and other pertinent 
data, provide a draft report and recommend options for simplifying and 
reducing the numbers of current classifications. 

c) providing a draft report on, and recommend changes to, classification 
documentation. 

d) identify any benefits and pitfalls such a simplification and reduction 
would present the ACTPS; and 

e) recommending options identify how each alternative may assist a 
mandatory move to a modernised award structure by 2013. 

6.5 STATUS: 

In undertaking the work for Element 3 of this Review, it became clear that 
stakeholder consultation1 and conceptual development were both served more 
effectively by addressing these tasks in the course of earlier Elements. This was 
discussed with CMCD in August 2011, and accordingly the development of the 
Report on Element 3 encompasses consideration of classification structures2 and 
classification documentation3. This Report draws together that material, together 
with other material originally presented in Elements 1 and 2. It discusses three 
options for addressing simplification and reduction of classifications4, and 
includes points drafted in the early release of the Report on Element 5. It further 
discusses issues to be addressed in contemplation of a move to a modernised 
award structure5. 

The Career Cluster concept recommended by Element 1 of the Review is an 
integral component of the Review, and is reproduced for reference at Annexe B: 
Acronyms and Short Forms are described at Annexe A: 

An initial draft of this Report was issued on 31 March 2012, and an Interim Report 
was issued on 4 April 2012. Subsequent feedback has been addressed in this 
revision, which was issued on 20 April 2012. 

1 Addressing item a) of the Workplan for this Element. 
2 Addressing item b) of the Workplan for this Element. 
3 Addressing item c) of the Workplan for this Element. 
4 Addressing items d) and d) of the Workplan for this Element. 
5 Extending the discussion of item e) of the Workplan for this Element. 
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7 OVERVIEW 

7.1 MAJOR REFORMS 

This Review proposes two major reforms: 

1. Structural reform, through the development of new classification 
arrangements. The new classification arrangements proposed include: 
 The introduction of the four Career Clusters based on occupational 

affinities, as a basis for workforce development and career development. 
This is discussed in detail in the Report on Element 1 of this Review; and 

 A new 11-level classification structure that establishes common work 
requirements across the ACTPS. 
This is discussed in detail in Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 of this 
Review. 
Options for addressing various circumstances across the ACTPS in 
simplifying and reducing the numbers of classifications is the focus of the 
discussion at Section 9. 

2. Pay reform, based on external market comparators discussed in the Report on 
Element 2. Pay reform takes the form of: 

 A simplified Shared Salary Spine to replace a large number of unrelated 
salary scales, discussed in detail in Section 9 of the Report on Element 3 of 
this Review; and 

 An 11-band pay structure, also discussed in detail in Section 9 of the Report 
on Element 3 of this Review. 
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7.2 BRINGING THE REFORMS TOGETHER 

Crucially, the 11 Bands of the pay structure correspond to the 11 levels of the 
proposed classification structure. 
INITIATION 

Bringing the two sets of reforms together requires in the first instance a 
coordinated movement from the current classification and pay structures to the 
new classification and pay structures. 

These transitional and implementation considerations are discussed in detail in 
Section 10 of the Report on Element 5 of this Review. 
CONTINUATION 

The needs of the ACTPS for consistency and integrity (O’Shea & Smith 2012a, p.18) 
will be served through the proposed simpler classification structure, together 
with the following supporting tools for classification documentation6: 

 Work Level Standards: proposed at Section 8.6.2 of Element 3, Annexe H of the 
Report on Element 5 revises the proposal in the light of stakeholder feedback, 

 Job Classification approach: initially discussed at Section 7.3.4 of the Report 
on Element 3, Section 9.2 of the Report on Element 5 describes this further; 

 Job Classification Handbook (drafted at Annexe K of the Report on Element 5). 
 the Qualification and Entry Standard (discussed at Sections 8.3 and 8.4 of 

the Report on Element 3, 

 the Minimum Competency Framework (proposed at Section 8.7 of the 
Report on Element 3)and 

 the explicit competency standards fixed by industry skills councils, 
recognised professional accreditation authorities, and occupational 
licensing authorities relevant to the work to be performed. 

MAINTENANCE 

For ongoing consistency, efficiency and integrity, it will be necessary for both the 
new pay structures and the new classification structures to be maintained. 

Immediate maintenance requirements for the Shared Salary Spine are briefly 
referred to in Section 10.4.5 of the Report on Element 5 of this Review. 

Maintenance of classification reforms is the subject of Recommendation 11 from the 
Report on Element 5 of this Review. 

Implications for Job Analysis and Job Evaluation are discussed at Sections 7.3.3 and 
7.3.4 of the Report on Element 3 (pp.77-79,83). 

The role and limitations of modern awards in supporting these reforms are 
discussed in Section 10 of this Report. 

6 Addressing item c) from the Workplan for this Element 
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7.3 BRIDGING FROM PAST TO FUTURE 

The preceding discussion outlines the major conceptual work that the Review has 
undertaken in Element 1 to 3 on developing new options. This Report accordingly 
provides a pivot point between this conceptual work on the one hand, and 
implementation and transitional considerations on the other. 

Task e) of the Workplan for Element 4 requires that we address “how each 
alternative may assist a mandatory move to a modernised award structure by 
2013”. In order to contextualise this discussion Section 8 provides: 

 A summary of the technical requirements of the Fair Work Act 2009 (the 
FW Act) and the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential 
Amendments) Act 2009 (the Transitional Act) in relation to the making of 
modern awards. 

 Specific information in relation to the conversion of transitional enterprise 
awards to modern enterprise awards. 

 An outline of the available case law on the conversion of transitional 
enterprise awards to modern enterprise awards. 

 Background to the current suite of ACTPS enterprise awards. 

 The implications for the ACTPS of the Transitional Act. 

This discussion provides important background to the next Section. In line with 
the requirements of Tasks d) and e), Section 9 discusses three options for 
simplification and reduction of classification levels, including implications of these 
options in terms of any impact on a move towards a modern award structure. 

The discussion then turns towards the future, with transitional and 
implementation considerations the focus. This is the focus of Element 5 of this 
Review, and the major discussion is reserved for that Report. However, award 
instruments have a role to play in implementation and maintenance of the 
proposed structure. This is a technical area, and it will assist clarity for discussion 
of that role to be presented in the same Report as the technical background 
briefing (at Section 8). Accordingly Section 10 of this Report considers the options 
available to the ACTPS in the transition to modern award regulation after 31 
December 2013, with particular emphasis on matters arising from the 
Classification Review. In view of the ACT Government’s support for modernised 
enterprise awards (as expressed in the ACT Government’s submission to the AIRC 
in June 2008), several options are provided to assist in modernising existing 
transitional enterprise awards. 
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8 MODERN AWARDS: A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE 

8.1 THE FAIR WORK LANDSCAPE 

8.1.1 Background 

Workplace relations legislation has undergone substantial change since 2006, 
when the former Australian Government legislated to bring constitutional 
corporations into the federal system of industrial regulation on a comprehensive 
basis. 

The present Australian Government was successful in 2008 in amending the 
Workplace Relations Act 1996 (the WR Act) to phase out individual agreements 
and to begin the process of establishing a more rational system of award 
regulation through modern awards. The federal minister for workplace relations 
requested the AIRC to establish a program for making new industry- and 
occupation-based modern awards. 

In 2009, the WR Act was repealed (in stages), and the new Fair Work Act 2009 (the 
FW Act) commenced (again, in stages). The FW Act established the National 
Employment Standards (NES) and replaced the AIRC and the Fair Pay Commission 
with a body that would perform the functions previously performed by those 
bodies, namely Fair Work Australia (FWA). 

The Government also passed the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and 
Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 (the Transitional Act) which establishes the 
status, continuity and disposal of various classes of former federal awards and 
agreements and former State awards and agreements. Significantly for this 
Report, Part 6 of the Transitional Act established the rules and procedures for 
modernising transitional enterprise awards (discussed further at Section 8.1.6 
below8.1.6 below). 

The AIRC/FWA program to establish the new system of modern awards has 
moved forward at a swift pace. As at the date of writing this Report, 119 modern 
awards have been made, replacing thousands of former federal and State awards 
covering national system employers and national system employees. 

In consequence of the establishment of these modern awards, a large number of 
former awards can now be terminated. For example, the A.C.T. Nurses Award 2000 
(AP768760/AT768760) was terminated by Watson VP on 28 July 2011 (see decision 
in case CT2011/982 at PR512201). 
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8.1.2 What are the Objects of the Act? 

The stated object of the Fair Work Act 2009 (the FW Act) is: 

“to provide a balanced framework for cooperative and productive workplace 
relations that promotes national economic prosperity and social inclusion for all 
Australians” 

(section 3, FW Act) 

The FW Act will do this by, inter alia: 

“(b) ensuring a guaranteed safety net of fair, relevant and enforceable 
minimum terms and conditions through the National Employment 
Standards, modern awards and national minimum wage orders; and 

(f) achieving productivity and fairness through an emphasis on 
enterprise-level collective bargaining underpinned by simple good faith 
bargaining obligations and clear rules governing industrial action…” 

(section 3, FW Act) 

8.1.3 What is a Modern Award? 

Part 2–3 of the FW Act is concerned with modern awards. A modern award: 

“ is made for a particular industry or occupation and provides additional minimum 
terms and conditions for those national system employees to whom it applies. A 
modern award can have terms that are ancillary or supplementary to the National 
Employment Standards.” 

(section 5, FW Act) 

A modern award can only be made by a Full Bench of Fair Work Australia. 

WHAT IS THE MODERN AWARDS OBJECTIVE? 

Section 134 of the FW Act sets out the modern awards objective (MAO), which 
requires FWA to ensure that: 

“ modern awards, together with the National Employment Standards, provide a fair 
and relevant minimum safety net of terms and conditions, taking into account: 

(a) relative living standards and the needs of the low paid; and 

(b) the need to encourage collective bargaining; and 

(c) the need to promote social inclusion through increased workforce 
participation; and 

(d) the need to promote flexible modern work practices and the efficient and 
productive performance of work; and 

(e) the principle of equal remuneration for work of equal or comparable 
value; and 
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(f) the likely impact of any exercise of modern award powers on business, 
including on productivity, employment costs and the regulatory burden; 
and 

(g) the need to ensure a simple, easy to understand, stable and sustainable 
modern award system for Australia that avoids unnecessary overlap of 
modern awards; and 

(h) the likely impact of any exercise of modern award powers on 
employment growth, inflation and the sustainability, performance and 
competitiveness of the national economy. 

(section 134, FW Act) 

Section 138 of the FW Act then goes on to say how the MAO will be achieved, and 
specifically requires that a modern award: 

 may include terms that it is permitted to include, and 
 must include terms that it is required to include. 

However, the inclusion of these terms is required “only to the extent necessary to 
achieve the modern awards objective and (to the extent applicable) the minimum 
wages objective.” 

WHAT TERMS ARE PERMITTED IN A MODERN AWARD? 

Section 139 of the FW Act provides that “a modern award may include terms 
about any of the following matters”: 

“ (a) minimum wages (including wage rates for junior employees, employees with 
a disability and employees to whom training arrangements apply), and: 
(i) skill-based classifications and career structures; and 
(ii) incentive-based payments, piece rates and bonuses; 

(b) type of employment, such as full-time employment, casual employment, 
regular part-time employment and shift work, and the facilitation of flexible 
working arrangements, particularly for employees with family 
responsibilities; 

(c) arrangements for when work is performed, including hours of work, 
rostering, notice periods, rest breaks and variations to working hours; 

(d) overtime rates; 
(e) penalty rates, including for any of the following: 

(i) employees working unsocial, irregular or unpredictable hours; 
(ii) employees working on weekends or public holidays; 
(iii) shift workers; 

(f) annualised wage arrangements that: 
(i) have regard to the patterns of work in an occupation, industry or 

enterprise; and 
(ii) provide an alternative to the separate payment of wages and other 

monetary entitlements; and 
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(iii) include appropriate safeguards to ensure that individual employees are 
not disadvantaged; 

(g) allowances, including for any of the following: 
(i) expenses incurred in the course of employment; 
(ii) responsibilities or skills that are not taken into account in rates of pay; 
(iii) disabilities associated with the performance of particular tasks or work 

in particular conditions or locations; 
(h) leave, leave loadings and arrangements for taking leave; 
(i) superannuation; 
(j) procedures for consultation, representation and dispute settlement. 

(section 139, FW Act) 

Taking section 138 into account, there is no requirement for a modern award to 
deal with every item listed in section 139, or deal with them in the same detail as 
another modern award. Various Award Modernisation decisions since 2008 have 
established some common practices and standard provisions. The inclusion of 
terms that are ancillary or supplementary to terms of the NES is also a source of 
variation between modern awards. 

HOW ARE MODERN ENTERPRISE AWARDS DIFFERENT? 

Section 168A of the FW Act sets out additional provisions that relate to modern 
enterprise awards, including the following: 

“A modern enterprise award is a modern award that is expressed to relate to: 
(a) a single enterprise (or a part of a single enterprise) only; or 
(b) one or more enterprises, if the employers all carry on similar business 

activities under the same franchise and are: 
(i) franchisees of the same franchisor; or 
(ii) related bodies corporate of the same franchisor; or 
(iii) any combination of the above. 

“A single enterprise is: 
(a) a business, project or undertaking that is carried on by an employer; or 
(b) the activities carried on by: 

(i) the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory; or 
(ii) a body, association, office or other entity established for a public 

purpose by or under a law of the Commonwealth, a State or a 
Territory; or 

(iii) any other body in which the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory has 
a controlling interest. 

“A part of a single enterprise includes, for example: 
(a) a geographically distinct part of the single enterprise; or 
(b) a distinct operational or organisational unit within the single enterprise. 

(section 168A, FW Act) 
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WHAT IS THE OBJECTIVE OF AN ENTERPRISE AWARD? 

Section 168B of the FW Act sets out the modern enterprise awards objective 
(MEAO): 

“ FWA must recognise that modern enterprise awards may provide terms and 
conditions tailored to reflect employment arrangements that have been developed 
in relation to the relevant enterprises. This is the modern enterprise awards 
objective.” 

(section 168B, FW Act) 

The MEAO applies to the performance of FWA’s functions or powers under the 
FW Act, so far as they relate to modern enterprise awards. In relevant cases, 
references to the MAO are taken to include a reference to the MEAO – that is, the 
two objectives are additive, rather than exclusive. Thus Sections 134 and 168B 
must be read together to understand how FWA will act in relation to the 
formulation of a modern enterprise award. 

8.1.4 What is an Enterprise Agreement? 

Part 2–4 of the FW Act is about enterprise agreements. An enterprise agreement: 

“ is made at the enterprise level and provides terms and conditions for those 
national system employees to whom it applies. An enterprise agreement can have 
terms that are ancillary or supplementary to the National Employment Standards. 

(section 5, FW Act) 

When FWA is considering whether or not to approve an enterprise agreement, it 
must decide whether the proposed agreement leaves an employee Better Off 
Overall (the BOOT[est]) than the conditions in the applicable award. 
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8.1.5 How will Territory Laws and Fair Work Instruments interact? 

By virtue of the operation of section 40 of the FW Act and regulation 1-16 of the 
Fair Work Regulations 2009, a modern enterprise award will prevail over public 
sector employment law in the ACT or the Northern Territory to the extent of any 
inconsistency (Annexe I: ). 

This situation is perhaps anomalous, since the default status of State public sector 
employers and State public service employees is that they are not national system 
employers or national system employees (with Victoria being the sole exception). 
As well, we note that Commonwealth public sector employment law is not 
prescribed for the purposes of section 40. 

However, as the law presently stands, a PSM Standard covering classifications and 
rates of pay would have no effect to the extent that it was inconsistent with the 
provisions of a modern award or modern enterprise award. This relationship 
applies whether the award actually applies to any employee. 

So, while it would not normally be the case that the rights and obligations of 
employees and employers under an award would apply to them while an 
enterprise agreement is in place, the existence or absence of an enterprise 
agreement will not change the interaction between the award and public sector 
employment law involving similar subject matter. 

For example, if the full work level standards for a classification structure were 
inserted into an award: 

 They would only apply to an employee in the absence of an 
enterprise agreement. 

 An enterprise agreement applying to the same employees as the 
award could contain work level standards containing the same or 
entirely different terms (subject to meeting the BOOT test), and the 
work level standards in the award would have no effect. 

 The enterprise agreement could contain no work level standards at 
all (subject to meeting the BOOT test), and the work level standards 
in the award would have no effect. 

 A PSM Standard containing work level standards could not be 
substantially different from the award regardless of the enterprise 
agreement status of employees in grades covered by the Standard. 
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8.1.6 What Transitional Arrangements Exist? 

Federal awards that were in force before the 2008 amendments to the WR Act 
became transitional enterprise awards. Transitional enterprise awards continue 
to cover the same employees and employers as they did previously. They cover 
these employees and employers to the exclusion of a modern industry- or 
occupation-specific modern award that might otherwise cover them. But the 
essential character of these instruments is that they are transitional. 

The work plan for Element 4 requires us to address issues that may relate to the 
“mandatory” move to a modernised award system after 31 December 2013. 
‘Inevitable’ may be an alternative term to “mandatory”. FWA cannot, of its own 
motion, terminate or modernise a transitional enterprise award. However, these 
awards: 

a) will terminate by effluxion of time (the default, no action path); or 
b) may be terminated by FWA upon application by a person covered by the 

award; or 
c) may be modernised by FWA upon application by a person covered by the 

award. 

In case a) above, a transitional enterprise award will terminate automatically if no 
one covered by the award makes an application to modernise the award by 
31 December 2013. The consequence of this termination is that the employees 
and employers covered by the award will come within the coverage of an 
appropriate modern award from 1 January 2014. 

If FWA approves an application to terminate the award (case b) above), this 
termination can come into force immediately, and the employees and employers 
covered by the award will come within the coverage of an appropriate modern 
award from that day. FWA has the discretion to deal with an application to 
terminate an award as though it were an application to modernise the award. 

If FWA approves an application to modernise the award (case c) above), there are 
two options for bringing the new modern enterprise award into effect. Either it 
will come into effect on 1 July immediately following the modernisation decision 
(the default option), or it may come into effect immediately. In the latter case, 
FWA would no doubt take into account the views of the persons to be covered by 
the new award. 

It is important to note that the legislation only requires that an application be 
lodged before 31 December 2013. The legislation is silent on the question of when 
the application must be heard and determined. 

Consistent with earlier discussion, an application to modernise a transitional 
enterprise award must be considered by a Full Bench. 
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8.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ACTPS 

8.2.1 What is the position of the ACTPS in contemplating transition? 

Employees of the ACTPS (and a small number of ACT statutory authorities) are 
bound by a variety of occupationally-oriented transitional enterprise awards. 

This suite of awards was the result of work undertaken between 1998 and 2001 in 
accordance with the “award simplification” requirements of the Workplace 
Relations Act 1996 (the WR Act). Broadly described, this work entailed: 

 Rewriting awards so that they only contained “allowable matters” 

 Removing redundant terms and conditions 

 Recasting the awards in plain English 

 Converting salary scales from paid rates to minimum rates 

In the ACTPS awards, paid rates were converted to minimum rates by the 
following method: 

 The relativities established between the lowest points in the salary 
scales for all grades covered by the 1990 APS SEP Case were 
calculated, with the lowest pay point of GSO5 taken as the 100% 
point. 

 The rate of pay for the C10 classification level in the minimum rates 
Metal Industry Award was substituted for the lowest pay point in 
the GSO5 salary scale. 

 Minimum rates for all grades above and below the GSO5/C10 
minimum rate were calculated by applying the relativities calculated 
in the first step. 

 Safety net increases awarded by the AIRC since the 1990 SEP case 
were added to every minimum rate calculated at step 3 to provide a 
contemporary level of salary for every grade. 

This approach was accepted by the AIRC as meeting the requirements of the Paid 
Rates Review Decision (Print Q7661, 20 October 1998). 

Only two simplified awards contain work level standards. 

 CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 
1998 – Professional Officers 

 Journalists (Australian Capital Territory Government Departments 
and Instrumentalities) Award 1998 – Public Affairs Officers 
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The AIRC had concluded in the Award Simplification Case (Print P7500, December 
1997) that awards should “not prescribe matters of detail or process that are 
more appropriately dealt with by agreement at the workplace or enterprise 
level.” In the first stage of ACTPS award simplification, work level standards of the 
kind established for APS/ACTPS classifications following the APS SEP Case were 
examined by Larkin C, who decided for this reason that they should not be added 
to the simplified awards. However, Larkin C also decided that work level 
standards should not be removed from awards that already had them. 

The award simplification project was principally directed to meeting requirements 
imposed on the award parties by the WR Act. But at the same time the parties 
also took the opportunity to: 

 Remove residual Commonwealth respondency from awards, as a 
means of establishing a suite of awards that applied only to the 
ACTPS and its statutory authorities. That is, it was an act of 
industrial sovereignty for the Territory. 

 Consolidate awards, with the result that the number of instruments 
that applied in the ACTPS was reduced from 71 to less than 20 
(including one award to cover all occupations in the GSO 
classification stream other than transport workers). 

 Standardise terms and conditions of employment by making the 
Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector 
Award 2000 (the Employment Conditions Award, or ECA), and 
making use of extensive “call up” of its terms by the occupation-
based awards. The new ECA incorporated the industry-specific 
redundancy entitlements previously found in the RRR Award. 

While the award simplification project was important to establish the separate 
industrial identity of the ACTPS, and went a considerable way towards a more 
rational system of award coverage and employment conditions, it was limited by 
some practical considerations: 

 The new awards largely follow pre-existing patterns of union 
coverage and award respondency. For example, three awards cover 
clerical employees, and two awards cover engineers. 

 A cautious approach was taken to extending entitlements 
contained in the new Employment Conditions Award (ECA) to new 
categories of employee. The principle applied was that there 
should be no difference in entitlements for persons undertaking the 
same work under different awards. Levels of entitlement markedly 
lower or higher than the ECA standard were otherwise left in place. 
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 A small number of awards were made as self-contained, stand-alone 
awards, which did not call up terms from the ECA (e.g. the ACT 
Nurses Award 2000). 

A new award for Legislative Assembly members’ staff was made shortly after the 
award simplification project ended. 

Post-2001, enterprise agreement making has been the vehicle for achieving more 
substantially consistent terms and conditions of employment for all ACTPS 
employment categories covered by the transitional awards. 

Two listings of simplified ACTPS awards are provided: 

 Annexe E: lists awards that cover employment categories that are 
in-scope for the Review 

 Annexe F: lists awards that cover categories that are out-of-scope 
for the Review 

The terms of this consultancy prevent us offering advice in relation to “skill-based 
classifications and career structures” for out-of-scope employment categories. As 
well, we will not make any specific recommendations in relation to minimum 
wages for out-of-scope categories. However, our comments and 
recommendations in relation to minimum wages for in-scope categories will, of 
course, be equally applicable—at the level of principal—to out-of-scope 
categories. 

8.2.2 ACT Government Policy 

The ACT Government considered its position in relation to award modernisation in 
July 2008. The (then) ACT Minister for Industrial Relations, responding to the 
AIRC’s invitation to make submissions on the award modernisation process, noted 
that: 

“… ACT Government employees will remain subject to ACT Government enterprise 
awards. The corollary is that ACT Government employees in occupations to be 
addressed by the modernised awards … will not be subject to these awards. 

The ACT Government … supports the objective of reducing the overall number of 
awards and, where possible, will endeavor to ensure that ACT Government 
enterprise awards reflect, to the greatest extent possible, the factors to be 
considered in developing modernised awards, including model flexibility clauses and 
other mechanisms included in these awards.” 

(A Barr MLA, ACT Minister for Industrial Relations, to Industrial Registrar, 
10 June 2008) 

Since that time, the matter has been considered by a Full Bench of the AIRC, 
which decided: 
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“We deal first with Territory government administration. The governments of the 
Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory take the view that employees 
involved in the administration of the Territories are covered by enterprise awards 
and are not part of the award modernisation process under Part 10A of the WR Act. 
No party suggested otherwise. We proceed on the assumption that no modern 
award should be made for employees in Territory administration. 

[2009] AIRCFB 865, 25 September 2009, para. 252 

The Full Bench also decided not to make a modern award of general application 
that would cover State public sector employees. However, the legislative and 
constitutional issues applying to State employees are irrelevant in respect of 
employees of Territory administration. 

This decision addressed the status of employees in Territory administration in the 
context of Division 10A of the WR Act and the Federal Minister’s award 
modernisation request. It did not address the legislative requirements relating to 
the creation of modern enterprise awards. In its subsequent communication with 
FWA, the ACTPS has signified that, “the ACT will be examining its awards in line 
with the provisions and associated timelines of the Fair Work Act 2009.” 

Many of the details of the FW Act and the Transitional Act would have been 
unknown to the ACT Government in 2008. The work that must be undertaken 
now to meet the requirements of the FW Act is necessarily complicated by the 
fact that the new legislation represents a marked break from the past. 

8.2.3 Is an ACTPS Modern Enterprise Award possible? 

The activities carried on by the Territory qualify as a single enterprise, and one or 
more modern enterprise awards could be established that covered all of these 
activities. These activities may be further subdivided along the lines of “distinct 
operational or organisational unit(s)” for the purpose of defining coverage under 
multiple modern enterprise awards. 

The FW Act does not contemplate more than one award covering an employee 
(e.g. an occupational award, plus a “general conditions” style of award), and as a 
matter of practice, the Award Modernisation process has been managed by the 
AIRC/FWA to eliminate overlap. 

FWA is not obliged to make a modern enterprise award. The Transitional Act 
provides that: 

 in deciding whether or not to make a modern enterprise award, and 
 in determining the content of that award, 

FWA must take into account the following: 
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“ (a) the circumstances that led to the making of the enterprise instrument 
rather than an instrument of more general application; 

(b) whether there is a modern award (other than the miscellaneous modern 
award) that would, but for the enterprise instrument, cover the persons 
who are covered by the instrument, or whether such a modern award is 
likely to be made in the Part 10A award modernisation process; 

(c) the content, or likely content, of the modern award referred to in 
paragraph (b) (taking account of any variations of the modern award 
that are likely to be made in the Part 10A award modernisation process); 

(d) the terms and conditions of employment applying in the industry in which the 
persons covered by the enterprise instrument operate, and the extent to which 
those terms and conditions are reflected in the instrument; 

(e) the extent to which the enterprise instrument provides 
enterprise-specific terms and conditions of employment; 

(f) the likely impact on the persons covered by the enterprise instrument, 
and the persons covered by the modern award referred to in 
paragraph (b), of a decision to make, or not make, the modern enterprise 
award, including any impact on the ongoing viability or competitiveness 
of any enterprise carried on by those persons; 

(g) the views of the persons covered by the enterprise instrument; 

(h) any other matter prescribed by the regulations.” 

(Item (4), Schedule 6, Transitional Act) 

The same considerations apply to an application to terminate a transitional 
enterprise award. 

8.2.4 Modern Enterprise Awards – Cases 

FWA has some discretion in addressing the objects of the Act .There is no 
automatic presumption by FWA that the existence of a transitional enterprise 
award justifies the making of a modern enterprise award. Indeed, the limited case 
law only suggests the opposite (KFC, Pizza Hut and Bank of Queensland decisions 
of FWA and the Federal Court refer). All of these cases involved a disagreement 
between the parties to the transitional enterprise awards as to its continued 
applicability, in light of the making of modern industry awards that could apply to 
the enterprises. 

In all of these cases, insufficient evidence was provided to convince FWA that 
there was a need for a modern enterprise award that outweighed the 
requirement for FWA to establish a simple national system of industry-specific and 
occupation-specific modern awards. A similar disputed case involving Telstra’s 
enterprise awards is presently before a Full Bench of FWA. 
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The essential difference between the KFC, Pizza Hut and Bank of Queensland cases 
on the one hand, and the Telstra case on the other is that: 

 the former involved employers seeking to retain awards that set a lower 
standard than the general industry safety net (opposed by the relevant 
unions), and 

 the latter involves the employer seeking to terminate its enterprise awards 
to permit the lower standard of employment conditions in the industry 
safety award to apply (and again opposed by the relevant unions). 

To date, no Full Bench has made a new modern enterprise award to replace a 
transitional enterprise award. No application has yet been lodged where the 
parties agree that existing transitional enterprise awards ought to be replaced by 
an MEA. 

The ACTU sees the Telstra case as a test case for other applications made in 
similar circumstances. The ACT Government and ACT unions should understand 
that the outcome of the Telstra case and similar cases following will constrain 
what can happen in relation to the ACTPS awards. 

The Telstra enterprise awards have a similar background to the ACTPS awards, in 
that they have their roots in various Commonwealth Public Service Arbitrator 
Determinations. To the extent that there is a debate about the overall level of 
entitlements in ACTPS awards relative to levels in the safety net awards for the 
same occupations in other sectors—whether between the parties, or between 
the parties and the Full Bench—the outcome in the Telstra case may be 
informative. 

Final submissions in the Telstra case were made on 6 December 2011, when the 
matter was adjourned and decision reserved. 

In drafting modern industry awards and modern occupational awards, the Full 
Bench has generally inserted provisions that find a middle ground between the 
highest and lowest standards applying in the awards it is replacing. 

The FW Act has moved away from the “parties bound” approach of the past. In 
effect, modern awards are a kind of common rule, extending to cover all national 
system employees and employers in the cross section of industry and occupation 
described in their coverage clauses. FWA has responded to this new approach in 
the way it has cast coverage clauses in modern awards. While specific employers 
may be listed in the coverage clause (either to include them or exclude them), 
neither these employers, nor unions with membership coverage in the industry or 
occupation involved, are technically “parties” to the award. 

Even though it could have made the new modern awards without doing so, FWA 
has consulted the parties to pre-modern awards in its award modernisation 
process, and taken into account their views when drafting and finalising new 
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modern awards. It will adopt a similar open and consultative approach to its 2012 
review of modern awards. 

This emphasises the need to provide evidence and soundly reasoned submissions 
to FWA in relation to every aspect of a modernisation case, including: 

 The modern award objectives and the modern enterprise award 
objective (sections 134 and 168B) 

 The issues FWA must address when it considers the modernisation 
of transitional enterprise awards (Schedule 6, Transitional Act) 

 The content rules (section 139) 

The public sector character of ACTPS employment is not a sufficient ground for 
making a modern enterprise award. In passenger transport, higher education, 
nursing and other industries, the AIRC/FWA has made a conscious decision that 
the modern awards will cover employees in all sectors. 

The two cases most likely to have a bearing on preparation for, and conduct and 
success (however defined) of an ACTPS award modernisation case will include: 

 The Telstra Case (relevant to further clarifying the ground rules for deciding 
when a modern enterprise award ought to be made), 

 The FWA 2012 review of modern awards (relevant to the application of Item 4(c) 
of Schedule 6 of the Transitional Act). 

Strategically, it may be valuable to have the results of these cases to hand, and for 
the parties to frame any application for modernisation of the transitional 
enterprise awards in light of this further knowledge. However, it is not possible to 
defer the application indefinitely. As an additional practical consideration, there 
are over 2,200 enterprise awards that will either lapse on 31 December 2013, or be 
subject to applications for termination or conversion to a modern enterprise 
award before that time. The ACTPS will be competing with other parties in a wide 
variety of industries for listing before a FWA Full Bench. 

8.2.5 Is there a case for an ACTPS Enterprise Award? 

The existence of separate occupation-based ACTPS enterprise awards raises the 
following questions for us: 

 Which employment categories should be included in a modern 
enterprise award for the ACTPS? 

 Should all employment categories in ACTPS employment be, like 
nurses, covered by the relevant occupational modern award, or by 
an ACTPS enterprise award? 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

 Should a modern enterprise award for the ACTPS only be 
established to cover categories that are not covered by existing 
industry- and occupation-based modern awards? 

These questions are part of a wider policy issue going to the intentions and 
desires of the parties to maintain award coverage that is centred on special needs 
that cannot be met by modern awards, or put another way, the special services a 
modern enterprise award can provide that the alternative modern awards do not. 

Listings of modern industry awards and modern occupational awards that could cover 
employees in the ACTPS, compiled on the basis of a survey of modern award coverage 
clauses, are provided at Annexe G: and Annexe H: . If all transitional ACTPS enterprise 
awards were terminated, the number of awards covering the Territory would 
approximately double. It is also doubtful whether the resulting suite of modern awards 
would completely cover all employees – for example, there is no modern award of 
general application for public sector clerical staff. Further examination of modern 
awards by CMCD may reveal other coverage gaps. 

Other considerations include whether the decision would increase the number of 
awards covering an employer. FWA is constrained by the terms of the federal 
minister’s award modernisation reference to ensure that employers are covered 
by as few awards as possible. 

We also note that section 141 of the FW Act provides for a modern award to 
include an industry-specific redundancy scheme, such as the arrangements found 
at clause 8 of the ACTPS Employment Conditions Award. This arrangement is 
supplementary to the redundancy provisions found in the NES. There could be 
questions raised by a Full Bench about whether this scheme is industry-specific or 
enterprise-specific. 

The main objects of a case supporting the establishment of a modern enterprise 
award(s) for the ACTPS would be to: 

 Establish complete and adequate modern award coverage for 
ACTPS employees, including award coverage for classifications not 
mentioned in any of the current transitional enterprise awards. 

 Minimise the number of awards covering the Territory. 

 Establish a comprehensive core of common ACTPS employee 
entitlements, by building on the commonalities already found in the 
transitional enterprise awards. 

 Preserve the industry-specific redundancy scheme. 

 Provide a measure of sovereignty to the Territory in matters 
pertaining to personnel management in the ACT public service of a 
kind that the States enjoy by default. 
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9 A SIMPLER CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE 

A summary of options7 and their benefits and pitfalls8 for addressing various 
circumstances across the ACTPS in simplifying and reducing the numbers of 
classifications is the focus of the following discussion. It is based on the detailed 
analysis undertaken in Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 of this Review, together 
with some further analysis undertaken in the course of Section 10.3 of Element 5. 

9.1 GENERAL APPROACH 

The Report on Element 3 established the following key principles to be brought to 
the task (O’Shea & Smith 2012a, p.41): 

 Equal Pay for Equal Work 

 More Pay for More Important Work 

From this it follows that it is necessary to establish: 

 the value of a particular quantum of work, and then 

 the relative importance of specified quanta of work 

These, then, are the principles underlying work classification, with the following 
implications for pay structures: 

 Only then can payment structures operate consistently; 

 Once work value is established, there is then no internal requirement for other 
criteria (such as industry, or career structure) to be brought to establishing pay 
rates9. However, external market factors may need to be addressed. 

BASIS FOR CLASSIFICATION 

This Review therefore proposes that 
a single basic classification structure and associated work level standards 

be applied to all positions, 
unless specific and unique considerations suggest otherwise. 

The basic structure proposed is the 11-level classification structure proposed at 
Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 of this Review. 

A Uniform Salary Scale (USS) is proposed to complement the single basic 
classification structure. This provides the basis for perceptions of internal equity, 
and accordingly for perceptions of integrity and fairness. This Scale will start at 
Pay Point 1 of the Shared Salary Spine (SSS), and will finish at Pay Point 55. 

7 Addressing item b) of the Workplan for this Element. 
8 Addressing items d) and e) of the Workplan for this Element. 
9 Career structures have been accounted for in Element 1 of this Review, where the concept of the Career Cluster 

was developed and proposed as an integral component of the proposed reforms. Workforce planning and 
workforce development considerations are also considered, in the Report on Element 5 of this Review. 
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9.2 SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES 

There are circumstances where market considerations for in-scope classifications 
present substantial challenges to the adoption of this proposed 11-level structure. 

Three broad approaches to these special circumstances are considered. 

OPTION A: ADDRESS SPECIFIC SITUATIONS WITH TAILORED STRUCTURES. 

Description: 

In effect, this is the ‘do nothing’ option, a continuation of the status quo. Special 
market requirements and special situations are addressed by creating new salary 
structures tied to entry qualifications and career structures. 

Benefits: 

 By putting in place solutions tailored to current market requirements the 
ACTPS may be able to address market needs most effectively. 

Pitfalls: 

 This approach will be complex to implement and administer. There is a high 
risk of ‘special’ and ‘local’ applications emerging over time, to the 
detriment of simplicity, efficiency and integrity. With multiple approaches 
in place, ongoing maintenance of structures may become prone to 
misinterpretation and increasing complexity over time. 

 No reduction in the number of Pay levels would necessarily result. 

 This approach does not support a move towards a modernised award 
structure because it does not meet the requirements for creating a safety 
net minimum rates award. 

We do not recommend this Option. 

OPTION B: RETAIN THE USS UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES. 

Description: 

This approach would eliminate all but one common structure. Local nomenclature 
would be addressed through use of local job titles in job descriptions. 

Benefits: 

 This approach has the virtues of simplicity and administrative efficiency. 

 A minimum rates award without incremental pay points is feasible under 
this option and accordingly this option supports a move towards a 
modernised award. 

 The result would be a maximum of 11classification levels and 11 Pay Bands. 

Pitfalls: 

 This approach is not adaptable to meet future circumstances 
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 As well it will not assist the ACTPS to address recruitment effectively with 
salaries competitive on the broader labour market, except through 
personalised Attraction and Retention Incentives (ARIns). 

We do not recommend this Option. 

OPTION C: MEET MARKET NEEDS THROUGH SPECIAL SALARY SCALES. 

Description: 

Here, it is proposed to address market needs directly with special salary scales, 
without adding complications to address career structures, qualifications and the 
like. It will require a complementary package of measures, such as the proposed 
Qualification Entry Standard (QES) and career management structures that would 
apply uniformly. Local nomenclature would be addressed through use of local job 
titles in job descriptions. 

Benefits: 

 This approach will enable the ACTPS to compete on national labour 
markets for specified skills. 

 It limits the application of special handling, and accordingly will be less 
prone to error or distortion than Option 1. 

 A minimum rates award is feasible under this option and accordingly this 
option supports a move towards a modernised award. 

 The number of Classification Levels would not exceed 11. The number of 
levels within specific scales would reduce to 70-80 in the first instance. 

Pitfalls: 

 This approach will not meet every specific labour market situation, in 
particular in relation to those industries where conditions such as reduced 
hours or other special conditions are common (Attraction and Retention 
Incentives (ARIns) may assist here in some circumstances). 

We recommend this Option. 

9.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDED APPROACH 

9.3.1 Description 

To address specific and unique market requirements, we propose the creation of 
special salary scales for particular employment categories, the specific purpose of 
which will be to map the work value of these types of positions onto subsets of 
the Shared Salary Spine. 

While such cases are numerous, they will not—in total—cover more than a small 
fraction of the total workforce. They may, however, create a perception that 
there are more than 11 classifications. There are not. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

In all cases the same Work Level Standards apply as to any other situation: the 
work of the grade will be subject to the same Work Level Standards for the 
classification levels corresponding to the Pay Bands traversed by the relevant 
salary scale. Equally, all situations, whether based on the USS or mapped to the 
SSS using a special salary scale, will use the same 11 Pay Bands and 55 Pay Points. 

Put another way, there are no more classification levels than the 11 proposed, but 
there are some situations created by external market forces where the 
employment categories will map differently to the Shared Salary Spine. And that 
will be the sole difference. 

9.3.2 Relationships between proposed components 

The following Figure10 integrates the components of the pay and classification 
reforms in the light of Option 3, recommended above. 

Uniform Salary Scale 

Pay Point 

Special 

Salary 

Scale 

Position 

Includes: 

Title 

Duties 

Delegations 

Quals, etc 

Career 

Cluster 

Includes: 

Pathways 

Quals 

Minimum 

Competency 

Framework 

Qualification 

Entry 

Standard 

Work 

Level 

Standard 

Class-

ification 

Level 

Pay 

Band 

Salary 

Spine 

Broad 

band 

Figure 1: Relationships between components of the proposed reforms. 

9.3.3 Implications for current classifications 

Table 1 draws on the detailed discussion in Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 
and supplements this with further discussion from Elements 1, 2 and 5, to outline 
some implications of Option 3 for the various current classifications in scope for 
this Review and identify some benefits and pitfalls that may arise. 

10 Each component indicated by a box may have one or more instances: thus, for example, there are eleven 
Classification Levels proposed, and there may be thousands of Positions in the ACTPS. Some relationships have 
been omitted for clarity and, in common with previous presentations, items out of scope are indicated in grey 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

Administrative 
Services Officer 

6  Retention of 6 classification levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current ASO structure will simplify translation for this large 
number of employees. 

 Retention of 6 classification levels will also support the proposed Minimum Competency Framework (MCF) by simplifying mapping to the Australian 
Qualification Framework. 

Senior Officer 3  Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SO structure and allied grades will support the proposed MCF by 
simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

 A large number of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 
5). This will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

Information 
Technology Officer 

2  We consider that the ITO classification stream would benefit from being incorporated into a model similar to that now being proposed for Professional 
Officers and Health Professionals (that is, the Common Professional Entry Scale, or CPES). In particular, the current salary scale for ITO Level 1 does not 
properly recognise: the professional status of the discipline; the need to retain qualified and experienced staff; or the state of the labour market for ICT 
professionals. 

Senior Information 
Technology Officer 

3  As for Information Technology Officers (see above), these grades may be translated on the same basis as other professional grades... 

 Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SITO C, B & A grades (closely allied to the SO/SPO grades ) will 
support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

 A large number of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 
5). This will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

Information 
Technology Officer 
Trainee 

1  Refer discussion of Information Technology Officer above. 

 This grade can be collapsed in with Cadet grades to form a single new Cadet structure. 

 Only 1 level is required to support the proposed new Cadet structure. 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

Public Affairs Officer 3  The current salary scale for some grades extends across several levels, and also overlaps within the new proposed pay bands. We consider that there is 
an arguable case for Public Affairs Officers to adopt the new professional classification model in the longer term. However, there will need to be 
significant restructuring of jobs and working arrangements to align PAOs with other professionals. This case would require an agreement between the 
parties (CMCD and MEAA) on how the work is to be divided and described in future to accommodate the work within the new classification structure. In 
our view, the end result should be that PAOs are treated as other professionals are treated, classification-wise and pay-wise. 

 We recommend that PAO work above the entry level should be classified at Levels 7, 9, 10 and 11 of the Support Services career cluster. This 
restructuring is of course very significant, and will entail each PAO position being tested against WLSs. 

Senior Public Affairs 
Officer 

2  Refer discussion of Public Affairs Officer above 

 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SPAO 1 & 2 grades (closely allied to the SO grades ) will support the proposed 
MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

 Some of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 5). This 
will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

Public Relations 
Adviser 

2  Refer discussion of Public Affairs Officer above 

 Local titles may continue to be applied by agencies in job descriptions, but are not justified as a separate classification 

Public Relations 
Manager 

2  Refer discussion of Public Affairs Officer above 

 Local titles may continue to be applied by agencies in job descriptions, but are not justified as a separate classification 

Research Officer 2  As discussed at pp87-88 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

Senior Research 
Officer 

2  As discussed at pp87-88 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

Principal Research 
Officer 

1  As discussed at pp.87-88 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

 Would translate in most cases to the new level 8. 

Tourism & Events 
Officer 

6  As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

CTEC Manager 3  As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

WorkCover Officer 6  As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1 and further at p.89 of the Report on Element 5, WCO1-3 and ORS Inspector may be collapsed in with 
ASO grades when considering work levels. 

WorkCover Manager 3  As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1 and further at p.89 of the Report on Element 5, WCM B & A s may be collapsed in with SO grades 
when considering work levels. 

Trust Officer 2  These grades cover 4 work levels (p.94 of the Report on Element 5) 

Graduate 
Administrative 
Assistant 

1  Incorporate into other professional entry arrangements, pay wise, and use the standard classification model 

Cadet 1  This grade can be collapsed in with other Cadet grades to form a single new Cadet structure. 

 Only 1 level is required to support the proposed new Cadet structure. 

Schools Assistant 3  As discussed at pp.88-89 of the Report on Element 5, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

Disability Support 
Officer 

3  These grades cover 6 new work levels (p.104 of the Report on Element 5) 

Family Services 
Worker 

1  As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

Legal 2  The work level requirements for Legal 1 are very specific and cover a range of 7 levels (pp.91-92 of the Report on Element 5). 

 Legal 2 maps to Level 11 directly 

Para Legal 3  Salary for these grades cover 4 work levels (p.93 of the Report on Element 5), but the work itself is not so distinguishable from other work undertaken by 
current ASO grades as to warrant further separation. Accordingly these grades may be collapsed in with other grades. 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

Prosecutor 5  Work value case pending (p.114 of the Report on Element 5) 

Custodial Officer 4  This is a redundant classification, to be replaced by Correctional Officer 

Correctional Officer 4  These grades cover 6 work levels (p.100 of the Report on Element 5) plus a further level for trainees. 

Veterinary Officer 5  Given the requirement for a 6-year degree for entry, 3 levels are required to span the range of work undertaken by these positions 

 These grades may be collapsed in with other professional grades, with a specific entry point established through the proposed QES. 

Professional Officer 2  Given the range of entry qualification requirements (from 2 -6 years), 5 levels are required to span the range of work undertaken by PO1-2 

 A further ‘third level professional’ band, spanning the gap between Professional Officer Level 2 and Senior Professional Officer Grade C would provide for 
special circumstances to address the need to provide – for example – high level, specialised professional services; coordination of projects with 
significant technical and professional input; etc. 

Professional Officer 
CFC (Cultural 
Facilities 
Corporation) 

2  These grades may be collapsed in with other professional grades (p.119 of the Report on Element 1 ; p.89 of the Report on Element 5). 

 Refer to discussion of Professional Offices above. 

Senior Professional 
Officer 

3  Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SPO C, B & A grades (closely allied to the SO grades ) will support the 
proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

 A number of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 5). 
This will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

Cadet Professional 
Officer 

1  This grade can be collapsed in with other Cadet grades to form a single new Cadet structure. 

 Only 1 level is required to support the proposed new Cadet structure. 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

Dentist 3  These grades may be collapsed in with other professional grades, with a specific entry point established through the proposed QES to support the 
requirement for a 6-year degree. 

 Retention of multiple levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current Dentist structure that are closely allied to the SO grades will 
support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

 5 levels are required overall (p.95 of the Report on Element 5). 

 An upward extension of the top-most Pay Band may be used to meet market requirements for this work level. 

 Some of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 5). This 
will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

Dental Receptionist 1  As discussed at pp.119-120 of the Report on Element 1 and further at p.89 of the Report on Element 5, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO 
grades when considering work levels. 

Dental Assistant 3  As discussed at p.106 of the Report on Element 5, these grades range from Unqualified to Principal levels, and accordingly cover 5 work levels. 

Health Professional 6  Given the range of entry qualification requirements (from 2 -6 years), 5 levels are required to span the range of work undertaken by HP1-3 

 Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current HP 4, 5 & 6 grades (closely allied to the SO grades ) will support the 
proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

 Some of these employees at HP4-6 levels benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on 
Element 5). This will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

 See also pp.72-83 of the Report on Element 5 for further discussion of general issues behind comparison and alignment of health professional functions. 

Health Care Assistant 5  Not readily fitted into the standard model at this stage (P.108 of the Report on Element 5) 

 A review of the classification against the WLSs will be required after initial translation. 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

Radiation Therapist 6  A Range of levels is required to span the range of work undertaken by RT 1-3, with a specific entry point established through the proposed QES to 
support the entry requirement (pp.109-110 of the Report on Element 5). 

 Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current RT 4, 5 & 6 grades (closely allied to the HP/SO grades ) will support 
the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

 An upward extension of the top-most Pay Band may be used to meet market requirements for this work level. 

Medical Physics 
Registrar 

1  A Range of levels is required to span the range of work undertaken by Medical Physicist grades, with a specific entry point established through the 
proposed QES to support the entry requirement. 

 These grades are discussed in detail at pp.96-99 of the Report on Element 5. 

Medical Physics 
Specialist 

1  Refer discussion of Medical Physics Registrar above 

Senior Medical 
Physics Specialist 

1  Refer discussion of Medical Physics Registrar above 

Principal Medical 
Physics Specialist 

1  Refer discussion of Medical Physics Registrar above 

 Retention of multiple levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current PMPS structure (closely allied to the SO/HP grades ) will 
support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

Chief Medical Physics 1  Refer discussion of Medical Physics Registrar above 

 Retention of multiple levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current CMP structure (closely allied to the SO/HP grades ) will 
support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

 An upward extension of the top-most Pay Band may be used to meet market requirements for this work level. 

Canberra Theatre 
Staff 

10  The commercial realities and unusual award nexus for this group (p.119 of the Report on Element 1; pp.113 of the Report on Element 5) will require 
specific arrangements to be made. Selected SSS pay points can be applied, but new WLSs will not. 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

General Service 
Officer 

9  Only 2 levels are required to span the range of work levels encompassed by the current GSO 3 & 4 and 5 & 6 levels. 

 Translation to the new Shared Salary Spine is straightforward for all GSO grades (p.87 of the Report on Element 5). 

 Translation costs are high at the upper levels (7, 8, 9 and 10) but the overall number of employees at these levels is relatively low. 

Health Service 
Officer 

9  Only 2 levels are required to span the range of work levels encompassed by the current HSO 3 & 4 and 5 & 6 levels. 

 Translation to the new Shared Salary Spine is straightforward for all HSO grades (p.87 of the Report on Element 5). 

 Translation costs are high at the upper levels (7, 8, 9 and 10) but the overall number of employees at these levels is very low. 

 HSO2 translation processing may need to differ slightly from that for GSO2. This is a one-off complication. 

Apprentices 1  Apprentice arrangements may be volatile in the light of the case currently before FWA 

 Adult Apprentices must be catered for. 

Ranger 3  As discussed at p.89 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may follow the same translation as ASO grades when considering work levels. 

Sportsground Ranger 1  As discussed at p.89 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may follow the same translation as ASO grades when considering work levels. 

Park Ranger 2  As discussed at p.89 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may follow the same translation as ASO grades when considering work levels. 

Senior Park Ranger 1  As discussed at p.89 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may follow the same translation as ASO grades when considering work levels. 

Facilities Service 
Officer 

6  Readily translated to the standard model on work value grounds, as per original GSO counterparts. 

 Translation costs are high at the upper levels (7, 8) but the overall number of employees at these levels is very low. 

Facilities Technical 
Officer 

3  Readily translated to the standard model on work value grounds, as per original TO counterparts. 

Building Service 
Officer 

1  Only 1 level is required to span the range of work levels encompassed by the current BSO 3/4 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

Sterilising Services 

Health Service 
Officer 

1  Only 1 level is required to span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SSHSO 3 & 4 levels (p.87 of the Report on Element 5). 

 We recommend absorbing the very small sterilising certificate allowance into the base rate of pay for the upper level of this grade. This may mean that 
existing staff who hold the certificate will translate to a higher increment point than pay point 7. 

Sterilising Services 

Technical Officer 

2  Readily translated to the standard model on work value grounds, as per original TO counterparts. 

Central Linen Service 6  The commercial realities of this group (p.120 of the Report on Element 1; pp.111-112 of the Report on Element 5) will require specific arrangements to 
be made. 

Central Linen Service 
(CLS7, 8 & 9) 

3  3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current CLS7, 8 & 9 (closely allied to the SO grades) will support the proposed MCF by 
simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

Stores Supervisor 1  This grade cover 1 work level (p.105 of the Report on Element 5) 

Senior Stores 
Supervisor 

3  These grades cover only 2 new work levels (p.105 of the Report on Element 5) 

 Standardisation with other supervisors (e.g. GSOs) extends the salary points, but is complicated by the collapse of 3 levels to 2 

Technical Officer 4  The new diploma qualified salary scale will cover Level 3 maximum and the whole of Levels 4 and 5, but is otherwise a comfortable fit to the standard 
model 

 Significant pay raises for TO3 and TO4 are contained by their small number across ACTPS employment. 

Senior Officer 
(Technical) 

2  3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SO (Technical) C & B grades (closely allied to the SO grades ) will support the 
proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

Trainee Technical 
Officer 

1  This grade can be collapsed in with Cadet grades to form a single new Cadet structure. 

 Only 1 level is required to support the proposed new Cadet structure. 
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Classification Levels Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

Calvary Hospital 

Technical Services 
Officer 

1  This grade covers 3 work levels (p.103 of the Report on Element 5). 

 It would not be reasonable to increase the number of increment points employees are required to traverse before reaching the top of the scale. 

Clinical Coders 1  This grade spans 3 work levels (p.106 of the Report on Element 5). 

 It would not be reasonable to increase the number of increment points employees are required to traverse before reaching the top of the scale 

Clinical Coders 
Trainee 

1  This grade spans 1 work level (p.106 of the Report on Element 5). 

Trainees 3  Trainee arrangements may be volatile in the light of the case currently before FWA 

TOTAL: 193 

NOTES to Table 1: 

1: MCF-related implications are based on the discussion at pp.113-115 of the Report on Element 3. 

2: Implications of reforms proposed for Training grades (Apprentices, Trainees, Cadet, and Graduate Entry) are discussed at Section 9.4 of the Report on Element 3. 

3: Implications for Professional grades are discussed at Section 9.5 of the Report on Element 3. 

4: Audit staff are discussed at pp.101-102 of the Report on Element 5. 

Table 1: Implications of Option C for current classifications 
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9.4 IMPACT FOR SIMPLIFICATION AND REDUCTION OF CLASSIFICATIONS 

In contemplating Table 1, the following scenarios emerge: 

 There are some situations, such as GSO, FSO and BSO grades, where the 
number of work levels required is significantly less that the number of 
grades in place now. 

 There are some situations, such as current ASO grades, where no change in 
the number of levels is proposed11 . 

 There are some situations, such as Trust, Legal and Correctional Officers, where 
the number of work levels proposed exceeds the current number of grades. 

 There are many situations, such as Rangers, Tourism and Events Officers 
and Professional Officers at the Cultural Facilities Corporation, where all 
the current grades may be eliminated entirely. 

 There are a small number of situations, such as Canberra Linen Service and 
Canberra Theatre Trust, where unique commercial considerations demand 
a unique response. 

Taking all these scenarios into account, Table 2 summarises the effect of the 
proposed structure of salary scales for both the general cases, and also situations 
where special circumstances arise. Overall, the number of unique levels within 
scales may be reduced from 193 to 78. As indicated in the Notes to Table 2, it may 
be possible to accommodate a further 6 grades (italicised) within the USS, thus 
reducing the number to 72 in total. Once implemented: 

 the number of unique levels within scales for in-scope positions would be reduced to 
around 40% of the current number; 

 all in-scope positions would rely upon only 11 Classification Levels and 20 Salary 
Scales, all applied similarly; 

 The vast majority of in-scope positions—around 85%—would be covered by the 
Uniform Salary Scale. 

 Half of the balance—health professionals—would be covered by one special scale. 

 In fact, most of the residue of complexity would be isolated to one of the larger 
agencies, namely ACT Health. ACT Health employs over half of the staff that would 
be covered by special scales, and over half of the special salary scales proposed are 
specific to that Agency. 

11 However, this does not imply translation on a point to point or even level to level basis. This discussion is strictly 
limited to consideration of the number of grades or levels involved. The Report on Element 5 discusses both 
proposals for translation of staff at implementation, and also the cost impact of the proposal in light of the number 
of staff at any given level. 
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Salary Scale No. levels Notes 
Uniform Salary Scale (USS) 11 Default arrangement, with 11 Pay Bands corresponding to the 11 Classification Levels. 
Apprentices 1 Discussed at Section 9.4.2 of the Report on Element 3 

Trainees 3 Discussed at Section 9.4.1 of The Report on Element 3 

Common Professional Entry 
(CPES) 

1 Discussed at Section 9.5 of the Report on Element 3 (Vets would enter at Band 5, but follow this model thereafter). 

Calvary Hospital Technical 
Services Officer 

1 Discuss with Calvary Hospital with a view to review requirement 

Canberra Theatre Staff 10 In general, the special circumstances of the Canberra Theatre Centre ( CTC) suggest that rates of CTC staff be restricted to certain fixed points 
in the SSS. The impact of this will be restricted to CTC . 

Central Linen Service 6 CLS7, CLS8, CLS9 use the USS. In general, however, at the moment there is insufficient information about the background to the rates paid in 
the Canberra Linen Service to make anything other than an initial translation into the SSS. 

Clinical Coders 1 
Clinical Coders Trainee 1 
Correctional Officer 4 Here the fit to the new pay bands and classifications levels is close, but not exact. Levels 1, 2 and 3 correspond to a broadbanded Level 4/5, 

Level 6 and level 7 respectively. It would be relatively straightforward for the parties to adopt the complete range of salaries available in these 
pay bands, and maintain the existing qualification-based salary barrier arrangements by reference to specified SSS pay points. 

Dental Assistant 3 
Dentist 3 An upward extension is required to Level 11 
Disability Support Officer 3 Possibly suited to adoption of USS 
Health Care Assistant 5 
Health Professional 3 HP4, HP5 and HP6 use the USS 

Here it is proposed to adopt the CPES as a basis for establishing a renewed equivalent of the Health Professional Level 1, for the employment 
of provisionally registered health professionals and those undertaking a professional development year. The concept (and the salary scale) is 
extended to provide an avenue for employment of clinical psychologists-in-training, sonographers-in-training, etc. 

Legal 1 1 Legal 2 uses the USS 
Medical Physics 5 An upward extension is required to Level 11 
Prosecutor 5 Likely outcome from work value case 
Public Affairs Officer 5 Suited to adoption of USS. 
Radiation Therapist 6 Radiation Therapists will retain a unique salary scale within the SSS. An upward extension is required to Level 11. 

TOTAL: 78 

Table 2: Summary of Proposed Special Salary Scales 
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10 MOVING TOWARDS A MODERN AWARD STRUCTURE 

10.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE SCOPE OF THIS REVIEW 

The aims and objectives of the Classification Review, and the outcomes and 
recommendations of the present consultancy, address issues relevant to “skill-
based classifications and career structures” (paragraph 139(a)(i) FW Act). A 
question for the Review (and the parties) at this stage ought to be: What 
outcomes from the Review are appropriate to be included in a modern award? 

However, the outcomes and recommendations of the consultancy (as expressed 
in our earlier reports) do not address what “minimum wages” should be 
associated with the classification structure (subsection 139(a) FW Act): to date, 
our investigations have been directed to identifying suitable external salary 
benchmarks (Element 2) and incorporating these benchmarks into a new ACTPS 
salary structure (Element 3). None of this information is relevant to the level of 
“minimum wages” that ought to appear in a modern enterprise award for the 
ACTPS. 

The proposals which follow deal with: 

 Which outcomes from the Review are able to be included in an MEA for the 
ACTPS. 

 Whether it is desirable to include the outcomes from the Review in an MEA. 

 The relationship between the classification proposals arising from the Review 
and the concept of “skill-related classifications and career paths” contained in 
the FW Act. 

 The means by which contemporary minimum rates might be calculated and 
how these could be related to the classification structure proposed by the 
Review. 

10.2 MINIMUM RATES 

On the basis of the provisions of the FW Act and the decisions made by the AIRC 
and FWA since 2008, it is clear that the pay outcomes recommended by the 
Review in Elements 2 and 3 cannot be included in a MEA. 

MAs and MEAs can only contain properly fixed minimum rates. The proposed 
Shared Salary Spine (SSS) is not based on and is not intended to operate as a 
minimum rates salary scale. The proposed SSS is based on market rates surveys, 
benchmarks derived from the 2010 APS salary survey, various current enterprise 
agreements, and various current enterprise awards that operate as paid rates 
instruments. So far as we understood our brief, the SSS was intended to replace 
the rates of pay in ACTPS enterprise agreements. 
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In all modernisation cases where the AIRC and FWA have had the choice of 
incorporating paid rates and minimum rates salary scales into modern awards, 
they have specifically rejected including paid rates salary scales, and decided 
instead to insert minimum rates. In a small number of cases where no adequate 
minimum rates scale was available, the tribunal has preferred to insert minimum 
rates salary scales drawn from awards covering related occupations in related 
industries. 

We believe there are only two practical options for updating the minimum rates 
salary scales in transitional enterprise awards, to establish a proper basis for 
ongoing adjustment as a modern enterprise award. 

OPTION 1: BRING ALL PAY RATES IN AWARDS UP-TO-DATE 

The first option – and the simplest and most feasible – is to ensure that all pay 
rates in the subject awards are brought up to date to ensure that they include: 

 AIRC safety net adjustments up to 2005 

 Fair Pay Commission annual review outcomes from 2006 to 2009 

 FWA annual review outcomes from 2010 (including the outcomes 
from the current 2012 review) 

This option would be immediately recognisable to members of a FWA Full Bench 
as being identical with the approach taken since 2008 to establish minimum rates 
salary scales in modern awards. 

The classifications within the award would be allocated to one of 11 classification 
levels, based on the outcomes of the Review. 

OPTION 2: RE-BASE SALARIES TO IMPORT SSS RELATIVITIES INTO AWARDS 

The second option – and the one requiring more preparation and more 
sophisticated argument before the Full Bench – will entail a “re-basing” of salaries 
to import SSS relativities into the awards through: 

 the establishment of a new scale of minimum rates, calculated using 
the relativity that the lowest pay point in each SSS pay band bears 
to the lowest pay point for the base tradesperson equivalent (pay 
band 3 in the SSS), and 

 the allocation of all existing grades in the awards and all award-free 
grades in enterprise agreements to one of 11 classification levels. 

However, unless this approach delivers results that are consistent with key pay 
points in other minimum rates salary scales (e.g. graduate salaries in the Health 
Professionals and Professional Employees awards), it is unlikely to find favour 
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with a Full Bench tasked with establishing and maintaining a nationally consistent 
system of minimum award standards. 

DISCUSSION 

Our analysis of Full Bench award modernisation decisions since 2008 suggests 
that: 

 Novel solutions are only likely to be adopted if there is complete 
agreement between the parties. A Full Bench is more likely to adopt 
the position of the parties if the specific, well-established needs of 
the industry or occupation are supported by well-evidenced and 
well-articulated submissions. 

 Nevertheless, if the parties’ agreement stretches too far the 
boundaries of what is acceptable content for a modern award, the 
Full Bench will opt for an outcome that preserves national 
consistency in minimum rates based on established work value 
relationships. 

With this caution in mind, we propose the following scale of minimum rates for 
inclusion in a modern enterprise award: 

ACTPS Level Ratio with C10 Weekly rate Annual rate Notes 

Level 1 85.9% $589.30 $30,742 = NMW 

Level 2 92.9% $637.75 $33,269 = (NMW+C10)/2 

Level 3 100.0% $686.20 $35,797 = C10 

Level 4 112.0% $768.83 $40,107 

Level 5 125.5% $861.40 $44,937 

Level 6 140.6% $965.13 $50,348 

Level 7 157.6% $1,081.34 $56,410 

Level 8 180.6% $1,239.41 $64,656 

Level 9 202.4% $1,388.66 $72,442 

Level 10 226.7% $1,555.87 $81,164 

Level 11 254.0% $1,743.22 $90,938 

Table 3: Scale of Minimum Rates 

In this model: 

 Level 1 and Level 2 rates do not reflect the internal relativities in the 
proposed SSS. To do so would deliver a Level 1 minimum rate that 
was below the National Minimum Wage (NMW). 

 The lowest rate of pay (Level 1) is equal to the National Minimum 
Wage (NMW). Level 1 comprehends Manufacturing and Associated 
Industries and Occupations Award 2010 Levels C14, C13 and C12, and 
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Support Services Employee (SSE) Level 1 in the Health Professionals 
and Support Services Award 2010 HPSS Award. 

 The rate for Level 2 is mid-way between the NMW and the 
Manufacturing Award C10 rate, and comprehends work value 
equivalent to Level C11 in that award and SSE Levels 2 and 3 in the 
HPSS Award. 

 The rate for Level 3 (proposed translation point for GSO 5 and GSO 
6) is exactly the Manufacturing Award C10 rate at 1 July 2011. This 
Level comprehends Manufacturing Industry Award Levels C10, C9, 
C8 and C7, and SSE Levels 4, 5, 6 and 7 in the HPSS Award 

 The rate for Level 4 (proposed ACTPS 3-year degree entry point) 
comprehends Manufacturing Award Levels C6, C5 and C4, HPSS 
Award SSE Level 8, HPSS graduate with 3-year degree, and 
Professional Employees Award 2010 (Professionals Award) graduate 
with 3-year degree. 

 The rate for Level 5 comprehends Manufacturing Award Levels C3, 
C2(a) and C2(b), and HPSS Award SSE Level 9 

 The rate for Level 6 comprehends HPSS Award professional 
employee Level 2 and Professionals Award Level 2. 

These broad relationships suggest that a case could be made for including the 
proposed rates into the ACTPS MEA with some surety that they are suitable rates 
for inclusion in a minimum rates award, relative to other industries and other 
occupations. They must also stand up to scrutiny on the basis of internal work 
value relativity between grades. 

At higher levels in the proposed ACTPS classification structure, the relationship of 
like with like in other awards is less exact. The highest grades in the proposed 
structure (Levels 9, 10 and 11) reflect the unusual case of the ACTPS, where senior 
managers and senior professionals are not award free. However, there is a long 
history of these categories being covered by determinations and awards in the 
Commonwealth Public Service and later the ACTPS. 

An approach of this kind was proposed by CFMEU and AIG in proceedings to make 
the Mobile Crane Hiring Award 2010 (AIRC FB 345, 3 April 2009). The Full Bench did 
not adopt the exact approach proposed by the parties, but instead selected rates 
from a related award that would deliver a similar pay outcome. However, the 
CFMEU/AIG objective had been to re-establish internal wage relativities first set in 
1989, rather than to establish an entirely new classification structure. 

We propose that the Level 3 salary point would be the key classification in the 
award for the purpose of calculating increases to pay related allowances. 
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10.3 INCREMENTS 

The AIRC began removing service increments from federal awards in the 1990s. 
For most ACTPS awards, this process was undertaken in connection with the 
award simplification project, following the decision in the 1998 Paid Rates Review 
Case (Print Q7661, 20 October 2012). In most instances, no strong case was put to 
retain time-based increments, no proposals were made to re-establish them on a 
proper basis related to work value, and they were removed from most ACTPS 
awards. 

In the event that the parties wish to introduce an increment structure into the 
award, then movement within the increment scale must be justified on work value 
grounds. The current FWA formulation of the incremental progression clause in 
modern awards is as follows: 

“ Progression for all classifications for which there is more than one pay point will 
be by annual movement to the next pay point having regard to the acquisition 
and use of skills, or in the case of a part-time or casual employee, 1824 hours of 
similar experience.” 

The advantage of including an incremental scale that maps to the SSS is that the 
specific entry levels for 3-year and 4-year graduates, dual trades, etc. can be 
specified in the same manner as we have proposed in our Element 3 and 5 
Reports. 

Just as importantly, it would establish the principle that movement through 
incremental salary scales is based on improvements in work value related to the 
acquisition and exercise of higher levels of skill. 

10.4 SKILL-RELATED CLASSIFICATIONS AND CAREER PATHS 

In Section 8.6.1 of our Report on Element 3 (O’Shea & Smith 2012a, pp.92-95), we 
provided some background to classification management in the APS and ACTPS 
from 1990 to the present day. We noted that the 1990 work levels standards for 
key employment categories arose from agreement between the parties. Some 
standards were incomplete at the time they were published – and the GSO work 
level standards were never completed. 

The 1990 standards obtained legitimacy from this consent. They were given 
authority by being issued by the relevant central agency (it never being the 
practice to include these standards in industrial instruments). In 1994, when the 
ACTPS was created, this source of authority disappeared for ACT public servants. 

From 1994 until 1998 the PSM Act and the Public Sector Management (PSM) 
Standards were given the work of classification management. The reasoning 
behind CMD’s decision to remove the work level standards from the PSM 
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Standards in that year is difficult to understand. A more or less consistent and 
comprehensive system of classification standards (and the culmination of several 
years of applied high level expertise in classification management) was 
abandoned, and no practical alternative system was put in place. 

Agencies were given the authority to create new classifications through 
enterprise agreements, but there are very few cases where the introduction of a 
new classification structure included new classification standards being written12 . 
This arose in part from the absence of central agency guidance, and partly from 
the unequal distribution of classification expertise between agencies. 

Coinciding with CMD’s decision to remove work level standards from the PSM 
Standards, the AIRC substantially changed its practice in relation to including 
classification definitions in awards, to reflect the requirements of the award 
simplification legislation. At the very most, the AIRC would contemplate inserting 
classification definitions of a very brief kind into awards, but it would not include 
standards that dealt with the subject matter in excessive detail. This was 
consistent with the objects of the WR Act, which gave awards the work of setting 
minimum entitlements and emphasised local bargaining as the source of 
comprehensive employment conditions. 

The alternative under these circumstances might have been to add dozens of 
pages of detailed work level standards to every ACTPS enterprise agreement, but 
this option has never been pursued. 

The result has been that the ACTPS has had no formal system of classification 
management for 14 years. There are gaps in coverage. There is no obligation on 
ACTPS decision makers to recognise and apply the 1990 standards. In parallel, the 
use of AWAs and SEAs has permitted agencies to develop market-based strategies 
that meet local needs, without reference to a base of generally applied work 
value standards. 

It is reasonable to ask whether the making of a new MEA (or MEAs) for the ACTPS 
should involve the inclusion of detailed work level standards in the new 
instrument. 

The AIRC/FWA practice since 2008 has been to include classification definitions in 
modern awards, at a level of detail relevant to the industry. Current practice in 
making modern awards therefore varies quite considerably, depending on the 
industry and occupation (See Annexe J: ). 

1212 The only small agency that has been able to achieve this in 14 years has been the Canberra Theatre Trust. The 
other two examples come from ACT Health. 
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For example: 

 In making the modern award for the marine towing industry, the Full 
Bench stated that the classification structure was so well known, that 
nothing was required to be included in the award. 

 In the rail industry, the Full Bench was prepared to adopt a generic 
classification structure with no mention of specific occupations, and 
rejected a proposal to introduce overly complex job descriptions. 

 In the vehicle, publishing and surveying industries, the Full Bench was 
prepared to adopt interim classification structures, and invited the parties 
to hold further discussions. 

Our assessment is that there is a pragmatic recognition by FWA that safety net 
awards can play a part in settling classification matters, but that the award does 
not have primacy. 

When the ACTPS award simplification project was undertaken (1998-2001), the 
relationship between awards and agreements permitted the terms and conditions 
of awards to continue to apply, unless specifically overridden by an agreement. 
Under the instrument interaction rules of 2012, however, the Public Affairs Officer 
and Professional Officer work level standards in the MEAA and CPSU awards have 
no effect for an employee to whom an enterprise agreement applies. 

We indicated earlier that the interaction between the award and Territory 
employment legislation would prevent a PSM Standard being written that was 
out of alignment with work level standards included in awards. There is an 
effective impasse between the two modes of regulation: the former mode is 
frozen, and the latter mode is frozen out. The award prescription path leads to a 
dead end, but nonetheless would override any employment legislation. 

From an industrial-pragmatic point of view, until new work level standards are 
adopted (at least on an interim basis), the proposed SSS cannot be implemented 
in enterprise agreements. Because the proposed ACTPS MEA will not (in most 
normal circumstances) apply to any ACTPS employee, WLSs included in the MEA 
will never take effect. It follows that, because the proposed WLSs will never take 
effect, their inclusion in an MEA will operate as an impediment to introducing the 
proposed SSS. 

The history of successive Federal Governments intervening in workplace relations 
to direct by legislation what matters ought and ought not be included in awards 
and agreements warrants consideration. What may be permitted now may be 
excluded or rendered ineffective in the next major round of legislative 
interventions. The most sustainable solution will be the one that brings decision 
making within the close control of the parties. 
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We consider that the proposed MEA can play a useful, if limited, part in 
implementing the new classification structure and associated rates of pay. We 
propose that the MEA includes a translation table that aligns the current award 
classifications with the new classification levels. Of course, this approach only 
settles the question of the placement of existing award classifications, and does 
nothing to settle the situation of the numerous “award-free” classifications 
created under enterprise agreements since the mid-1990s. Table 29 in our Element 
5 report may be a suitable starting point for a translation schedule for inclusion in 
the MEA. 

The 2004 Health Professional work level standards, which do not exist in an award 
or an agreement, rely on the active, ongoing consent of the parties. They have the 
character of a living document, and they clearly have legitimacy. However, their 
informal nature – their lack of authority – means that they have an uncertain 
relationship with other rules governing workforce management. 

For the proposed new WLSs to apply to anyone – and for them to acquire 
authority – they must therefore be included in either an enterprise agreement or a 
PSM Standard. 

We consider that the decision made by CMD in 1998 to vacate the field of 
classification management should be reversed. 

We consider that new PSM Standards that integrate all major outcomes of the 
Review – work level standards, entry and advancement rules, training 
arrangements, etc. – will provide the best framework for agile and effective 
implementation of the new arrangements. 

Including the WLSs in a PSM Standard would give the parties the opportunity to 
establish a comprehensive system of workforce management, one that can be 
readily adjusted without impacting the award or enterprise agreements, while 
giving the parties flexibility to negotiate over changes even while they are 
covered by an enterprise agreement. 

In summary, Work Level Standards, Minimum Competency Framework, 
Qualification Entry Standard, management of Mandatory, Essential and Desirable 
qualifications, entry and advancement rules and training arrangements: 

1. should be implemented through new PSM Standards; and 

2. any MEA or Enterprise Agreement to which the ACTPS is party should not 
include any substantial reference to these matters. 
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11 RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the new work level 
standards, on an interim basis, for the purpose of implementing the Shared 
Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. 

2. As a matter of priority, that the parties include interim agreed work level 
standards in a Public Sector Management Standard, together with the 
other aspects of the new classification management system. 

3. As a matter of priority, that the parties agree on a three-year program to 
implement and review the work level standards. Their review will take into 
account the parties experience in implementing the new classification 
structure. 

4. That the parties consult on the content of a modern enterprise award, and 
agree on the detailed scope of an application draft modern award to be 
submitted to Fair Work Australia before 31 December 2013. 

5. That the parties adopt Option 2 as the basis for revised minimum rates to 
support the insertion of the proposed 11-level classification structure into a 
new modern enterprise award. 

6. That the Modern Enterprise Award be used as a vehicle for translating all 
in-scope grades in current ACTPS enterprise awards into the new 
classification structure. 

7. That the parties adopt the proposal in relation to increments, as a basis for 
specifying suitable entry level salaries in the modern enterprise award, and 
to establish the principle that movement through incremental salary scales 
is based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and 
exercise of higher levels of skill. 

8. That a Uniform Salary Scale (USS) that associates each of the Classification 
Levels with one of eleven Pay Bands on the Shared Salary Spine be used as 
the standard for all in-scope staff, with Special Salary Scales constructed 
from the Pay Points of the Shared Salary Spine adopted only where market 
considerations so require (Option C). 
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12 NEXT STEPS 

This Report is the fourth of a series of five reports issued during the Classification 
Review. It contributes to the consideration of transitional and implementation 
issues in theReport on Element 5 of the Review. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Manufacturing Award, see Manufacturing and Associated Industries and 
Occupations Award 2010. 

Mobile Crane Hiring Award 2010 (AIRC FB 345, 3 April 2009). 

Molanka Pty Ltd; D.A. Management Pty Ltd; Reiconn Pty Ltd (EM2009/1) [2010] 
FWAFB 2890, 19 April 2010 (Bank of Queensland). 

O’Shea, T 2012a, ACT Public Service Classification Review Element 2 Report: 
Market Basis for salary levels for the ACT Public Service, ACT Government, 28 
February, viewed 14 March 2012, 
http://www.cmd.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/287442/classreview2011el2.pdf 

O’Shea, T & Smith, A 2011, ACT Public Service Classification Review Element 1 Report: 
Career Clusters - a new approach to vocational streams for the ACT Public 
Service, ACT Government, 15 July, viewed 30 September 2011, 
http://www.cmd.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/241765/classreview2011.pdf 

O’Shea, T & Smith, A 2012a, ACT Public Service Classification Review Element 3 
Report: The Shared Salary Spine - a platform for consistency, mobility, 
adaptability, efficiency and integrity, ACT Government, 9 March. 

O’Shea, T & Smith, A 2012b, ACT Public Service Classification Review Element 5 Draft 
Report: Building a Modern Public Sector Workforce - implementation & 
transitional considerations, not published. 

Paid Rates Review Case AIRCFB Dec 1276/98 M Print Q7661, 20 October 1998. 

Pizza Hut, see Yum Restaurants Australia Pty Ltd (EM2009/3) and Shop, Distributive 
and Allied Employees Association (C2009/11424) [2011] FWAFB 1077, 11 March 
2011 (Pizza Hut). 

Professional Award, see Professional Employees Award 2010. 

Professional Employees Award 2010. 

Transitional Act, see Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential 
Amendments) Act 2009. 

Workplace Relations Act 1996. 

WR Act, see Workplace Relations Act 1996. 

Yum Restaurants Australia Pty Ltd (EM2009/3) and Shop, Distributive and Allied 
Employees Association (C2009/11424) [2011] FWAFB 1077, 11 March 2011 
(Pizza Hut). 

Yum! Restaurants Australia Pty Ltd v Full Bench of Fair Work Australia [2011] FCA 
1315 (decision in appeals from FWAFB 1077 and FWAFB 8826). 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Annexe A: ACRONYMS & SHORT FORMS 

AAWI Average Annualised Wage Increase 

ACT Australian Capital Territory 

ACTEW ACT Electricity & Water 

ACT Health Health Directorate 

ACTION ACT Internal Omnibus Network 

ACTPS Australian Capital Territory Public Service 

ACTTAB ACT Totaliser Agency Board 

AGL Australian Gas Ltd 

A-GO Auditor-General’s Office (ACTPS) 

AIG Australian Industry Group 

AIRC Australian Industrial Relations Commission 

AOD Alcohol and Other Drugs 

AMWU Australian Manufacturing Workers Union 

APESMA Association of Professional Engineers, Scientists and Managers Australia 

APS Australian Public Service 

APSC Australian Public Service Commissioner 

AQF Australian Qualifications Framework 

AQTF Australian Qualifications Training Framework 

ARC Australian Research Council 

ARIn Attraction and Retention Incentive 

ASO Administrative Services Officer 

ASQA Australian Skills Quality Authority 

ASU Australian Services Union 

ATL Association of Teachers & Lecturers (UK) 

BA Business Analysis 

BCC Brisbane City Council 

BEP Building, Electrical and Plumbing 

bm benchmark 

BOOT ‘Better Off Overall’ Test 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

C&P Care & Protection 

CBC Competency-Based Completion 

CBCA Competency Based Salary Advancement 

Common Classification Scheme 

CDPP Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

CEPU Communications, Electrical & Plumbing Union 

CFC Cultural Facilities Corporation 

CFMEU Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy Union 

CIA Construction Industry Allowance 

CIT Canberra Institute of Technology 

CMCD Chief Minister’s & Cabinet Directorate 

CMD Chief Minister’s Department (now part of CMCD) 

CoAG Council of Australian Governments 

CPC Commonwealth Parliamentary Counsel 

CPES Common Professional Entry Scale 

CPSU Community & Public Sector Union 

CSD Community Services Directorate 

CSP Community Safety Portfolio 

CSS Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme (now closed) 

D-G Director-General 

DA Disability Allowance 

DEEWR Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations 

DJAG Department of Justice and Attorney-General (Queensland) 

DPC Department of Premier & Cabinet (NSW) 

EA Enterprise Agreement 

EDD ACT Economic Development Directorate 

EC European Community 

ECA Employment Conditions Award 

EL Executive [Officer] Level 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

ESDD ACT Environment & Sustainable Development Directorate 

ETD ACT Education & Training Directorate 

EVP Employee Value Proposition 

FAQ Frequently Asked Question 

FSO Facilities Services Officer 

FTE Full Time [Employee] Equivalent 

FWA Fair Work Australia 

GAA Graduate Administrative Assistant 

GPG Gender Pay Gap 

GSO General Services Officer 

HCA Health Care Assistant 

HERA Higher Education Role Analysis (UK) 

HESA Higher Education Statistics Agency (UK) 

HMSO Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (UK) 

HPO Health Professional Officer 

HRM Human Resource Management 

HSU Health Services Union 

HWA Health Workforce Australia 

ICT Information & Communications Technology 

IIBA International Institute of Business Analysis 

ILS Integrated Leadership Framework 

IPSAM Integrated Public Sector Audit Management 

ISC Industry Skills Council. 

ITAB Industry Training Advisory Board 

ITIL Information Technology Infrastructure Library 

ITO Information Technology Officer 

JACS Justice & Community Safety Directorate (see JCSD) 

JCSD Justice & Community Safety Directorate (see JACS) 

JES Job Evaluation System 

KSF Knowledge and Skills Framework (UK) 
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LLN Language, Literacy and Numeracy 

MAO Modern Award Objective 

MEA Modern Enterprise Award 

MEAA Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance 

MEAO Modern Enterprise Awards Objective 

MCF Minimum Competency Framework 

MDT Multi-Disciplinary Team 

MES Minimum Employability Skills 

MO Medical Officer 

MoG Machinery of Government 

MP Medical Physicist 

NES National Employment Standards 

NHS National Health Service (UK) 

NMW National Minimum Wage 

NPM New Public Management 

NRS National Reporting System 

NTF National Training Framework 

ODPP Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (ACT) 

ORS Office of Regulatory Services 

PAO Public Affairs Officer 

PDY Professional Development Year 

PFA Points-Factor Analysis (Job Evaluation approach) 

PO Professional Services Officer 

PRINC2 Projects in Control [methodology] Version 2.0 

PM Project Management 

PSM Public Service Management (standards) 

PSM04 Public Sector Management 2004 (Training Package) 

PSA Public Service Arbitrator 

PSC Public Service Commission (Queensland) 

QES Qualification Entry Standard 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

QPS Queensland Public Service 

RCC Recognition of Current Competency. 

RED Respect Equity & Diversity 

RPL Recognition of Prior Learning. 

RT Radiation Therapist 

RTO Registered Training Organisation. 

SACS Social & Community Services 

SEA Special Employment Arrangement 

SEP Structural Efficiency Principle 

SES Senior Executive Service 

Shared ACT Shared Services Procurement 
Services 

SLIP Support, Legal, Infrastructure & Physical (in reference to Career Clusters) 

SO Senior Officer 

SSA Single Status Agreement (UK) 

SSCE Senior Secondary Certificate of Education. 

SSE Support Services Employee 

SSP Senior Specialist Professional (Brisbane City Council) 

STA State Training Authority. 

TAMS Territory & Municipal Services Directorate 

TCH The Canberra Hospital 

TEQSA Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency 

TO Technical Officer 

TOIL Time Off In Lieu 

Treasury Treasury Directorate 

TSS Tasmanian State Service 

UCU University & College Union (UK) 

UK United Kingdom 

USS Uniform Salary Scale 

VET Vocational. Education and Training. 

VPS Victorian Public Service 
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VTE Vocational and Technical Education, see VET 

WCM WorkCover Manager 

WCO WorkCover Officer 

WFD Workforce Development 

WFM Workforce Management 

WFP Workforce Planning 

WLA Work Level Analysis (Job Evaluation approach) 

WLI Work Level Indicator 

WLS Work Level Standard 

WOP WithOut Pay 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Annexe B: CAREER CLUSTERS – SUMMARY 

Infrastructure Services People Services 
Work in this Clusters undertakes planning and execution of Work in this Cluster provides diagnostic and therapeutic 
activities to manage, maintain and enhance the natural and services and social interventions in health care and/or 
urban environments to the benefit of the ACT community, institutional and/or community settings. The cluster 
and provide specialised support for the operation of public includes regulated and non-regulated health professions. 
infrastructure, institutions and services. Vocations relate to Vocations relate primarily to the delivery of services to 
the management of the physical assets of the ACT benefit the people of the ACT community: residents, 
community. These include land, real estate, buildings, rate-payers and property-owners. Examples of vocations 
vehicles, plant & equipment related to asset management. include: 
Examples of vocations include: 
 Engineers, Town Planners and Surveyors, Construction 

Project Managers 
 Water Quality testing staff 
 Veterinary workers 
 Engineering Technical Officers, Drafting Officers 
 Most GSOs, including those from the building trades 

stream, metal trades stream and related supervisors, 
trades assistants and technicians 
 Motor drivers 
 Stores employees 
 Rangers 
 Linen Service Attendants 

 Dentists and other dental practitioners 
 Physiotherapists and other therapy professionals 
 Psychologists, including School Counsellors 
 Social Workers 
 Diagnostic Radiographers 
 Radiation Therapists 
 Nuclear Medicine Technologists 
 Medical Laboratory Scientists 
 Diagnostic Pathology Scientists 
 Technical Officers in health-related fields 
 Disability Services Officers 
 Therapy Aides 
 Health Care Assistants 
 Cooks and food services employees 
 Patient Service Officers (HSOs) 
 Correctional Officers 
 Youth Workers, Counsellors, Welfare Officers, Parole 

Officers (presently in the ASO structure) 
 Indigenous Education Officers 
 Special Needs Transport Assistant 
 Community Services Managers 
 Health Services Managers 
 Correctional Services Managers 

Support Services Legal Services 
Workers in this cluster assemble, manage, transform and Professionals and paralegals in this career cluster 
distribute data and information within the ACTPS and provide the full range of legal services required by the 
between the ACTPS and stakeholders (such as ratepayers and Territory. 
MLAs), and supervise and manage these functions. Vocations 
relate primarily to the creation, management, 
transformation, storage and transmission of information. A 
key and growing element of any modern economy, it includes 
information transmission in and out of the organisation as 
well as within it . Examples of vocations include: 
 ASOs and Senior Officers in general (eg: staff performing 

work in areas such as Canberra Connect, finance, human 
resources, records management, policy) 
 Librarians, Library Officers/Technicians/Assistants 
 Research Officers and Senior Research Officers 
 Accountants 
 Economists 
 Statisticians 
 Information Technology Officers 
 Business Analysts 
 Project Managers 
 Auditors 
 Workcover Officers/Managers 
 Dental Receptionists 
 Clinical Coders 
 School Assistants 

 Legal officers 
 Prosecutors 
 Paralegal workers 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Annexe C: SCOPE OF REVIEW - LIST OF CLASSIFICATIONS 

Classification Levels in enterprise 
agreements 

(2010-2011 version) 

No. of 
distinct 
grades 

No. of grades in 
use at 31/3/2011 

NAD: 
No Accurate Data 

Administrative Services Officer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 6 

Senior Officer C, B, A 3 3 

Information Technology Officer 1, 2 2 2 

Senior Information Technology C, B, A 3 3 
Officer 

Information Technology Officer 1 1 
Trainee 

Public Affairs Officer 1, 2, 3 3 3 

Senior Public Affairs Officer 1, 2 2 2 

Public Relations Adviser 1, 2 2 Local title 

Public Relations Manager 1, 2 2 Local title 

Research Officer 1, 2 2 NAD 

Senior Research Officer 1, 2 2 NAD 

Principal Research Officer 1 NAD 

Tourism & Events Officer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 1 

CTEC Manager C, B, A 3 NIL 

WorkCover Officer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 3 

WorkCover Manager C, B, A 3 1 

Trust Officer 1, 2 2 2 

Graduate Administrative Assistant 1 1 

Cadet Practical training 

Full-time study 

1 1 

Schools Assistant 2, 2/3, 3 3 3 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Classification Levels in enterprise 
agreements 

(2010-2011 version) 

No. of 
distinct 
grades 

No. of grades in 
use at 31/3/2011 

NAD: 
No Accurate Data 

Disability Support Officer 1, 2, 3 3 3 

Family Services Worker 1 1 NIL 

Legal 1, 2 2 2 

Para Legal 1, 2, 3 3 3 

Prosecutor 1L, 1U, 2, 3, SEA 5 5 

Custodial Officer 1, 2, 3, 4 4 NIL 

Correctional Officer 1, 2, 3, 4 4 4 

Veterinary Officer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5 1 

Professional Officer 1, 2 2 2 

Professional Officer CFC 1, 2 2 2 

Senior Professional Officer C, B, A 3 3 

Cadet Professional Officer Practical training 

Full-time study 

1 NIL 

Dentist 1/2, 3, 4 3 3 

Dental Receptionist 1 1 

Dental Assistant Unqualified 

Qualified 

Principal 

3 3 

Health Professional 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 6 

Health Care Assistant 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5 1 

Radiation Therapist 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 6 

Medical Physics Registrar 

Medical Physics Specialist 

Senior Medical Physics Specialist 

5 4 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Classification Levels in enterprise 
agreements 

(2010-2011 version) 

No. of 
distinct 
grades 

No. of grades in 
use at 31/3/2011 

NAD: 
No Accurate Data 

Principal Medical Physics Specialist 

Chief Medical Physics 

Canberra Theatre Staff 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 7 7 

General Service Officer 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10 9 9 

Health Service Officer 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10 9 9 

Apprentices 1 1 

Ranger 1, 2, 3 3 3 

Sportsground Ranger 1 1 NAD 

Park Ranger 1, 2 2 NAD 

Senior Park Ranger 3 1 NAD 

Facilities Service Officer 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 6 6 

Facilities Technical Officer 1, 2, 3 3 1 

Building Service Officer 1 1 

Sterilising Services 3/4 1 1 

Health Service Officer 

Sterilising Services 1, 2 2 2 

Technical Officer 

Central Linen Service 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 6 6 

Central Linen Service 8, 9, 10 3 2 

Stores Supervisor 1 1 

Senior Stores Supervisor 1, 2, 3 3 1 

Technical Officer 1, 2, 3, 4 4 4 

Senior Officer (Technical) C, B 2 2 

Trainee Technical Officer 1 1 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Classification Levels in enterprise 
agreements 

(2010-2011 version) 

No. of 
distinct 
grades 

No. of grades in 
use at 31/3/2011 

NAD: 
No Accurate Data 

Calvary Hospital 

Technical Services Officer 

Clinical Coders 

Clinical Coders Trainee 

Trainees A, B, C 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

TOTAL --- 190 ---
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Annexe D: ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS – CLAUSE D7 

Clause D7 of each current (that is, 2010-2011) ACTPS enterprise agreement 
provides as follows: 

“ D7 ACTPS Classification Review and Single Salary Spine 
D7.1 The Chief Minister‘s Department, in consultation with the Agency, will jointly 

undertake a review of the classification structure in the ACTPS with 
nominated union representatives. 

D7.2 The purpose of the review, in order of priority, is to: 
(a) recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational 

stream structure, particularly in relation to identified 
classifications/categories of workers within a building trades 
stream, metal trades stream, technical professional stream, legal 
professional stream and a health professional stream; 

(b) recommend the appropriate market based salary levels for each 
proposed vocational stream; 

(c) consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine 
for the ACTPS; 

(d) simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible across 
the ACTPS by taking into account conditions of employment and 
other relevant comparators, including market rates and 
comparators that are considered pertinent to the skills, 
competencies and general responsibilities required of positions; and 

(e) recommend an implementation process and related transitional 
arrangements. 

D7.3 Any consultancy engaged to conduct the review will be agreed to between 
Chief Minister‘s Department and the unions and all draft reports will be 
provided to Chief Minister‘s Department and the unions. 

D7.4 No employee will be disadvantaged by the outcomes of the review. 
D7.5 The review will commence as soon as a project plan is agreed. The plan will 

include a staging of the review elements which recognises the particular 
emphasis being given to trades; technical professional; health professional 
and legal professional fields. 

D7.6 The vocational stream review and the single salary spine review will be 
completed by 30 June 2011 and the ACTPS classification review by 31 
December 2011. 

D7.7 The outcomes of the three reviews will be implemented within the Agency 
only with joint agreement between the nominated union representatives 
and the Chief Minister‘s Department. 

D7.8 If agreement is reached on the implementation process and related 
transitional arrangements there is nothing to prevent the implementation 
of some elements of the review‘s recommendations during the life of this 
and/or the next enterprise agreement. 

D7.9 In the event that agreement is not reached as per subclause D7.8 then the 
Agency or any union(s) covered by this Agreement may refer the matter to 
FWA in accordance with clause H2.” 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Annexe E: ENTERPRISE INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO IN- SCOPE EMPLOYEES 

This list contains details of enterprise instruments as defined in item 2(2A) of Schedule 6 to 
the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 compiled 
by Fair Work Australia, and last amended on 27 September 2011 

Enterprise award title – In-scope employment categories Award code 

AMWU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2001 

AMWU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2001 
[Transitional] 

AP812371 

AT812371 

APESMA (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 

APESMA (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 
[Transitional] 

AP806836 

AT806836 

ASU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 1999 

ASU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 1999 
[Transitional] 

AP769022 

AT769022 

CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 1998 

CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 1998 [Transitional] 

AP775437 

AT775437 

Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 

Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 [Transitional] 

AP805493 

AT805493 

General Service Officers and Related Classifications (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) 
Award 2001 

General Service Officers and Related Classifications (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) 
Award 2001 [Transitional] 

AP809074 

AT809074 

Health Services Union of Australia (ACT Health and Community Services Public Sector) 
Consolidated Award 1998 

Health Services Union of Australia (ACT Health and Community Services Public Sector) 
Consolidated Award 1998 [Transitional] 

AP783490 

AT783490 

HSUA Clerical and Administrative Staff ACT Public Sector Award 2000 

HSUA Clerical and Administrative Staff ACT Public Sector Award 2000 [Transitional] 

AP805405 

AT805405 

Journalists (Australian Capital Territory Government Departments and Instrumentalities) Award 
1998 

AP785850 

School Assistants (Australian Capital Territory - Government Schools) Award 2000 

School Assistants (Australian Capital Territory - Government Schools) Award 2000 [Transitional] 

AP805941 

AT805941 

Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 * 

Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 [Transitional] * 

AP799588 

AT799588 

*Transport workers employed by ACTION are out-of-scope for the Review, but other drivers 
(e.g. pathology couriers) are within scope. 

Figure 2: Enterprise instruments (I) - In-Scope Employees 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Annexe F: ENTERPRISE INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO OUT-OF- SCOPE EMPLOYEES 

This list contains details of enterprise instruments as defined in item 2(2A) of Schedule 6 to 
the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 compiled 
by Fair Work Australia, and last amended on 27 September 2011 

NOTE: The A.C.T. Nurses Award 2000 (AP768760/AT768760) was terminated by Watson 
VP on 28 July 2011 (see decision in case CT2011/982 at PR512201) 

Enterprise award titles – Out-of-scope employment categories Award code 

A.C.T. Government Technical and Further Education Teachers' Salaries and Conditions 
Award 1999 

A.C.T. Government Technical and Further Education Teachers' Salaries and Conditions 
Award 1999 [Transitional] 

AP768461 

AT768461 

A.C.T. Legislative Assembly Members' Staff Award 2003 

A.C.T. Legislative Assembly Members' Staff Award 2003 [Transitional] 

AP830531 

AT830531 

ACTEW Corporation Limited Employment Conditions Award 1998 

ACTEW Corporation Limited Employment Conditions Award 1998 [Transitional] 

AP768190 

AT768190 

Australian Capital Territory Government School Teachers' Award 1999 

Australian Capital Territory Government School Teachers' Award 1999 [Transitional] 

AP768818 

AT768818 

Firefighting Industries Employees (ACT Fire Brigade) Award 2000 

Firefighting Industries Employees (ACT Fire Brigade) Award 2000 [Transitional] 

AP781966 

AT781966 

Medical Officers' (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 

Medical Officers' (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 [Transitional] 

AP788052 

AT788052 

Transport Workers (ACT Ambulance Officers) Award 2001 

Transport Workers (ACT Ambulance Officers) Award 2001 [Transitional] 

AP806399 

AT806399 

Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 * 

Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 
[Transitional] * 

AP799588 

AT799588 

*Transport workers employed by ACTION are out-of-scope for the Review, but other drivers 
(e.g. pathology couriers) are within scope. 

Figure 3: Enterprise instruments (II) - Out-of-Scope Employees 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 

Annexe G: MODERN AWARDS RELEVANT TO IN-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 

Modern award titles – In-scope employment categories Possible application to ACTPS… Award code Coverage 

Amusement, Events and Recreation Award 2010 EPIC, CFC, Canberra Tourism, Floriade MA000080 Yes 
Animal Care and Veterinary Services Award 2010 TMSD veterinary officer MA000118 Yes 
Architects Award 2010 ESDD, Shared Services architects MA000079 Yes 
Building and Construction General On-site Award 2010 TMSD, ACT Health building trades MA000020 Yes 
Cemetery Industry Award 2010 TMSD cemetery workers MA000070 Yes 
Children’s Services Award 2010 CIT child care workers MA000120 Possibly 
Educational Services (Post-Secondary Education) Award 2010 CIT clerical and technical staff MA000075 Yes 
Educational Services (Schools) General Staff Award 2010 ETD school assistants and clerks MA000076 Yes 
Electrical, Electronic and Communications Contracting Award 2010 TMSD, ACT Health electrical trades MA000025 Yes 
Gardening and Landscaping Services Award 2010 TMSD horticultural workers MA000101 Yes 
Health Professionals and Support Services Award 2010 ACT Health, CSD - professionals, HCAs MA000027 Yes 
Joinery and Building Trades Award 2010 TMSD, ACT Health building workers MA000029 Yes 
Legal Services Award 2010 GSO, DPP clerical, graduates, law clerks (not senior legal officers) MA000116 Yes, Partial 
Live Performance Award 2010 CTT front of house and back stage MA000081 Yes 
Local Government Industry Award 2010 NIL: Many staff would therefore be award free MA000112 No 
Manufacturing and Associated Industries and Occupations Award 2010 TMSD, ACT Health metal trades MA000010 Yes 
Plumbing and Fire Sprinklers Award 2010 TMSD, ACT Health plumbers MA000036 Yes 
Professional Employees Award 2010 ESDD, TMSD, Shared Services: ICT, engineering, science professionals MA000065 Yes 
Road Transport and Distribution Award 2010 CLS, ACT Health – couriers, drivers MA000038 Possibly 
Social, Community, Home Care & Disability Services Industry Award 2010 ACT Health – HCAs, ?AINs MA000100 Possibly 
Storage Services and Wholesale Award 2010 ACTION, ACT Health - stores MA000084 Yes 
Surveying Award 2010 ESDD, TMSD – surveyors and assistants MA000066 Yes 
Vehicle Manufacturing, Repair, Services and Retail Award 2010 ACTION workshops, ESA – metal trades MA000089 Yes 

Figure 4: Potentially Applicable Modern Awards (I) – In-Scope Employees. 
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Annexe H: MODERN AWARDS RELEVANT TO OUT-OF-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 

Modern award titles – Out-of-scope employment categories Applies to… Award code 

Ambulance and Patient Transport Industry Award 2010 ESA MA000098 

Educational Services (Post-Secondary Education) Award 2010 CIT teachers MA000075 

Educational Services (Teachers) Award 2010 School teachers MA000077 

Fire Fighting Industry Award 2010 ACTFB MA000111 

Medical Practitioners Award 2010 ACT Health MA000031 

Nurses Award 2010 ACT Health MA000034 

Passenger Vehicle Transportation Award 2010 ACTION drivers MA000063 

Figure 5: Potentially Applicable Modern Awards (II) – Out-of-Scope Employees 
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Annexe I: FAIR WORK ACT 2009 & REGULATIONS- EXTRACTS 

Section 12 The Dictionary 
fair work instrument means: 
(a) a modern award; or 
(b) an enterprise agreement; or 
(c) a workplace determination; or 
(d) an FWA order. 

Section 40 Interaction between fair work instruments and public sector 
employment laws 

Generally, public sector employment laws prevail 
(1) A public sector employment law prevails over a fair work instrument that 

deals with public sector employment, to the extent of any inconsistency. 
When fair work instruments or their terms prevail 
(2) However, a fair work instrument, or a term of a fair work instrument, that 

deals with public sector employment prevails over a public sector 
employment law, to the extent of any inconsistency, if: 
(a) the instrument or term is prescribed by the regulations for the 

purposes of that particular law; or 
(b) the instrument or term (other than an FWA order or a term of an FWA 

order) is included in a class of instruments or terms that are 
prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of that particular law. 

Meaning of public sector employment law 
(3) A public sector employment law is a law of the Commonwealth (other than 

this Act) or a Territory, or a term of an instrument made under such a law, 
that deals with public sector employment. 

*Regulation 1.16 Interaction between fair work instruments and public sector 
employment laws 

For paragraph 40 (2) (b) of the Act, a fair work instrument or a term of a fair work 
instrument (other than an FWA order or a term of an FWA order) is prescribed for 
the purposes of the following laws: 
(a) an ordinance made under the Seat of Government (Administration) Act 
1910 that: 

(i) deals with public sector employment; and 
(ii) was, immediately before the repeal of the Workplace Relations Act 

1996, inconsistent with that Act or an agreement, award order or 
determination made under that Act; 

(b) an enactment, within the meaning of the Australian Capital Territory (Self-
Government) Act 1988, that: 
(i) deals with public sector employment; and 
(ii) was, immediately before the repeal of the Workplace Relations Act 

1996, inconsistent with that Act or an agreement, award order or 
determination made under that Act; 

(c) a determination mentioned in paragraph 53 (6) (b) of the Northern 
Territory (Self-Government) Act 1978 that was, immediately before the 
repeal of the Workplace Relations Act 1996, inconsistent with an award or 
workplace agreement (within the meaning of the Workplace Relations Act 
1996). 
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Section 46 The significance of a modern award applying to a person 

(1) A modern award does not impose obligations on a person, and a person does 
not contravene a term of a modern award, unless the award applies to the 
person. 

(2) A modern award does not give a person an entitlement unless the award 
applies to the person. 

Section 47 When a modern award applies to an employer, employee, organisation or 
outworker entity 

When a modern award applies to an employee, employer, organisation or 
outworker entity 

(1) A modern award applies to an employee, employer, organisation or 
outworker entity if: 

(a) the modern award covers the employee, employer, organisation or 
outworker entity; and 

(b) the modern award is in operation; and 
(c) no other provision of this Act provides, or has the effect, that the 

modern award does not apply to the employee, employer, organisation 
or outworker entity. 

Note 1: Section 57 provides that a modern award does not apply to an
employee (or to an employer, or an employee organisation, in
relation to the employee) in relation to particular employment at a
time when an enterprise agreement applies to the employee in
relation to that employment. 

Note 2: In a modern award, coverage of an outworker entity must be
expressed to relate only to outworker terms: see subsection 143(4). 

Modern awards do not apply to high income employees 

(2) However, a modern award does not apply to an employee (or to an 
employer, or an employee organisation, in relation to the employee) at a 
time when the employee is a high income employee. 

Modern awards apply to employees in relation to particular employment 

(3) A reference in this Act to a modern award applying to an employee is a 
reference to the award applying to the employee in relation to particular 
employment. 

Section 48 When a modern award covers an employer, employee, organisation or 
outworker entity 

When a modern award covers an employee, employer, organisation or 
outworker entity 

(1) A modern award covers an employee, employer, organisation or outworker 
entity if the award is expressed to cover the employee, employer, 
organisation or outworker entity. 
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Note: In a modern award, coverage of an outworker entity must be
expressed to relate only to outworker terms: see subsection 143(4). 

Effect of other provisions of this Act, FWA orders or court orders on coverage 

(2) A modern award also covers an employee, employer, organisation or 
outworker entity if any of the following provides, or has the effect, that the 
award covers the employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity: 

(a) a provision of this Act or of the Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 
2009; 

(b) an FWA order made under a provision of this Act; 
(c) an order of a court. 

(3) Despite subsections (1) and (2), a modern award does not cover an employee, 
employer, organisation or outworker entity if any of the following provides, 
or has the effect, that the award does not cover the employee, employer or 
organisation or outworker entity: 

(a) a provision of this Act; 
(b) an FWA order made under a provision of this Act; 
(c) an order of a court. 

Modern awards that have ceased to operate 

(4) Despite subsections (1) and (2), a modern award that has ceased to operate 
does not cover an employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity. 

Modern awards cover employees in relation to particular employment 

(5) A reference to a modern award covering an employee is a reference to the 
award covering the employee in relation to particular employment. 

Section 51 The significance of an enterprise agreement applying to a person 

(1) An enterprise agreement does not impose obligations on a person, and a 
person does not contravene a term of an enterprise agreement, unless the 
agreement applies to the person. 

(2) An enterprise agreement does not give a person an entitlement unless the 
agreement applies to the person. 

Section 52 When an enterprise agreement applies to an employer, employee or 
employee organisation 

When an enterprise agreement applies to an employee, employer or 
organisation 

(1) An enterprise agreement applies to an employee, employer or employee 
organisation if: 

(a) the agreement is in operation; and 
(b) the agreement covers the employee, employer or organisation; and 
(c) no other provision of this Act provides, or has the effect, that the 

agreement does not apply to the employee, employer or organisation. 
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Enterprise agreements apply to employees in relation to particular employment 

(2) A reference in this Act to an enterprise agreement applying to an employee is 
a reference to the agreement applying to the employee in relation to 
particular employment. 

Section 53 When an enterprise agreement covers an employer, employee or employee 
organisation 

Employees and employers 

(1) An enterprise agreement covers an employee or employer if the agreement is 
expressed to cover (however described) the employee or the employer. 

Employee organisations 

(2) An enterprise agreement covers an employee organisation: 
(a) for an enterprise agreement that is not a greenfields agreement—if 

FWA has noted in its decision to approve the agreement that the 
agreement covers the organisation (see subsection 201(2)); or 

(b) for a greenfields agreement—if the agreement is made by the 
organisation. 

Effect of provisions of this Act, FWA orders and court orders on coverage 

(3) An enterprise agreement also covers an employee, employer or employee 
organisation if any of the following provides, or has the effect, that the 
agreement covers the employee, employer or organisation: 

(a) a provision of this Act or of the Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 
2009; 

(b) an FWA order made under a provision of this Act; 
(c) an order of a court. 

(4) Despite subsections (1), (2) and (3), an enterprise agreement does not cover 
an employee, employer or employee organisation if any of the following 
provides, or has the effect, that the agreement does not cover the employee, 
employer or organisation: 

(a) another provision of this Act; 
(b) an FWA order made under another provision of this Act; 
(c) an order of a court. 

Enterprise agreements that have ceased to operate 

(5) Despite subsections (1), (2) and (3), an enterprise agreement that has ceased 
to operate does not cover an employee, employer or employee organisation. 

Enterprise agreements cover employees in relation to particular employment 

(6) A reference in this Act to an enterprise agreement covering an employee is a 
reference to the agreement covering the employee in relation to particular 
employment. 
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Section 57 Interaction between modern awards and enterprise agreements 

(1) A modern award does not apply to an employee in relation to particular 
employment at a time when an enterprise agreement applies to the 
employee in relation to that employment. 

(2) If a modern award does not apply to an employee in relation to particular 
employment because of subsection (1), the award does not apply to an 
employer, or an employee organisation, in relation to the employee. 

Section 795 Public sector employer to act through employing authority 

Employer to act through employing authority 

(1) For the purposes of this Act and the procedural rules, the employer of an 
employee (a public sector employee) employed in public sector employment 
must act only through the employee’s employing authority acting on behalf 
of the employer. 

Acts done by or to employing authority 

(2) For the purposes of this Act and the procedural rules, anything done by or to 
a public sector employee’s employing authority acting on behalf of the 
employee’s employer is taken to have been done by or to the employer (as 
the case may be). 

Application of subsections (1) and (2) 

(3) Subsections (1) and (2) apply despite any other law of the Commonwealth, a 
State or a Territory. 

Meaning of public sector employment 

(4) Public sector employment means employment of, or service by, a person in 
any capacity (whether permanently or temporarily, and whether full-time or 
part-time): 

(a) under the Public Service Act 1999 or the Parliamentary Service Act 1999; 
or 

(b) by or in the service of a Commonwealth authority; or 
(c) under a law of the Australian Capital Territory relating to employment 

by that Territory, including a law relating to the Australian Capital 
Territory Government Service; or 

(d) by or in the service of: 
(i) an enactment authority as defined by section 3 of the A.C.T. 

Self-Government (Consequential Provisions) Act 1988; or 
(ii) a body corporate incorporated by or under a law of the Australian 

Capital Territory and in which the Australian Capital Territory has a 
controlling interest; 

other than an authority or body prescribed by the regulations; or 
(e) under a law of the Northern Territory relating to the Public Service of 

the Northern Territory; or 
(f) by or in the service of a Northern Territory authority; or 
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(g) by or in the service of a person prescribed by the regulations; or 
(h) under a law prescribed by the regulations. 

(5) However, public sector employment does not include: 
(a) employment of, or service by, a person prescribed by the regulations; 

or 
(b) employment or service under a law prescribed by the regulations. 

This subsection does not apply for the purposes of section 40. 
Note: Section 40 deals with the interaction between fair work instruments 

and public sector employment laws. 

Meaning of employing authority 

(6) An employing authority of an employee is the person prescribed by the 
regulations as the employee’s employing authority. 
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Annexe J: CASES CONCERNING CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURES 

Paid Rates Review Decision, AIRCFB Print Q7661 

“We now turn to consider whether incremental payments should have any role in 
the award system. The legislative scheme requires that the great majority of 
awards, being made under Part VI, will be of a minimum rates character. This fact, 
together with a consideration of the history of service increments in awards 
generally, leads us to the conclusion that increments which are not based on work 
value should not appear in minimum rates awards. In our view the abolition of 
advancement between pay points based primarily on service is also consistent 
with increased flexibility and the encouragement of agreement making. 
Performance management, for example, may be made more difficult where the 
award contains an incremental structure which is unrelated to change in the 
nature of the work. When the Commission is fixing appropriate minimum rates in 
awards which contain increments it will be necessary, subject to exceptions, to 
make arrangements for increments to be phased out. 

“Additional payments which are geared primarily to length of employment are 
not consistent with properly fixed minimum rates because they are not based on 
work value. For example, incremental payments in APS awards accrue after 12 
months' service subject only to "the employee demonstrating satisfactory 
diligence, efficiency and attendance for duty". Those conditions can be contrasted 
with the requirements for advancement for an enrolled nurse under the Australian 
Public Service, General Service Officers (Salaries and Specific Conditions) Award 
1995 [Print M8995]. Pursuant to the provision of Schedule B to the award 
progression from one pay point to the next is subject to an enrolled nurse 
meeting the following criteria: 

· competency at the existing level; 
· 12 months' experience at that level and in-service training; 
· demonstrated ability to acquire the skills which are necessary for advancement 
to the next pay point. 

“An enrolled nurse's progress may be deferred or refused by the employer where 
the nurse has not fulfilled the criteria for advancement to the next pay point. 
Where the relevant award does not make progression through the incremental 
scale dependent on changed work value, the incremental payments cannot be 
treated as part of the minimum rate. Where it can be demonstrated, however, 
that incremental payments were included in the award pursuant to the relevant 
work value principle or on grounds of structural efficiency and work value, the 
retention of such payments is permissible.” 
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Rail Industry – AIRCFB 1000, 19 December 2008 

[274] The exposure draft contained three classification streams. These streams 
largely reflected the major classification groups in existing awards. The wage 
rates we assigned to each level within the three streams was our assessment of 
what would have been the current rates had the awards been adjusted to reflect 
wage increases of general application such as safety net reviews. 

[275] The parties were able to reach some agreement about the classification 
structure and definitions, however there remained some significant 
disagreement. Firstly, the structure appropriate for the clerical, administrative and 
professional stream was in issue. In our statement of 12 September 2008 we 
noted that the ASU had submitted that none of the classification structures 
contained in awards to which it was a party provided a reliable precedent. It 
conceded that the structure it had first sought from the Queensland Rail NAPSA 
was inappropriate. It then proposed that provisions from a number of awards 
within local government and the social and community services sector should be 
adopted. The ASU submitted that a number of these pre-reform awards contained 
almost identical pay structures and very similar classification definitions and 
would be appropriate to introduce into the rail industry. 

[276] We are not persuaded that adopting the classification structures, 
definitions and rates from awards in these industries is justified. They are very 
prescriptive, are overly complex and, most importantly, clearly not developed 
with any consideration to the rail industry and the diverse sectors within it. It is 
not appropriate that this structure be contained in a minimum safety net rail 
industry award. It is of course a matter for the ASU to negotiate, in a workplace 
agreement, a structure it thinks appropriate for any particular employer or any 
particular sector of the rail industry in which it has an interest. 

[277] We have adopted the classification structure sought by the RSCC for the 
clerical, administrative and professional stream. It contains basic generic 
descriptors able to accommodate the many and varied roles in the several sectors 
of the rail industry. RSCC has accepted that the five levels it originally proposed 
should be extended to the nine levels we proposed in the exposure draft. We 
have not included a clause that employees paid over a level 9 rate “will not be 
award covered”. Such a provision should be in the exclusion clause and an 
opportunity given to all interested parties to address it. We note in this respect 
that rail awards have traditionally covered senior officers and we assume many of 
these could be considered to be senior managers. Many will be excluded from this 
award as they will be considered high income earners in the new system. 

[278] The classifications and rates for the technical and civil infrastructure 
stream are largely agreed and no further comment need be made about them. As 
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for the operations stream we have adopted the latest version of the structure as 
contained in the RSCC correspondence dated 14 November 2008. It is preferable 
to the structure proposed by the rail unions on 7 November 2008. No case was 
made for the introduction of three new levels over those contained in the 
exposure draft. The RSCC proposal, with its generic descriptors of functions, skills 
and qualifications, is consistent with the structure of the other two streams and 
capable of being applied across all the sectors of this industry. Given the vast 
range of occupations in this industry we have decided, as a general rule, to not 
identify occupations or positions. Each of the occupations referred to by the rail 
unions will, however, need to be considered by the parties when translating 
employees into this new structure. 

Marine Towage Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 

[215] We have made amendments to the scope clause of this award to permit 
the application of the award to towage operations conducted by port authorities 
and exclude its application to maintenance contractors covered by the 
Manufacturing Modern Award. We have deleted the classification definitions at 
the request of the unions. We agree that the classifications are capable of ready 
application without the definitions in the exposure draft or those initially 
proposed by the parties. 

Ports, Harbours and Enclosed Vessels Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 

[220] We have deleted the definitions for classifications as submitted by the 
MUA and AIMPE and the definitions were unnecessary in the circumstances of 
this employment. 

Book Industry Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 

[230] The only substantive submission received in relation to the exposure draft 
was from MEAA. The major change it sought was the inclusion of classifications 
and rates of pay for publicists. We have acceded to that submission. Definitions 
and minimum wages are based on those in the Public Relations Industry Award 
2003. The classification definitions are somewhat generic and it may be that some 
modification will be required in due course. 

Surveying Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 
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[254] The final matter relates to classification descriptions and wage rates. As to 
wage rates, the Spatial Industries Business Association proposed higher rates 
than those currently in the exposure draft. Whilst we appreciate the reasons for 
the proposal, we prefer the assessment we have made in relation to properly 
fixed minimum wages. Turning to the classification structure, there is a difference 
of view as to the role qualifications should play in the structure. It appears to us 
that there is a genuine desire to review the classification definitions but this will 
require more time. Accordingly we have retained the structure in the exposure 
draft as it has been drawn from existing instruments. If at some time in the future 
the discussion between interested parties results in new definitions an 
appropriate application can be made. 

Vehicle Manufacturing, Repair, Services and Retail Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 
4 September 2009 

[274] We have been assisted by the parties’ further submissions as to 
apprenticeships and the obsolescence of several provisions. The parties have also 
advised that it is their intention, after the Modern Vehicle Award comes into 
operation, to seek the assistance of Fair Work Australia in dealing with a number 
of outstanding issues, including finalising levels 7 and 8 of the repair, services and 
retail classification structure. 
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	Figure
	1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
	1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
	BACKGROUND 
	BACKGROUND 
	At the initiative of the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) Government, there has been a commitment to review the classification structures of the ACT Public Service (ACTPS) in Enterprise Agreements since 2003-2004. Whilst the initial scope was limited, it was expanded in the 2004-2007 agreement. In current ACTPS certified agreements, the parties most recent expression of their plans for the review are expressed in detail at clause D7 (refer Annexe D). In 2010 Recommendation 58 of the Hawke Report proposed 
	Black Circle Pty Ltd was commissioned to undertake this Review in response to these requirements. 

	AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
	AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
	The aims of the Review are to: 
	a) 
	a) 
	a) 
	Achieve greater consistency across the ACT Public Service in classifying positions and to improve work equity between positions having equivalent Work Level Standards and work value requirements; 

	b) 
	b) 
	Facilitate recruitment to the ACTPS by making the competencies, qualifications and remuneration levels for ACTPS vacancies more accessible, and intelligible, to potential applicants; 

	c) 
	c) 
	Improve mobility within the ACTPS by removing structural barriers; 

	d) 
	d) 
	Accommodate the changing needs of a modern public sector workforce, including the consideration of the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine; and 

	e) 
	e) 
	Rationalise and simplify the classification structure for the ACTPS, which currently includes 236 classifications, in order to improve administrative efficiency. 



	SCOPE 
	SCOPE 
	The scope of this Review excludes the following groups of employees: Statutory Officeholders; Members of the Senior Executive Service including Chief Executives & Executives; Medical Officers, Nursing Staff; Fire Brigade Officers, Ambulance Officers, Bus drivers & Transport Officers; Teachers, School Leaders, Vocation Education and Training (VET) Teachers & VET Teachers-Managers. A specification of the classification groups included is attached at Annexe C. 

	WORKPLAN 
	WORKPLAN 
	The Review followed a workplan of five elements: 
	Element 1: Recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational stream structure; 
	Element 2: Recommend appropriate market based salary levels for each proposed vocational stream; 
	Element 3: Consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine for the ACTPS; 
	Element 4: Simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible; 
	Element 5: Recommend an implementation process and related transitional arrangements. 
	Interim Reports have been issued for Elements 1, 2 and 3, and a Report on Element 5 is under revision. 
	This Report draws on material presented in these other Reports to address Element 4. 

	STATUS 
	STATUS 
	This Report was submitted to CMCD on 20 April 2012. 
	DISCUSSION Proposed Reforms 
	This Review proposes two major reforms: 
	1. Pay reform, based on external market comparators, through: 
	 
	 
	 
	A simplified Shared Salary Spine to replace a large number of unrelated salary scales (recommended by Element 3), and 

	 
	 
	An 11-band pay structure, based on market rates reported by Element 2; 


	2. Structural reform, through the development of new classification arrangements. The new classification arrangements proposed include: 
	 
	 
	 
	The introduction of the four Career Clusters based on occupational affinities (recommended by Element 1), as a basis for workforce development and career development, and 

	 
	 
	A new 11-level classification structure that establishes common work requirements across the ACTPS, with the 11 Levels of the classification structure corresponding to the 11 Bands of the proposed pay structure to make up a Uniform Salary Scale (USS). The Report on Element 3 recommended detailed Work Level Standards and other classification documentation to support this classification structure 


	A Simplified Classification Structure 
	A Simplified Classification Structure 
	Three options for addressing various circumstances across the ACTPS in simplifying and reducing the numbers of classifications are the focus of discussion at Section 9 of this Report. 
	Option A: Address specific situations with tailored structures. 
	In effect, this is the “do nothing” option, a continuation of the status quo. It adapts to meet market needs, but does nothing to reduce the number of classifications, may further sacrifice simplicity, efficiency and integrity over time, and does not support a move towards a modern award structure. 
	Option B: Retain the USS under all circumstances. This approach would eliminate all but one common structure with only 11 levels. Local nomenclature would be addressed through use of local job titles in job descriptions. It is simple and efficient and supports a move towards a modern award structure, but may compromise attraction and retention issues, and is unadaptable to meet future circumstances. 
	-

	Option C: Meet market needs through special salary scales. 
	Here, it is proposed to address market needs directly with special salary scales. Local nomenclature would be addressed through use of local job titles in job descriptions. This approach would be less error-prone than Option 1, addresses attraction and retention considerations better than Option 2 whilst also supporting a move to a modern award structure. It will require a complementary package of measures, such as the proposed Qualification Entry Standard (QES) and career management structures. 
	Using this model it is demonstrated that the number of unique levels within salary scales for in-scope classifications may be reduced from 193 grades to 70-80, with all using the same 11 classification Levels and the corresponding 11 Pay Bands. 
	Option C is recommended. 
	Option C is recommended. 


	Moving to a modernised award structure 
	Moving to a modernised award structure 
	The role and limitations of modern enterprise awards in supporting these reforms are discussed in Section 10 of this Report. A modern enterprise award can play a useful, if limited, part in implementing the new classification structure and associated rates of pay. However, with over 2,200 other awards to be considered by Fair Work Australia, action should be taken by the ACTPS quickly if implementation is not to be delayed. 
	MINIMUM RATES Option 1: Bring all pay rates in awards up-to-date 
	This is the simplest and most feasible approach. A Full Bench of Fair Work Australia would recognise it as being identical with the approach taken since 2008 to establish minimum rates salary scales in modern awards. The classifications within the awards would be allocated to one of 11 classification levels, based on the outcomes of the Review. 
	Option 2: Re-base salaries to import Single Salary Spine relativities into the awards 
	This will require more preparation and more sophisticated argument before the Full Bench. However, unless this approach delivers results that are consistent with key pay points in other minimum rates salary scales it is unlikely to find favour with a Full Bench tasked with establishing and maintaining a nationally consistent system of minimum award standards. 
	A scale of minimum rates is proposed for inclusion in a modern enterprise award. 
	Option 2 is recommended 

	INCREMENTAL SCALES 
	Including in a modern enterprise award an incremental scale that maps to the SSS will support consistency for circumstances such as 3-year and 4-year graduates, dual trades, etc; it would also establish the principle that incremental movement is to be based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and exercise of higher levels of skill. 
	SKILL-RELATED CLASSIFICATIONS AND CAREER PATHS 
	We propose that the MEA includes a translation table that aligns the current award classifications with the new classification levels. 
	Work Level Standards, Minimum Competency Framework, Qualification Entry Standard, management of Mandatory, Essential and Desirable qualifications, entry and advancement rules and training arrangements: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	should be implemented through new PSM Standards; and 

	2. 
	2. 
	any MEA or Enterprise Agreement to which the ACTPS is party should not include any substantial reference to these matters. 




	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the new work level standards, on an interim basis, for the purpose of implementing the Shared Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. 

	2. 
	2. 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties include interim agreed work level standards in a Public Sector Management Standard, together with the other aspects of the new classification management system. 

	3. 
	3. 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties agree on a three-year program to implement and review the work level standards. Their review will take into account the parties experience in implementing the new classification structure. 

	4. 
	4. 
	That the parties consult on the content of a modern enterprise award, and agree on the detailed scope of an application draft modern award to be submitted to Fair Work Australia before 31 December 2013. 

	5. 
	5. 
	That the parties re-base salaries to import Single Salary Spine relativities into the awards (Option 2) as the basis for revised minimum rates to support the insertion of the proposed 11-level classification structure into a new modern enterprise award. 

	6. 
	6. 
	That the Modern Enterprise Award be used as a vehicle for translating all in-scope grades in current ACTPS enterprise awards into the new classification structure. 

	7. 
	7. 
	That the parties adopt the proposal in relation to increments, as a basis for specifying suitable entry level salaries in the modern enterprise award, and to establish the principle that movement through incremental salary scales is based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and exercise of higher levels of skill. 

	8. 
	8. 
	That a Uniform Salary Scale (USS) that associates each of the Classification Levels with one of eleven Pay Bands on the Shared Salary Spine be used as the standard for all in-scope staff, with Special Salary Scales constructed from the Pay Points of the Shared Salary Spine adopted only where market considerations so require (Option C). 
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	6 INTRODUCTION 
	6.1 BACKGROUND 
	6.1 BACKGROUND 
	At the initiative of the ACT Government, there has been a commitment to review the classification structures of the ACT Public Service in Enterprise Agreements since 20032004. Whilst the initial scope was limited, it was expanded in the 2004-2007 agreement. In current ACTPS certified agreements, the parties most recent expression of their plans for the review are expressed in detail at clause D7. This clause is reproduced at Annexe D. In February 2011 Recommendation 58 of the Hawke Report proposed “a simpli
	-

	22 July 2011: 
	22 July 2011: 
	22 July 2011: 
	Interim Report on Element 1 -final release (O’Shea & Smith 2011) 

	28 February 2012: 
	28 February 2012: 
	Interim Report on Element 2 -final release (O’Shea 2012a) 

	9 March 2012: 
	9 March 2012: 
	Interim Report on Element 3 -final release (O’Shea & Smith 2012a) 

	6 April 2012: 
	6 April 2012: 
	Interim Report on Element 5 -interim 

	4 April 2012: 
	4 April 2012: 
	Interim Report on Element 4 – interim 



	6.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
	6.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
	The aims of the Review are to: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Achieve greater consistency across the ACTPS in classifying positions and to improve work equity between positions having equivalent Work Level Standards and work value requirements; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	Facilitate recruitment to the ACTPS by making the competencies, qualifications and remuneration levels for ACTPS vacancies more accessible, and intelligible, to potential applicants; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Improve mobility within the ACTPS by removing structural barriers; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Accommodate the changing needs of a modern public sector workforce, including the consideration of the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine; and 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	Rationalise and simplify the classification structure for the ACTPS, which currently includes 236 classifications, in order to improve administrative efficiency. 



	6.3 AUTHORISATION 
	6.3 AUTHORISATION 
	The Terms of Reference for the Review were agreed by the ACTPS Review Project Advisory Panel, comprised of: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	the Senior Manager (Workplace Relations), CMCD; 

	2. 
	2. 
	a second Government representative from Joint Council or delegate; and 

	3. 
	3. 
	union representatives from The Association of Professional Engineers, Scientists & Managers, Australia (APESMA), Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union (AMWU), Communications Electrical Plumbing Union (CEPU), Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU), Health Services Union (HSU) and Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU). 





	6.4 SCOPE 
	6.4 SCOPE 
	6.4.1 Scope of Investigation 
	6.4.1 Scope of Investigation 
	The scope of this Review the following groups of employees: 
	excludes 

	
	
	
	

	Statutory Officeholders; 

	
	
	

	Chief Executives & Executives; 

	
	
	

	Medical Officers, 

	
	
	

	Nursing Staff; 

	
	
	

	Fire Brigade Officers, 

	
	
	

	Ambulance Officers, 

	
	
	

	Bus drivers & Transport Officers; 

	
	
	

	Teachers & School Leaders, 


	Vocational Education & Training (VET) Teachers & VET Teacher-Managers. A specification of the classification groups was provided to the Advisory Panel on 12 May 2011, and confirmed on 31 May 2011 (refer Annexe C: ). 
	
	included 

	Whilst the following organisations may be included in any analysis of comparative data, the results of the Review will not apply to them: Legal Aid, Legislative Assembly Members Staff, ACTTAB and ACTEW-AGL. 

	6.4.2 Scope of Report 
	6.4.2 Scope of Report 
	A workplan of five elements was established: 
	Element 1: Recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational stream structure; 
	Element 2: Recommend appropriate market based salary levels for each proposed vocational stream; 
	Element 3: Consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine for the ACTPS; 
	Element 4: Simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible; 
	Element 5: Recommend an implementation process and related transitional arrangements. 
	This Interim Report covers only Element 4. 
	6.4.3 Workplan for Element 4: The Consultant will simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible 
	by: 
	by: 
	by: 

	a) 
	a) 
	consulting with stakeholders (CMD, unions and agencies). 

	b) 
	b) 
	considering the work undertaken in Elements 1 to 3 and other pertinent data, provide a draft report and recommend options for simplifying and reducing the numbers of current classifications. 

	c) 
	c) 
	providing a draft report on, and recommend changes to, classification documentation. 


	d) 
	d) 
	d) 
	identify any benefits and pitfalls such a simplification and reduction would present the ACTPS; and 

	e) 
	e) 
	recommending options identify how each alternative may assist a mandatory move to a modernised award structure by 2013. 




	6.5 STATUS: 
	6.5 STATUS: 
	In undertaking the work for Element 3 of this Review, it became clear that stakeholder consultationand conceptual development were both served more effectively by addressing these tasks in the course of earlier Elements. This was discussed with CMCD in August 2011, and accordingly the development of the Report on Element 3 encompasses consideration of classification structuresand classification documentation. This Report draws together that material, together with other material originally presented in Elem
	1 
	2 
	3
	4
	5

	The Career Cluster concept recommended by Element 1 of the Review is an integral component of the Review, and is reproduced for reference at Annexe B: Acronyms and Short Forms are described at Annexe A: 
	An initial draft of this Report was issued on 31 March 2012, and an Interim Report was issued on 4 April 2012. Subsequent feedback has been addressed in this revision, which was issued on 20 April 2012. 
	7 OVERVIEW 
	Addressing item a) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	Addressing item a) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	1 


	Addressing item b) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	Addressing item b) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	2 


	Addressing item c) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	Addressing item c) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	3 


	Addressing items d) and d) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	Addressing items d) and d) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	4 


	Extending the discussion of item e) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	Extending the discussion of item e) of the Workplan for this Element. 
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	7.1 MAJOR REFORMS 
	7.1 MAJOR REFORMS 
	This Review proposes two major reforms: 
	1. Structural reform, through the development of new classification arrangements. The new classification arrangements proposed include: 
	 
	 
	 
	The introduction of the four Career Clusters based on occupational affinities, as a basis for workforce development and career development. This is discussed in detail in the Report on Element 1 of this Review; and 

	 
	 
	A new 11-level classification structure that establishes common work requirements across the ACTPS. 


	This is discussed in detail in Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 of this Review. 
	Options for addressing various circumstances across the ACTPS in simplifying and reducing the numbers of classifications is the focus of the discussion at Section 9. 
	2. Pay reform, based on external market comparators discussed in the Report on Element 2. Pay reform takes the form of: 
	 
	 
	 
	A simplified Shared Salary Spine to replace a large number of unrelated salary scales, discussed in detail in Section 9 of the Report on Element 3 of this Review; and 

	 
	 
	An 11-band pay structure, also discussed in detail in Section 9 of the Report on Element 3 of this Review. 



	7.2 BRINGING THE REFORMS TOGETHER 
	7.2 BRINGING THE REFORMS TOGETHER 
	Crucially, the 11 Bands of the pay structure correspond to the 11 levels of the proposed classification structure. 

	INITIATION 
	INITIATION 
	Bringing the two sets of reforms together requires in the first instance a coordinated movement from the current classification and pay structures to the new classification and pay structures. 
	These transitional and implementation considerations are discussed in detail in Section 10 of the Report on Element 5 of this Review. 

	CONTINUATION 
	CONTINUATION 
	The needs of the ACTPS for consistency and integrity (O’Shea & Smith 2012a, p.18) will be served through the proposed simpler classification structure, together with the following supporting tools for classification documentation: 
	6

	Addressing item c) from the Workplan for this Element 
	Addressing item c) from the Workplan for this Element 
	6 


	 
	 
	 
	Work Level Standards: proposed at Section 8.6.2 of Element 3, Annexe H of the Report on Element 5 revises the proposal in the light of stakeholder feedback, 

	 
	 
	Job Classification approach: initially discussed at Section 7.3.4 of the Report on Element 3, Section 9.2 of the Report on Element 5 describes this further; 

	 
	 
	Job Classification Handbook (drafted at Annexe K of the Report on Element 5). 

	 
	 
	the Qualification and Entry Standard (discussed at Sections 8.3 and 8.4 of the Report on Element 3, 

	 
	 
	the Minimum Competency Framework (proposed at Section 8.7 of the Report on Element 3)and 

	 
	 
	the explicit competency standards fixed by industry skills councils, recognised professional accreditation authorities, and occupational licensing authorities relevant to the work to be performed. 



	MAINTENANCE 
	MAINTENANCE 
	For ongoing consistency, efficiency and integrity, it will be necessary for both the new pay structures and the new classification structures to be maintained. 
	Immediate maintenance requirements for the Shared Salary Spine are briefly 
	referred to in Section 10.4.5 of the Report on Element 5 of this Review. Maintenance of classification reforms is the subject of Recommendation 11 from the Report on Element 5 of this Review. 
	Implications for Job Analysis and Job Evaluation are discussed at Sections 7.3.3 and 
	7.3.4 of the Report on Element 3 (pp.77-79,83). 
	7.3.4 of the Report on Element 3 (pp.77-79,83). 


	The role and limitations of modern awards in supporting these reforms are discussed in Section 10 of this Report. 
	The role and limitations of modern awards in supporting these reforms are discussed in Section 10 of this Report. 
	7.3 BRIDGING FROM PAST TO FUTURE 
	7.3 BRIDGING FROM PAST TO FUTURE 
	The preceding discussion outlines the major conceptual work that the Review has undertaken in Element 1 to 3 on developing new options. This Report accordingly provides a pivot point between this conceptual work on the one hand, and implementation and transitional considerations on the other. 
	Task e) of the Workplan for Element 4 requires that we address “how each alternative may assist a mandatory move to a modernised award structure by 2013”. In order to contextualise this discussion Section 8 provides: 
	 
	 
	 
	A summary of the technical requirements of the Fair Work Act 2009 (the FW Act) and the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 (the Transitional Act) in relation to the making of modern awards. 

	 
	 
	Specific information in relation to the conversion of transitional enterprise awards to modern enterprise awards. 

	 
	 
	An outline of the available case law on the conversion of transitional enterprise awards to modern enterprise awards. 

	 
	 
	Background to the current suite of ACTPS enterprise awards. 

	 
	 
	The implications for the ACTPS of the Transitional Act. 


	This discussion provides important background to the next Section. In line with the requirements of Tasks d) and e), Section 9 discusses three options for simplification and reduction of classification levels, including implications of these options in terms of any impact on a move towards a modern award structure. 
	The discussion then turns towards the future, with transitional and implementation considerations the focus. This is the focus of Element 5 of this Review, and the major discussion is reserved for that Report. However, award instruments have a role to play in implementation and maintenance of the proposed structure. This is a technical area, and it will assist clarity for discussion of that role to be presented in the same Report as the technical background briefing (at Section 8). Accordingly Section 10 of
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	MODERN AWARDS: A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE 
	MODERN AWARDS: A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE 
	8.1 THE FAIR WORK LANDSCAPE 
	8.1 THE FAIR WORK LANDSCAPE 
	8.1.1 Background 
	Workplace relations legislation has undergone substantial change since 2006, when the former Australian Government legislated to bring constitutional corporations into the federal system of industrial regulation on a comprehensive basis. 
	The present Australian Government was successful in 2008 in amending the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (the WR Act) to phase out individual agreements and to begin the process of establishing a more rational system of award regulation through modern awards. The federal minister for workplace relations requested the AIRC to establish a program for making new industry-and occupation-based modern awards. 
	In 2009, the WR Act was repealed (in stages), and the new Fair Work Act 2009 (the FW Act) commenced (again, in stages). The FW Act established the National Employment Standards (NES) and replaced the AIRC and the Fair Pay Commission with a body that would perform the functions previously performed by those bodies, namely Fair Work Australia (FWA). 
	The Government also passed the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 (the Transitional Act) which establishes the status, continuity and disposal of various classes of former federal awards and agreements and former State awards and agreements. Significantly for this Report, Part 6 of the Transitional Act established the rules and procedures for modernising transitional enterprise awards (discussed further at Section 8.1.6 below8.1.6 below). 
	The AIRC/FWA program to establish the new system of modern awards has moved forward at a swift pace. As at the date of writing this Report, 119 modern awards have been made, replacing thousands of former federal and State awards covering national system employers and national system employees. 
	In consequence of the establishment of these modern awards, a large number of former awards can now be terminated. For example, the A.C.T. Nurses Award 2000 (was terminated by Watson VP on 28 July 2011 (see decision in case CT2011/982 at ). 
	AP768760/AT768760) 
	PR512201


	8.1.2 What are the Objects of the Act? 
	8.1.2 What are the Objects of the Act? 
	The stated object of the Fair Work Act 2009 (the FW Act) is: 
	“to provide a balanced framework for cooperative and productive workplace relations that promotes national economic prosperity and social inclusion for all Australians” 
	(section 3, FW Act) 
	The FW Act will do this by, inter alia: 
	“(b) ensuring a guaranteed of fair, relevant and enforceable through the National Employment Standards, and national minimum wage orders; and 
	safety net 
	minimum terms and conditions 
	modern awards 

	(f) achieving productivity and fairness through an emphasis on enterprise-level collective bargaining underpinned by simple good faith bargaining obligations and clear rules governing industrial action…” 
	(section 3, FW Act) 

	8.1.3 What is a Modern Award? 
	8.1.3 What is a Modern Award? 
	Part 2–3 of the FW Act is concerned with modern awards. A modern award: 
	“ is made for a and provides for those national system employees to whom it applies. A modern award can have terms that are ancillary or supplementary to the National Employment Standards.” 
	particular industry or occupation 
	additional minimum terms and conditions 

	(section 5, FW Act) 
	A modern award can only be made by a Full Bench of Fair Work Australia. 
	WHAT IS THE MODERN AWARDS OBJECTIVE? 
	WHAT IS THE MODERN AWARDS OBJECTIVE? 
	Section 134 of the FW Act sets out the modern awards objective (MAO), which requires FWA to ensure that: 
	“ modern awards, together with the National Employment Standards, provide a fair and relevant minimum safety net of terms and conditions, taking into account: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	relative living standards and the needs of the low paid; and 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the need to encourage collective bargaining; and 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	the need to promote social inclusion through increased workforce participation; and 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	the need to promote flexible modern work practices and the efficient and productive performance of work; and 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	the principle of equal remuneration for work of equal or comparable value; and 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	the likely impact of any exercise of modern award powers on business, including on productivity, employment costs and the regulatory burden; and 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	the need to ensure a simple, easy to understand, stable and sustainable modern award system for Australia that avoids unnecessary overlap of modern awards; and 

	(h) 
	(h) 
	the likely impact of any exercise of modern award powers on employment growth, inflation and the sustainability, performance and competitiveness of the national economy. 


	(section 134, FW Act) 
	Section 138 of the FW Act then goes on to say how the MAO will be achieved, and specifically requires that a modern award: 
	 
	 
	 
	may include terms that it is permitted to include, and 

	 
	 
	must include terms that it is required to include. 


	However, the inclusion of these terms is required “only to the extent necessary to achieve the modern awards objective and (to the extent applicable) the minimum wages objective.” 

	WHAT TERMS ARE PERMITTED IN A MODERN AWARD? 
	WHAT TERMS ARE PERMITTED IN A MODERN AWARD? 
	Section 139 of the FW Act provides that “a modern award may include terms about any of the following matters”: 
	“ (a) (including wage rates for junior employees, employees with a disability and employees to whom training arrangements apply), and: 
	minimum wages 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	and ; and 
	skill-based classifications 
	career structures


	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	incentive-based payments, piece rates and bonuses; 


	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	type of employment, such as full-time employment, casual employment, regular part-time employment and shift work, and the facilitation of flexible working arrangements, particularly for employees with family responsibilities; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	arrangements for when work is performed, including hours of work, rostering, notice periods, rest breaks and variations to working hours; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	overtime rates; 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	(e) 
	penalty rates, including for any of the following: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	employees working unsocial, irregular or unpredictable hours; 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	employees working on weekends or public holidays; 


	(iii) shift workers; 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	(f) 
	annualised wage arrangements that: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	have regard to the patterns of work in an occupation, industry or enterprise; and 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	provide an alternative to the separate payment of wages and other monetary entitlements; and 


	(iii) include appropriate safeguards to ensure that individual employees are not disadvantaged; 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	(g) 
	allowances, including for any of the following: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	expenses incurred in the course of employment; 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	responsibilities or skills that are not taken into account in rates of pay; 


	(iii) disabilities associated with the performance of particular tasks or work in particular conditions or locations; 

	(h) 
	(h) 
	leave, leave loadings and arrangements for taking leave; 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	superannuation; 

	(j) 
	(j) 
	procedures for consultation, representation and dispute settlement. 


	(section 139, FW Act) 
	Taking section 138 into account, there is no requirement for a modern award to deal with every item listed in section 139, or deal with them in the same detail as another modern award. Various Award Modernisation decisions since 2008 have established some common practices and standard provisions. The inclusion of terms that are ancillary or supplementary to terms of the NES is also a source of variation between modern awards. 

	HOW ARE MODERN ENTERPRISE AWARDS DIFFERENT? 
	HOW ARE MODERN ENTERPRISE AWARDS DIFFERENT? 
	Section 168A of the FW Act sets out additional provisions that relate to modern enterprise awards, including the following: 
	“A modern enterprise award is a modern award that is expressed to relate to: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a single enterprise (or a part of a single enterprise) only; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	one or more enterprises, if the employers all carry on similar business activities under the same franchise and are: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	franchisees of the same franchisor; or 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	related bodies corporate of the same franchisor; or 




	(iii) any combination of the above. “A single enterprise is: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a business, project or undertaking that is carried on by an employer; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	the activities carried on by: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory; or 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	a body, association, office or other entity established for a public purpose by or under a law of the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory; or 




	(iii) any other body in which the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory has 
	a controlling interest. “A part of a single enterprise includes, for example: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a geographically distinct part of the single enterprise; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	a distinct operational or organisational unit within the single enterprise. 


	(section 168A, FW Act) 

	WHAT IS THE OBJECTIVE OF AN ENTERPRISE AWARD? 
	WHAT IS THE OBJECTIVE OF AN ENTERPRISE AWARD? 
	Section 168B of the FW Act sets out the modern enterprise awards objective (MEAO): 
	“ FWA must recognise that modern enterprise awards may provide terms and conditions tailored to reflect employment arrangements that have been developed in relation to the relevant enterprises. This is the modern enterprise awards objective.” 
	(section 168B, FW Act) 
	The MEAO applies to the performance of FWA’s functions or powers under the FW Act, so far as they relate to modern enterprise awards. In relevant cases, references to the MAO are taken to include a reference to the MEAO – that is, the two objectives are additive, rather than exclusive. Thus Sections 134 and 168B must be read together to understand how FWA will act in relation to the formulation of a modern enterprise award. 


	8.1.4 What is an Enterprise Agreement? 
	8.1.4 What is an Enterprise Agreement? 
	Part 2–4 of the FW Act is about enterprise agreements. An enterprise agreement: 
	“ is made at the enterprise level and provides terms and conditions for those national system employees to whom it applies. An enterprise agreement can have terms that are ancillary or supplementary to the National Employment Standards. 
	(section 5, FW Act) 
	When FWA is considering whether or not to approve an enterprise agreement, it must decide whether the proposed agreement leaves an employee Better Off Overall (the BOOT[est]) than the conditions in the applicable award. 

	8.1.5 How will Territory Laws and Fair Work Instruments interact? 
	8.1.5 How will Territory Laws and Fair Work Instruments interact? 
	By virtue of the operation of section 40 of the FW Act and regulation 1-16 of the Fair Work Regulations 2009, a modern enterprise award will prevail over public sector employment law in the ACT or the Northern Territory to the extent of any inconsistency (Annexe I: ). 
	This situation is perhaps anomalous, since the default status of State public sector employers and State public service employees is that they are not national system employers or national system employees (with Victoria being the sole exception). As well, we note that Commonwealth public sector employment law is not prescribed for the purposes of section 40. 
	However, as the law presently stands, a PSM Standard covering classifications and rates of pay would have no effect to the extent that it was inconsistent with the provisions of a modern award or modern enterprise award. This relationship applies whether the award actually applies to any employee. 
	So, while it would not normally be the case that the rights and obligations of employees and employers under an award would apply to them while an enterprise agreement is in place, the existence or absence of an enterprise agreement will not change the interaction between the award and public sector employment law involving similar subject matter. 
	For example, if the full work level standards for a classification structure were inserted into an award: 
	 
	 
	 
	They would only apply to an employee in the absence of an enterprise agreement. 

	 
	 
	An enterprise agreement applying to the same employees as the award could contain work level standards containing the same or entirely different terms (subject to meeting the BOOT test), and the work level standards in the award would have no effect. 

	 
	 
	The enterprise agreement could contain no work level standards at all (subject to meeting the BOOT test), and the work level standards in the award would have no effect. 

	 
	 
	A PSM Standard containing work level standards could not be substantially different from the award regardless of the enterprise agreement status of employees in grades covered by the Standard. 



	8.1.6 What Transitional Arrangements Exist? 
	8.1.6 What Transitional Arrangements Exist? 
	Federal awards that were in force before the 2008 amendments to the WR Act became transitional enterprise awards. Transitional enterprise awards continue to cover the same employees and employers as they did previously. They cover these employees and employers to the exclusion of a modern industry-or occupation-specific modern award that might otherwise cover them. But the essential character of these instruments is that they are . 
	transitional

	The work plan for Element 4 requires us to address issues that may relate to the “mandatory” move to a modernised award system after 31 December 2013. ‘Inevitable’ may be an alternative term to “mandatory”. FWA cannot, of its own motion, terminate or modernise a transitional enterprise award. However, these awards: 
	a) 
	a) 
	a) 
	will terminate by effluxion of time (the default, no action path); or 

	b) 
	b) 
	may be terminated by FWA upon application by a person covered by the award; or 

	c) 
	c) 
	may be modernised by FWA upon application by a person covered by the award. 


	In case a) above, a transitional enterprise award will terminate automatically if no one covered by the award makes an application to modernise the award by 31 December 2013. The consequence of this termination is that the employees and employers covered by the award will come within the coverage of an appropriate modern award from 1 January 2014. 
	If FWA approves an application to terminate the award (case b) above), this termination can come into force immediately, and the employees and employers covered by the award will come within the coverage of an appropriate modern award from that day. FWA has the discretion to deal with an application to terminate an award as though it were an application to modernise the award. 
	If FWA approves an application to modernise the award (case c) above), there are two options for bringing the new modern enterprise award into effect. Either it will come into effect on 1 July immediately following the modernisation decision (the default option), or it may come into effect immediately. In the latter case, FWA would no doubt take into account the views of the persons to be covered by the new award. 
	It is important to note that the legislation only requires that an application be before 31 December 2013. The legislation is silent on the question of when the application must be heard and determined. 
	lodged 

	Consistent with earlier discussion, an application to modernise a transitional enterprise award must be considered by a Full Bench. 
	8.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ACTPS 
	8.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ACTPS 


	8.2.1 What is the position of the ACTPS in contemplating transition? 
	8.2.1 What is the position of the ACTPS in contemplating transition? 
	Employees of the ACTPS (and a small number of ACT statutory authorities) are bound by a variety of occupationally-oriented transitional enterprise awards. 
	This suite of awards was the result of work undertaken between 1998 and 2001 in accordance with the “award simplification” requirements of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (the WR Act). Broadly described, this work entailed: 
	 
	 
	 
	Rewriting awards so that they only contained “allowable matters” 

	 
	 
	Removing redundant terms and conditions 

	 
	 
	Recasting the awards in plain English 

	 
	 
	Converting salary scales from paid rates to minimum rates 


	In the ACTPS awards, paid rates were converted to minimum rates by the following method: 
	 
	 
	 
	The relativities established between the lowest points in the salary scales for all grades covered by the 1990 APS SEP Case were calculated, with the lowest pay point of GSO5 taken as the 100% point. 

	 
	 
	The rate of pay for the C10 classification level in the minimum rates Metal Industry Award was substituted for the lowest pay point in the GSO5 salary scale. 

	 
	 
	Minimum rates for all grades above and below the GSO5/C10 minimum rate were calculated by applying the relativities calculated in the first step. 

	 
	 
	Safety net increases awarded by the AIRC since the 1990 SEP case were added to every minimum rate calculated at step 3 to provide a contemporary level of salary for every grade. 


	This approach was accepted by the AIRC as meeting the requirements of the Paid Rates Review Decision (Print Q7661, 20 October 1998). 
	Only two simplified awards contain work level standards. 
	 
	 
	 
	CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 1998 – Professional Officers 

	 
	 
	Journalists (Australian Capital Territory Government Departments and Instrumentalities) Award 1998 – Public Affairs Officers 


	The AIRC had concluded in the Award Simplification Case (Print P7500, December 1997) that awards should “not prescribe matters of detail or process that are more appropriately dealt with by agreement at the workplace or enterprise level.” In the first stage of ACTPS award simplification, work level standards of the kind established for APS/ACTPS classifications following the APS SEP Case were examined by Larkin C, who decided for this reason that they should not be to the simplified awards. However, Larkin 
	added 
	removed 

	The award simplification project was principally directed to meeting requirements imposed on the award parties by the WR Act. But at the same time the parties also took the opportunity to: 
	 
	 
	 
	Remove residual Commonwealth respondency from awards, as a means of establishing a suite of awards that applied only to the ACTPS and its statutory authorities. That is, it was an act of industrial sovereignty for the Territory. 

	 
	 
	Consolidate awards, with the result that the number of instruments that applied in the ACTPS was reduced from 71 to less than 20 (including one award to cover all occupations in the GSO classification stream other than transport workers). 

	 
	 
	Standardise terms and conditions of employment by making the 


	Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 (the Employment Conditions Award, or ECA), and making use of extensive “call up” of its terms by the occupation-based awards. The new ECA incorporated the industry-specific redundancy entitlements previously found in the RRR Award. 
	While the award simplification project was important to establish the separate industrial identity of the ACTPS, and went a considerable way towards a more rational system of award coverage and employment conditions, it was limited by some practical considerations: 
	 
	 
	 
	The new awards largely follow pre-existing patterns of union coverage and award respondency. For example, three awards cover clerical employees, and two awards cover engineers. 

	 
	 
	A cautious approach was taken to extending entitlements contained in the new Employment Conditions Award (ECA) to new categories of employee. The principle applied was that there should be no difference in entitlements for persons undertaking the same work under different awards. Levels of entitlement markedly lower or higher than the ECA standard were otherwise left in place. 

	 
	 
	A small number of awards were made as self-contained, stand-alone awards, which did not call up terms from the ECA (e.g. the ACT Nurses Award 2000). 


	A new award for Legislative Assembly members’ staff was made shortly after the award simplification project ended. 
	Post-2001, enterprise agreement making has been the vehicle for achieving more substantially consistent terms and conditions of employment for all ACTPS employment categories covered by the transitional awards. 
	Two listings of simplified ACTPS awards are provided: 
	 
	 
	 
	Annexe E: lists awards that cover employment categories that are in-scope for the Review 

	 
	 
	Annexe F: lists awards that cover categories that are out-of-scope 


	for the Review The terms of this consultancy prevent us offering advice in relation to “skill-based classifications and career structures” for out-of-scope employment categories. As well, we will not make any specific recommendations in relation to minimum wages for out-of-scope categories. However, our comments and recommendations in relation to minimum wages for in-scope categories will, of course, be equally applicable—at the level of principal—to out-of-scope categories. 

	8.2.2 ACT Government Policy 
	8.2.2 ACT Government Policy 
	The ACT Government considered its position in relation to award modernisation in July 2008. The (then) ACT Minister for Industrial Relations, responding to the AIRC’s invitation to make submissions on the award modernisation process, noted that: 
	“… ACT Government employees will remain subject to ACT Government enterprise awards. The corollary is that ACT Government employees in occupations to be addressed by the modernised awards … will not be subject to these awards. 
	The ACT Government … supports the objective of reducing the overall number of awards and, where possible, will endeavor to ensure that ACT Government enterprise awards reflect, to the greatest extent possible, the factors to be considered in developing modernised awards, including model flexibility clauses and other mechanisms included in these awards.” 
	(A Barr MLA, ACT Minister for Industrial Relations, to Industrial Registrar, 10 June 2008) 
	Since that time, the matter has been considered by a Full Bench of the AIRC, which decided: 
	“We deal first with Territory government administration. The governments of the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory take the view that employees involved in the administration of the Territories are covered by enterprise awards and are not part of the award modernisation process under Part 10A of the WR Act. No party suggested otherwise. We proceed on the assumption that no modern award should be made for employees in Territory administration. 
	[2009] AIRCFB 865, 25 September 2009, para. 252 
	The Full Bench also decided not to make a modern award of general application that would cover State public sector employees. However, the legislative and constitutional issues applying to employees are irrelevant in respect of employees of administration. 
	State 
	Territory 

	This decision addressed the status of employees in Territory administration in the context of Division 10A of the WR Act and the Federal Minister’s award modernisation request. It did not address the legislative requirements relating to the creation of modern enterprise awards. In its subsequent communication with FWA, the ACTPS has signified that, “the ACT will be examining its awards in line with the provisions and associated timelines of the Fair Work Act 2009.” 
	Many of the details of the FW Act and the Transitional Act would have been unknown to the ACT Government in 2008. The work that must be undertaken now to meet the requirements of the FW Act is necessarily complicated by the fact that the new legislation represents a marked break from the past. 

	8.2.3 Is an ACTPS Modern Enterprise Award possible? 
	8.2.3 Is an ACTPS Modern Enterprise Award possible? 
	The activities carried on by the Territory qualify as a single enterprise, and one or more modern enterprise awards could be established that covered all of these activities. These activities may be further subdivided along the lines of “distinct operational or organisational unit(s)” for the purpose of defining coverage under multiple modern enterprise awards. 
	The FW Act does not contemplate more than one award covering an employee 
	(e.g. an occupational award, plus a “general conditions” style of award), and as a matter of practice, the Award Modernisation process has been managed by the AIRC/FWA to eliminate overlap. 
	. The Transitional Act provides that: 
	FWA is not obliged to make a modern enterprise award

	 
	 
	 
	in deciding to make a modern enterprise award, 
	whether or not 
	and 


	 
	 
	in determining the content of that award, 


	FWA take into account the following: 
	must 

	“ (a) the circumstances that led to the making of the enterprise instrument rather than an instrument of more general application; 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	whether there is a modern award (other than the miscellaneous modern award) that would, but for the enterprise instrument, cover the persons who are covered by the instrument, or whether such a modern award is likely to be made in the Part 10A award modernisation process; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	the content, or likely content, of the modern award referred to in paragraph (b) (taking account of any variations of the modern award that are likely to be made in the Part 10A award modernisation process); 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	the terms and conditions of employment applying in the industry in which the persons covered by the enterprise instrument operate, and the extent to which those terms and conditions are reflected in the instrument; 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	the extent to which the enterprise instrument provides enterprise-specific terms and conditions of employment; 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	the likely impact on the persons covered by the enterprise instrument, and the persons covered by the modern award referred to in paragraph (b), of a decision to make, or not make, the modern enterprise award, including any impact on the ongoing viability or competitiveness of any enterprise carried on by those persons; 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	the views of the persons covered by the enterprise instrument; 

	(h) 
	(h) 
	any other matter prescribed by the regulations.” 


	(Item (4), Schedule 6, Transitional Act) 
	The same considerations apply to an application to terminate a transitional enterprise award. 

	8.2.4 Modern Enterprise Awards – Cases 
	8.2.4 Modern Enterprise Awards – Cases 
	FWA has some discretion in addressing the objects of the Act .There is no automatic presumption by FWA that the existence of a transitional enterprise award justifies the making of a modern enterprise award. Indeed, the limited case law only suggests the opposite (KFC, Pizza Hut and Bank of Queensland decisions of FWA and the Federal Court refer). All of these cases involved a disagreement between the parties to the transitional enterprise awards as to its continued applicability, in light of the making of 
	In all of these cases, insufficient evidence was provided to convince FWA that there was a need for a modern enterprise award that outweighed the requirement for FWA to establish a simple national system of industry-specific and occupation-specific modern awards. A similar disputed case involving Telstra’s enterprise awards is presently before a Full Bench of FWA. 
	The essential difference between the KFC, Pizza Hut and Bank of Queensland cases on the one hand, and the Telstra case on the other is that: 
	 
	 
	 
	the former involved employers seeking to retain awards that set a lower standard than the general industry safety net (opposed by the relevant unions), and 

	 
	 
	the latter involves the employer seeking to terminate its enterprise awards to permit the lower standard of employment conditions in the industry safety award to apply (and again opposed by the relevant unions). 


	To date, no Full Bench has made a new modern enterprise award to replace a transitional enterprise award. No application has yet been lodged where the parties agree that existing transitional enterprise awards ought to be replaced by an MEA. 
	The ACTU sees the Telstra case as a test case for other applications made in similar circumstances. The ACT Government and ACT unions should understand that the outcome of the Telstra case and similar cases following will constrain what can happen in relation to the ACTPS awards. 
	The Telstra enterprise awards have a similar background to the ACTPS awards, in that they have their roots in various Commonwealth Public Service Arbitrator Determinations. To the extent that there is a debate about the overall level of entitlements in ACTPS awards relative to levels in the safety net awards for the same occupations in other sectors—whether between the parties, or between the parties and the Full Bench—the outcome in the Telstra case may be informative. 
	Final submissions in the Telstra case were made on 6 December 2011, when the matter was adjourned and decision reserved. 
	In drafting modern industry awards and modern occupational awards, the Full Bench has generally inserted provisions that find a middle ground between the highest and lowest standards applying in the awards it is replacing. 
	The FW Act has moved away from the “parties bound” approach of the past. In effect, modern awards are a kind of common rule, extending to cover all national system employees and employers in the cross section of industry and occupation described in their coverage clauses. FWA has responded to this new approach in the way it has cast coverage clauses in modern awards. While specific employers may be listed in the coverage clause (either to include them or exclude them), neither these employers, nor unions wi
	Even though it could have made the new modern awards without doing so, FWA has consulted the parties to pre-modern awards in its award modernisation process, and taken into account their views when drafting and finalising new 
	Even though it could have made the new modern awards without doing so, FWA has consulted the parties to pre-modern awards in its award modernisation process, and taken into account their views when drafting and finalising new 
	modern awards. It will adopt a similar open and consultative approach to its 2012 review of modern awards. 

	This emphasises the need to provide evidence and soundly reasoned submissions to FWA in relation to every aspect of a modernisation case, including: 
	 
	 
	 
	The modern award objectives and the modern enterprise award objective (sections 134 and 168B) 

	 
	 
	The issues FWA must address when it considers the modernisation of transitional enterprise awards (Schedule 6, Transitional Act) 

	 
	 
	The content rules (section 139) 


	The public sector character of ACTPS employment is a sufficient ground for making a modern enterprise award. In passenger transport, higher education, nursing and other industries, the AIRC/FWA has made a conscious decision that the modern awards will cover employees in all sectors. 
	not 

	The two cases most likely to have a bearing on preparation for, and conduct and success (however defined) of an ACTPS award modernisation case will include: 
	 The Telstra Case (relevant to further clarifying the ground rules for deciding when a modern enterprise award ought to be made), 
	 The FWA 2012 review of modern awards (relevant to the application of Item 4(c) of Schedule 6 of the Transitional Act). Strategically, it may be valuable to have the results of these cases to hand, and for the parties to frame any application for modernisation of the transitional enterprise awards in light of this further knowledge. However, it is not possible to defer the application indefinitely. As an additional practical consideration, there are over 2,200 enterprise awards that will either lapse on 31
	award before that time. The ACTPS will be competing with other parties in a wide variety of industries for listing before a FWA Full Bench. 

	8.2.5 Is there a case for an ACTPS Enterprise Award? 
	8.2.5 Is there a case for an ACTPS Enterprise Award? 
	The existence of separate occupation-based ACTPS enterprise awards raises the following questions for us: 
	 
	 
	 
	Which employment categories should be included in a modern enterprise award for the ACTPS? 

	 
	 
	Should all employment categories in ACTPS employment be, like nurses, covered by the relevant occupational modern award, or by an ACTPS enterprise award? 

	 
	 
	Should a modern enterprise award for the ACTPS only be established to cover categories that are not covered by existing industry-and occupation-based modern awards? 


	These questions are part of a wider policy issue going to the intentions and desires of the parties to maintain award coverage that is centred on special needs that cannot be met by modern awards, or put another way, the special services a modern enterprise award can provide that the alternative modern awards do not. 
	Listings of modern industry awards and modern occupational awards that could cover employees in the ACTPS, compiled on the basis of a survey of modern award coverage clauses, are provided at Annexe G: and Annexe H: . If all transitional ACTPS enterprise awards were terminated, the number of awards covering the Territory would approximately double. It is also doubtful whether the resulting suite of modern awards would completely cover all employees – for example, there is no modern award of general applicati
	Other considerations include whether the decision would increase the number of awards covering an employer. FWA is constrained by the terms of the federal minister’s award modernisation reference to ensure that employers are covered by as few awards as possible. 
	We also note that section 141 of the FW Act provides for a modern award to include an industry-specific redundancy scheme, such as the arrangements found at clause 8 of the ACTPS Employment Conditions Award. This arrangement is supplementary to the redundancy provisions found in the NES. There could be questions raised by a Full Bench about whether this scheme is industry-specific or enterprise-specific. 
	The main objects of a case supporting the establishment of a modern enterprise award(s) for the ACTPS would be to: 
	 
	 
	 
	Establish complete and adequate modern award coverage for ACTPS employees, including award coverage for classifications not mentioned in any of the current transitional enterprise awards. 

	 
	 
	Minimise the number of awards covering the Territory. 

	 
	 
	Establish a comprehensive core of common ACTPS employee entitlements, by building on the commonalities already found in the transitional enterprise awards. 

	 
	 
	Preserve the industry-specific redundancy scheme. 

	 
	 
	Provide a measure of sovereignty to the Territory in matters pertaining to personnel management in the ACT public service of a kind that the States enjoy by default. 


	9 A SIMPLER CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE 
	9 A SIMPLER CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE 
	A summary of optionsand their benefits and pitfallsfor addressing various circumstances across the ACTPS in simplifying and reducing the numbers of classifications is the focus of the following discussion. It is based on the detailed analysis undertaken in Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 of this Review, together with some further analysis undertaken in the course of Section 10.3 of Element 5. 
	7 
	8 

	Addressing item b) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	Addressing item b) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	7 


	Addressing items d) and e) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	Addressing items d) and e) of the Workplan for this Element. 
	8 


	9.1 GENERAL APPROACH 
	9.1 GENERAL APPROACH 
	The Report on Element 3 established the following key principles to be brought to the task (O’Shea & Smith 2012a, p.41): 
	Equal Pay for Equal Work 
	

	More Pay for More Important Work From this it follows that it is necessary to establish: 
	

	
	
	
	

	the value of a particular quantum of work, and then 

	
	
	

	the relative importance of specified quanta of work 


	These, then, are the principles underlying work classification, with the following implications for pay structures: 
	
	
	
	

	Only then can payment structures operate consistently; 

	
	
	

	Once work value is established, there is then no internal requirement for other criteria (such as industry, or career structure) to be brought to establishing pay rates. However, external market factors may need to be addressed. 
	9


	Career structures have been accounted for in Element 1 of this Review, where the concept of the Career Cluster was developed and proposed as an integral component of the proposed reforms. Workforce planning and workforce development considerations are also considered, in the Report on Element 5 of this Review. 
	Career structures have been accounted for in Element 1 of this Review, where the concept of the Career Cluster was developed and proposed as an integral component of the proposed reforms. Workforce planning and workforce development considerations are also considered, in the Report on Element 5 of this Review. 
	9 







	BASIS FOR CLASSIFICATION 
	BASIS FOR CLASSIFICATION 
	This Review therefore proposes that a single basic classification structure and associated work level standards be applied to all positions, unless specific and unique considerations suggest otherwise. 
	The basic structure proposed is the 11-level classification structure proposed at Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 of this Review. 
	The basic structure proposed is the 11-level classification structure proposed at Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 of this Review. 
	A Uniform Salary Scale (USS) is proposed to complement the single basic classification structure. This provides the basis for perceptions of internal equity, and accordingly for perceptions of integrity and fairness. This Scale will start at Pay Point 1 of the Shared Salary Spine (SSS), and will finish at Pay Point 55. 
	9.2 SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
	9.2 SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
	There are circumstances where market considerations for in-scope classifications present substantial challenges to the adoption of this proposed 11-level structure. 
	Three broad approaches to these special circumstances are considered. 

	OPTION A: ADDRESS SPECIFIC SITUATIONS WITH TAILORED STRUCTURES. 
	OPTION A: ADDRESS SPECIFIC SITUATIONS WITH TAILORED STRUCTURES. 
	Description: 
	In effect, this is the ‘do nothing’ option, a continuation of the status quo. Special market requirements and special situations are addressed by creating new salary structures tied to entry qualifications and career structures. 
	Benefits: 
	Benefits: 
	By putting in place solutions tailored to current market requirements the ACTPS may be able to address market needs most effectively. 
	


	Pitfalls: 
	Pitfalls: 
	
	
	
	

	This approach will be complex to implement and administer. There is a high risk of ‘special’ and ‘local’ applications emerging over time, to the detriment of simplicity, efficiency and integrity. With multiple approaches in place, ongoing maintenance of structures may become prone to misinterpretation and increasing complexity over time. 

	
	
	

	No reduction in the number of Pay levels would necessarily result. 

	
	
	

	This approach does not support a move towards a modernised award structure because it does not meet the requirements for creating a safety net minimum rates award. 


	We do not recommend this Option. 
	We do not recommend this Option. 



	OPTION B: RETAIN THE USS UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES. 
	OPTION B: RETAIN THE USS UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES. 
	Description: 
	This approach would eliminate all but one common structure. Local nomenclature would be addressed through use of local job titles in job descriptions. 
	Benefits: 
	Benefits: 
	
	
	
	

	This approach has the virtues of simplicity and administrative efficiency. 

	
	
	

	A minimum rates award is feasible under this option and accordingly this option supports a move towards a modernised award. 
	without incremental pay points 


	
	
	

	The result would be a maximum of 11classification levels and 11 Pay Bands. 



	Pitfalls: 
	Pitfalls: 
	
	
	
	

	This approach is not adaptable to meet future circumstances 

	
	
	

	As well it will not assist the ACTPS to address recruitment effectively with salaries competitive on the broader labour market, except through personalised Attraction and Retention Incentives (ARIns). 


	We do not recommend this Option. 
	We do not recommend this Option. 



	OPTION C: MEET MARKET NEEDS THROUGH SPECIAL SALARY SCALES. 
	OPTION C: MEET MARKET NEEDS THROUGH SPECIAL SALARY SCALES. 
	Description: 
	Here, it is proposed to address market needs directly with special salary scales, without adding complications to address career structures, qualifications and the like. It will require a complementary package of measures, such as the proposed Qualification Entry Standard (QES) and career management structures that would apply uniformly. Local nomenclature would be addressed through use of local job titles in job descriptions. 
	Benefits: 
	Benefits: 
	
	
	
	

	This approach will enable the ACTPS to compete on national labour markets for specified skills. 

	
	
	

	It limits the application of special handling, and accordingly will be less prone to error or distortion than Option 1. 

	
	
	

	A minimum rates award is feasible under this option and accordingly this option supports a move towards a modernised award. 

	
	
	

	The number of Classification Levels would not exceed 11. The number of levels within specific scales would reduce to 70-80 in the first instance. 



	Pitfalls: 
	Pitfalls: 
	This approach will not meet every specific labour market situation, in particular in relation to those industries where conditions such as reduced hours or other special conditions are common (Attraction and Retention Incentives (ARIns) may assist here in some circumstances). 
	

	We recommend this Option. 
	We recommend this Option. 

	9.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDED APPROACH 
	9.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDED APPROACH 




	9.3.1 Description 
	9.3.1 Description 
	To address specific and unique market requirements, we propose the creation of special salary scales for particular employment categories, the specific purpose of which will be to map the work value of these types of positions onto subsets of the Shared Salary Spine. 
	While such cases are numerous, they will not—in total—cover more than a small fraction of the total workforce. They may, however, create a perception that there are more than 11 classifications. There are not. 
	In all cases the same Work Level Standards apply as to any other situation: the work of the grade will be subject to the same Work Level Standards for the classification levels corresponding to the Pay Bands traversed by the relevant salary scale. Equally, all situations, whether based on the USS or mapped to the SSS using a special salary scale, will use the same 11 Pay Bands and 55 Pay Points. 
	Put another way, there are no more classification levels than the 11 proposed, but there are some situations created by external market forces where the employment categories will map differently to the Shared Salary Spine. And that will be the sole difference. 

	9.3.2 Relationships between proposed components 
	9.3.2 Relationships between proposed components 
	The following Figureintegrates the components of the pay and classification reforms in the light of Option 3, recommended above. 
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	Uniform Salary Scale Pay Point Special Salary Scale Position Includes: Title Duties Delegations Quals, etc Career Cluster Includes: Pathways Quals Minimum Competency Framework Qualification Entry Standard Work Level Standard Class-ification Level Pay Band Salary Spine Broad band 
	Figure 1: Relationships between components of the proposed reforms. 

	9.3.3 Implications for current classifications 
	9.3.3 Implications for current classifications 
	Table 1 draws on the detailed discussion in Section 8 of the Report on Element 3 and supplements this with further discussion from Elements 1, 2 and 5, to outline some implications of Option 3 for the various current classifications in scope for this Review and identify some benefits and pitfalls that may arise. 
	Each component indicated by a box may have one or more instances: thus, for example, there are eleven Classification Levels proposed, and there may be thousands of Positions in the ACTPS. Some relationships have been omitted for clarity and, in common with previous presentations, items out of scope are indicated in grey 
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	ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	Administrative Services Officer 
	Administrative Services Officer 
	6 
	 Retention of 6 classification levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current ASO structure will simplify translation for this large number of employees.  Retention of 6 classification levels will also support the proposed Minimum Competency Framework (MCF) by simplifying mapping to the Australian Qualification Framework. 

	Senior Officer 
	Senior Officer 
	3 
	 Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SO structure and allied grades will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF.  A large number of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 5). This will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

	Information Technology Officer 
	Information Technology Officer 
	2 
	 We consider that the ITO classification stream would benefit from being incorporated into a model similar to that now being proposed for Professional Officers and Health Professionals (that is, the Common Professional Entry Scale, or CPES). In particular, the current salary scale for ITO Level 1 does not properly recognise: the professional status of the discipline; the need to retain qualified and experienced staff; or the state of the labour market for ICT professionals. 

	Senior Information Technology Officer 
	Senior Information Technology Officer 
	3 
	 As for Information Technology Officers (see above), these grades may be translated on the same basis as other professional grades...  Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SITO C, B & A grades (closely allied to the SO/SPO grades ) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF.  A large number of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 5). This wi

	Information Technology Officer Trainee 
	Information Technology Officer Trainee 
	1 
	 Refer discussion of Information Technology Officer above.  This grade can be collapsed in with Cadet grades to form a single new Cadet structure.  Only 1 level is required to support the proposed new Cadet structure. 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	Public Affairs Officer 
	Public Affairs Officer 
	3 
	 The current salary scale for some grades extends across several levels, and also overlaps within the new proposed pay bands. We consider that there is an arguable case for Public Affairs Officers to adopt the new professional classification model in the longer term. However, there will need to be significant restructuring of jobs and working arrangements to align PAOs with other professionals. This case would require an agreement between the parties (CMCD and MEAA) on how the work is to be divided and des

	Senior Public Affairs Officer 
	Senior Public Affairs Officer 
	2 
	 Refer discussion of Public Affairs Officer above  3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SPAO 1 & 2 grades (closely allied to the SO grades ) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF.  Some of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 5). This will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

	Public Relations Adviser 
	Public Relations Adviser 
	2 
	 Refer discussion of Public Affairs Officer above  Local titles may continue to be applied by agencies in job descriptions, but are not justified as a separate classification 

	Public Relations Manager 
	Public Relations Manager 
	2 
	 Refer discussion of Public Affairs Officer above  Local titles may continue to be applied by agencies in job descriptions, but are not justified as a separate classification 

	Research Officer 
	Research Officer 
	2 
	 As discussed at pp87-88 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Senior Research Officer 
	Senior Research Officer 
	2 
	 As discussed at pp87-88 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Principal Research Officer 
	Principal Research Officer 
	1 
	 As discussed at pp.87-88 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels.  Would translate in most cases to the new level 8. 

	Tourism & Events Officer 
	Tourism & Events Officer 
	6 
	 As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	CTEC Manager 
	CTEC Manager 
	3 
	 As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	WorkCover Officer 
	WorkCover Officer 
	6 
	 As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1 and further at p.89 of the Report on Element 5, WCO1-3 and ORS Inspector may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	WorkCover Manager 
	WorkCover Manager 
	3 
	 As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1 and further at p.89 of the Report on Element 5, WCM B & A s may be collapsed in with SO grades when considering work levels. 

	Trust Officer 
	Trust Officer 
	2 
	 These grades cover 4 work levels (p.94 of the Report on Element 5) 

	Graduate Administrative Assistant 
	Graduate Administrative Assistant 
	1 
	 Incorporate into other professional entry arrangements, pay wise, and use the standard classification model 

	Cadet 
	Cadet 
	1 
	 This grade can be collapsed in with other Cadet grades to form a single new Cadet structure.  Only 1 level is required to support the proposed new Cadet structure. 

	Schools Assistant 
	Schools Assistant 
	3 
	 As discussed at pp.88-89 of the Report on Element 5, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Disability Support Officer 
	Disability Support Officer 
	3 
	 These grades cover 6 new work levels (p.104 of the Report on Element 5) 

	Family Services Worker 
	Family Services Worker 
	1 
	 As discussed at pp.116 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Legal 
	Legal 
	2 
	 The work level requirements for Legal 1 are very specific and cover a range of 7 levels (pp.91-92 of the Report on Element 5).  Legal 2 maps to Level 11 directly 

	Para Legal 
	Para Legal 
	3 
	 Salary for these grades cover 4 work levels (p.93 of the Report on Element 5), but the work itself is not so distinguishable from other work undertaken by current ASO grades as to warrant further separation. Accordingly these grades may be collapsed in with other grades. 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	Prosecutor 
	Prosecutor 
	5 
	 Work value case pending (p.114 of the Report on Element 5) 

	Custodial Officer 
	Custodial Officer 
	4 
	 This is a redundant classification, to be replaced by Correctional Officer 

	Correctional Officer 
	Correctional Officer 
	4 
	 These grades cover 6 work levels (p.100 of the Report on Element 5) plus a further level for trainees. 

	Veterinary Officer 
	Veterinary Officer 
	5 
	 Given the requirement for a 6-year degree for entry, 3 levels are required to span the range of work undertaken by these positions  These grades may be collapsed in with other professional grades, with a specific entry point established through the proposed QES. 

	Professional Officer 
	Professional Officer 
	2 
	 Given the range of entry qualification requirements (from 2 -6 years), 5 levels are required to span the range of work undertaken by PO1-2  A further ‘third level professional’ band, spanning the gap between Professional Officer Level 2 and Senior Professional Officer Grade C would provide for special circumstances to address the need to provide – for example – high level, specialised professional services; coordination of projects with significant technical and professional input; etc. 

	Professional Officer CFC (Cultural Facilities Corporation) 
	Professional Officer CFC (Cultural Facilities Corporation) 
	2 
	 These grades may be collapsed in with other professional grades (p.119 of the Report on Element 1 ; p.89 of the Report on Element 5).  Refer to discussion of Professional Offices above. 

	Senior Professional Officer 
	Senior Professional Officer 
	3 
	 Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SPO C, B & A grades (closely allied to the SO grades ) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF.  A number of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 5). This will create a task for implementation, but the absorption will also partially offset implementation costs. 

	Cadet Professional Officer 
	Cadet Professional Officer 
	1 
	 This grade can be collapsed in with other Cadet grades to form a single new Cadet structure.  Only 1 level is required to support the proposed new Cadet structure. 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	Dentist 
	Dentist 
	3 
	 These grades may be collapsed in with other professional grades, with a specific entry point established through the proposed QES to support the requirement for a 6-year degree.  Retention of multiple levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current Dentist structure that are closely allied to the SO grades will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF.  5 levels are required overall (p.95 of the Report on Element 5).  An upward extension of the top-most Pay Band m

	Dental Receptionist 
	Dental Receptionist 
	1 
	 As discussed at pp.119-120 of the Report on Element 1 and further at p.89 of the Report on Element 5, these functions may be collapsed in with ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Dental Assistant 
	Dental Assistant 
	3 
	 As discussed at p.106 of the Report on Element 5, these grades range from Unqualified to Principal levels, and accordingly cover 5 work levels. 

	Health Professional 
	Health Professional 
	6 
	 Given the range of entry qualification requirements (from 2 -6 years), 5 levels are required to span the range of work undertaken by HP1-3  Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current HP 4, 5 & 6 grades (closely allied to the SO grades ) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF.  Some of these employees at HP4-6 levels benefit from SEAs that must be totally or partially absorbed at the time of translation (p.88 of the Report on Element 5). T

	Health Care Assistant 
	Health Care Assistant 
	5 
	 Not readily fitted into the standard model at this stage (P.108 of the Report on Element 5)  A review of the classification against the WLSs will be required after initial translation. 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	Radiation Therapist 
	Radiation Therapist 
	6 
	 A Range of levels is required to span the range of work undertaken by RT 1-3, with a specific entry point established through the proposed QES to support the entry requirement (pp.109-110 of the Report on Element 5).  Retention of 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current RT 4, 5 & 6 grades (closely allied to the HP/SO grades ) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF.  An upward extension of the top-most Pay Band may be used to meet market requirement

	Medical Physics Registrar 
	Medical Physics Registrar 
	1 
	 A Range of levels is required to span the range of work undertaken by Medical Physicist grades, with a specific entry point established through the proposed QES to support the entry requirement.  These grades are discussed in detail at pp.96-99 of the Report on Element 5. 

	Medical Physics Specialist 
	Medical Physics Specialist 
	1 
	 Refer discussion of Medical Physics Registrar above 

	Senior Medical Physics Specialist 
	Senior Medical Physics Specialist 
	1 
	 Refer discussion of Medical Physics Registrar above 

	Principal Medical Physics Specialist 
	Principal Medical Physics Specialist 
	1 
	 Refer discussion of Medical Physics Registrar above  Retention of multiple levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current PMPS structure (closely allied to the SO/HP grades ) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

	Chief Medical Physics 
	Chief Medical Physics 
	1 
	 Refer discussion of Medical Physics Registrar above  Retention of multiple levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current CMP structure (closely allied to the SO/HP grades ) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF.  An upward extension of the top-most Pay Band may be used to meet market requirements for this work level. 

	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	10 
	 The commercial realities and unusual award nexus for this group (p.119 of the Report on Element 1; pp.113 of the Report on Element 5) will require specific arrangements to be made. Selected SSS pay points can be applied, but new WLSs will not. 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	General Service Officer 
	General Service Officer 
	9 
	 Only 2 levels are required to span the range of work levels encompassed by the current GSO 3 & 4 and 5 & 6 levels.  Translation to the new Shared Salary Spine is straightforward for all GSO grades (p.87 of the Report on Element 5).  Translation costs are high at the upper levels (7, 8, 9 and 10) but the overall number of employees at these levels is relatively low. 

	Health Service Officer 
	Health Service Officer 
	9 
	 Only 2 levels are required to span the range of work levels encompassed by the current HSO 3 & 4 and 5 & 6 levels.  Translation to the new Shared Salary Spine is straightforward for all HSO grades (p.87 of the Report on Element 5).  Translation costs are high at the upper levels (7, 8, 9 and 10) but the overall number of employees at these levels is very low.  HSO2 translation processing may need to differ slightly from that for GSO2. This is a one-off complication. 

	Apprentices 
	Apprentices 
	1 
	 Apprentice arrangements may be volatile in the light of the case currently before FWA  Adult Apprentices must be catered for. 

	Ranger 
	Ranger 
	3 
	 As discussed at p.89 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may follow the same translation as ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Sportsground Ranger 
	Sportsground Ranger 
	1 
	 As discussed at p.89 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may follow the same translation as ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Park Ranger 
	Park Ranger 
	2 
	 As discussed at p.89 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may follow the same translation as ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Senior Park Ranger 
	Senior Park Ranger 
	1 
	 As discussed at p.89 of the Report on Element 1, these functions may follow the same translation as ASO grades when considering work levels. 

	Facilities Service Officer 
	Facilities Service Officer 
	6 
	 Readily translated to the standard model on work value grounds, as per original GSO counterparts.  Translation costs are high at the upper levels (7, 8) but the overall number of employees at these levels is very low. 

	Facilities Technical Officer 
	Facilities Technical Officer 
	3 
	 Readily translated to the standard model on work value grounds, as per original TO counterparts. 

	Building Service Officer 
	Building Service Officer 
	1 
	 Only 1 level is required to span the range of work levels encompassed by the current BSO 3/4 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	Sterilising Services Health Service Officer 
	Sterilising Services Health Service Officer 
	1 
	 Only 1 level is required to span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SSHSO 3 & 4 levels (p.87 of the Report on Element 5).  We recommend absorbing the very small sterilising certificate allowance into the base rate of pay for the upper level of this grade. This may mean that existing staff who hold the certificate will translate to a higher increment point than pay point 7. 

	Sterilising Services Technical Officer 
	Sterilising Services Technical Officer 
	2 
	 Readily translated to the standard model on work value grounds, as per original TO counterparts. 

	Central Linen Service 
	Central Linen Service 
	6 
	 The commercial realities of this group (p.120 of the Report on Element 1; pp.111-112 of the Report on Element 5) will require specific arrangements to be made. 

	Central Linen Service (CLS7, 8 & 9) 
	Central Linen Service (CLS7, 8 & 9) 
	3 
	 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current CLS7, 8 & 9 (closely allied to the SO grades) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

	Stores Supervisor 
	Stores Supervisor 
	1 
	 This grade cover 1 work level (p.105 of the Report on Element 5) 

	Senior Stores Supervisor 
	Senior Stores Supervisor 
	3 
	 These grades cover only 2 new work levels (p.105 of the Report on Element 5)  Standardisation with other supervisors (e.g. GSOs) extends the salary points, but is complicated by the collapse of 3 levels to 2 

	Technical Officer 
	Technical Officer 
	4 
	 The new diploma qualified salary scale will cover Level 3 maximum and the whole of Levels 4 and 5, but is otherwise a comfortable fit to the standard model  Significant pay raises for TO3 and TO4 are contained by their small number across ACTPS employment. 

	Senior Officer (Technical) 
	Senior Officer (Technical) 
	2 
	 3 levels that span the range of work levels encompassed by the current SO (Technical) C & B grades (closely allied to the SO grades ) will support the proposed MCF by simplifying mapping to the AQF. 

	Trainee Technical Officer 
	Trainee Technical Officer 
	1 
	 This grade can be collapsed in with Cadet grades to form a single new Cadet structure.  Only 1 level is required to support the proposed new Cadet structure. 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels 
	Discussion: benefits, pitfalls and other implications of changing the number of levels 

	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer 
	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer 
	1 
	 This grade covers 3 work levels (p.103 of the Report on Element 5).  It would not be reasonable to increase the number of increment points employees are required to traverse before reaching the top of the scale. 

	Clinical Coders 
	Clinical Coders 
	1 
	 This grade spans 3 work levels (p.106 of the Report on Element 5).  It would not be reasonable to increase the number of increment points employees are required to traverse before reaching the top of the scale 

	Clinical Coders Trainee 
	Clinical Coders Trainee 
	1 
	 This grade spans 1 work level (p.106 of the Report on Element 5). 

	Trainees 
	Trainees 
	3 
	 Trainee arrangements may be volatile in the light of the case currently before FWA 


	TOTAL: 193 
	TOTAL: 193 
	NOTES to Table 1: 
	1: MCF-related implications are based on the discussion at pp.113-115 of the Report on Element 3. 
	2: Implications of reforms proposed for Training grades (Apprentices, Trainees, Cadet, and Graduate Entry) are discussed at Section 9.4 of the Report on Element 3. 
	3: Implications for Professional grades are discussed at Section 9.5 of the Report on Element 3. 
	4: Audit staff are discussed at pp.101-102 of the Report on Element 5. 
	Table 1: Implications of Option C for current classifications 
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	9.4 IMPACT FOR SIMPLIFICATION AND REDUCTION OF CLASSIFICATIONS 
	9.4 IMPACT FOR SIMPLIFICATION AND REDUCTION OF CLASSIFICATIONS 
	In contemplating Table 1, the following scenarios emerge: 
	
	
	
	

	There are some situations, such as GSO, FSO and BSO grades, where the number of work levels required is significantly that the number of grades in place now. 
	less 


	
	
	

	There are some situations, such as current ASO grades, where in the number of levels is proposed. 
	no change 
	11 


	
	
	

	There are some situations, such as Trust, Legal and Correctional Officers, where the number of work levels proposed the current number of grades. 
	exceeds 


	
	
	

	There are many situations, such as Rangers, Tourism and Events Officers and Professional Officers at the Cultural Facilities Corporation, where all the current grades may be entirely. 
	eliminated 


	
	
	

	There are a small number of situations, such as Canberra Linen Service and Canberra Theatre Trust, where unique commercial considerations demand a response. 
	unique 



	Taking these scenarios into account, Table 2 summarises the effect of the proposed structure of salary scales for both the general cases, and also situations where special circumstances arise. Overall, the number of unique levels within scales may be reduced from 193 to 78. As indicated in the Notes to Table 2, it may be possible to accommodate a further 6 grades (italicised) within the USS, thus reducing the number to 72 in total. Once implemented: 
	all 

	 
	 
	 
	the number of unique levels within scales for in-scope positions would be reduced to around 40% of the current number; 

	 
	 
	all in-scope positions would rely upon only 11 Classification Levels and 20 Salary Scales, all applied similarly; 

	 
	 
	The vast majority of in-scope positions—around 85%—would be covered by the Uniform Salary Scale. 

	 
	 
	Half of the balance—health professionals—would be covered by one special scale. 

	 
	 
	In fact, most of the residue of complexity would be isolated to one of the larger agencies, namely ACT Health. ACT Health employs over half of the staff that would be covered by special scales, and over half of the special salary scales proposed are specific to that Agency. 


	However, this does imply translation on a point to point or even level to level basis. This discussion is strictly limited to consideration of the number of grades or levels involved. The Report on Element 5 discusses both proposals for translation of staff at implementation, and also the cost impact of the proposal in light of the number of staff at any given level. 
	11 
	not 
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	Salary Scale 
	Salary Scale 
	Salary Scale 
	No. levels 
	Notes 

	Uniform Salary Scale (USS) 
	Uniform Salary Scale (USS) 
	11 
	Default arrangement, with 11 Pay Bands corresponding to the 11 Classification Levels. 

	Apprentices 
	Apprentices 
	1 
	Discussed at Section 9.4.2 of the Report on Element 3 

	Trainees 
	Trainees 
	3 
	Discussed at Section 9.4.1 of The Report on Element 3 

	Common Professional Entry (CPES) 
	Common Professional Entry (CPES) 
	1 
	Discussed at Section 9.5 of the Report on Element 3 (Vets would enter at Band 5, but follow this model thereafter). 

	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer 
	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer 
	1 
	Discuss with Calvary Hospital with a view to review requirement 

	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	10 
	In general, the special circumstances of the Canberra Theatre Centre ( CTC) suggest that rates of CTC staff be restricted to certain fixed points in the SSS. The impact of this will be restricted to CTC . 

	Central Linen Service 
	Central Linen Service 
	6 
	CLS7, CLS8, CLS9 use the USS. In general, however, at the moment there is insufficient information about the background to the rates paid in the Canberra Linen Service to make anything other than an initial translation into the SSS. 

	Clinical Coders 
	Clinical Coders 
	1 

	Clinical Coders Trainee 
	Clinical Coders Trainee 
	1 

	Correctional Officer 
	Correctional Officer 
	4 
	Here the fit to the new pay bands and classifications levels is close, but not exact. Levels 1, 2 and 3 correspond to a broadbanded Level 4/5, Level 6 and level 7 respectively. It would be relatively straightforward for the parties to adopt the complete range of salaries available in these pay bands, and maintain the existing qualification-based salary barrier arrangements by reference to specified SSS pay points. 

	Dental Assistant 
	Dental Assistant 
	3 

	Dentist 
	Dentist 
	3 
	An upward extension is required to Level 11 

	Disability Support Officer 
	Disability Support Officer 
	3 
	Possibly suited to adoption of USS 

	Health Care Assistant 
	Health Care Assistant 
	5 

	Health Professional 
	Health Professional 
	3 
	HP4, HP5 and HP6 use the USS Here it is proposed to adopt the CPES as a basis for establishing a renewed equivalent of the Health Professional Level 1, for the employment of provisionally registered health professionals and those undertaking a professional development year. The concept (and the salary scale) is extended to provide an avenue for employment of clinical psychologists-in-training, sonographers-in-training, etc. 

	Legal 1 
	Legal 1 
	1 
	Legal 2 uses the USS 

	Medical Physics 
	Medical Physics 
	5 
	An upward extension is required to Level 11 

	Prosecutor 
	Prosecutor 
	5 
	Likely outcome from work value case 

	Public Affairs Officer 
	Public Affairs Officer 
	5 
	Suited to adoption of USS. 

	Radiation Therapist 
	Radiation Therapist 
	6 
	Radiation Therapists will retain a unique salary scale within the SSS. An upward extension is required to Level 11. 

	TOTAL: 
	TOTAL: 
	78 


	Table 2: Summary of Proposed Special Salary Scales 
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	10 MOVING TOWARDS A MODERN AWARD STRUCTURE 
	10.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE SCOPE OF THIS REVIEW 
	The aims and objectives of the Classification Review, and the outcomes and recommendations of the present consultancy, address issues relevant to “skillbased classifications and career structures” (paragraph 139(a)(i) FW Act). A question for the Review (and the parties) at this stage ought to be: What outcomes from the Review are appropriate to be included in a modern award? 
	-

	However, the outcomes and recommendations of the consultancy (as expressed in our earlier reports) do not address what “minimum wages” should be associated with the classification structure (subsection 139(a) FW Act): to date, our investigations have been directed to identifying suitable external salary benchmarks (Element 2) and incorporating these benchmarks into a new ACTPS salary structure (Element 3). None of this information is relevant to the level of “minimum wages” that ought to appear in a modern 
	The proposals which follow deal with: 
	 
	 
	 
	Which outcomes from the Review are able to be included in an MEA for the ACTPS. 

	 
	 
	Whether it is desirable to include the outcomes from the Review in an MEA. 

	 
	 
	The relationship between the classification proposals arising from the Review and the concept of “skill-related classifications and career paths” contained in the FW Act. 

	 
	 
	The means by which contemporary minimum rates might be calculated and how these could be related to the classification structure proposed by the Review. 


	10.2 MINIMUM RATES 
	10.2 MINIMUM RATES 
	On the basis of the provisions of the FW Act and the decisions made by the AIRC and FWA since 2008, it is clear that the pay outcomes recommended by the Review in Elements 2 and 3 cannot be included in a MEA. 
	MAs and MEAs can only contain properly fixed minimum rates. The proposed Shared Salary Spine (SSS) is not based on and is not intended to operate as a minimum rates salary scale. The proposed SSS is based on market rates surveys, benchmarks derived from the 2010 APS salary survey, various current enterprise agreements, and various current enterprise awards that operate as paid rates instruments. So far as we understood our brief, the SSS was intended to replace the rates of pay in ACTPS enterprise agreement
	In all modernisation cases where the AIRC and FWA have had the choice of incorporating paid rates and minimum rates salary scales into modern awards, they have specifically rejected including paid rates salary scales, and decided instead to insert minimum rates. In a small number of cases where no adequate minimum rates scale was available, the tribunal has preferred to insert minimum rates salary scales drawn from awards covering related occupations in related industries. 
	We believe there are only two practical options for updating the minimum rates salary scales in transitional enterprise awards, to establish a proper basis for ongoing adjustment as a modern enterprise award. 


	OPTION 1: BRING ALL PAY RATES IN AWARDS UP-TO-DATE 
	OPTION 1: BRING ALL PAY RATES IN AWARDS UP-TO-DATE 
	The first option – and the simplest and most feasible – is to ensure that all pay rates in the subject awards are brought up to date to ensure that they include: 
	 
	 
	 
	AIRC safety net adjustments up to 2005 

	 
	 
	Fair Pay Commission annual review outcomes from 2006 to 2009 

	 
	 
	FWA annual review outcomes from 2010 (including the outcomes from the current 2012 review) 


	This option would be immediately recognisable to members of a FWA Full Bench as being identical with the approach taken since 2008 to establish minimum rates salary scales in modern awards. 
	The classifications within the award would be allocated to one of 11 classification levels, based on the outcomes of the Review. 

	OPTION 2: RE-BASE SALARIES TO IMPORT SSS RELATIVITIES INTO AWARDS 
	OPTION 2: RE-BASE SALARIES TO IMPORT SSS RELATIVITIES INTO AWARDS 
	The second option – and the one requiring more preparation and more sophisticated argument before the Full Bench – will entail a “re-basing” of salaries to import SSS relativities into the awards through: 
	 
	 
	 
	the establishment of a new scale of minimum rates, calculated using the relativity that the lowest pay point in each SSS pay band bears to the lowest pay point for the base tradesperson equivalent (pay band 3 in the SSS), and 

	 
	 
	the allocation of all existing grades in the awards and all award-free grades in enterprise agreements to one of 11 classification levels. 


	However, unless this approach delivers results that are consistent with key pay points in other minimum rates salary scales (e.g. graduate salaries in the Health Professionals and Professional Employees awards), it is unlikely to find favour 
	However, unless this approach delivers results that are consistent with key pay points in other minimum rates salary scales (e.g. graduate salaries in the Health Professionals and Professional Employees awards), it is unlikely to find favour 
	with a Full Bench tasked with establishing and maintaining a nationally consistent system of minimum award standards. 


	DISCUSSION 
	DISCUSSION 
	Our analysis of Full Bench award modernisation decisions since 2008 suggests that: 
	 
	 
	 
	Novel solutions are only likely to be adopted if there is complete agreement between the parties. A Full Bench is more likely to adopt the position of the parties if the specific, well-established needs of the industry or occupation are supported by well-evidenced and well-articulated submissions. 

	 
	 
	Nevertheless, if the parties’ agreement stretches too far the boundaries of what is acceptable content for a modern award, the Full Bench will opt for an outcome that preserves national consistency in minimum rates based on established work value relationships. 


	With this caution in mind, we propose the following scale of minimum rates for inclusion in a modern enterprise award: 
	ACTPS Level 
	ACTPS Level 
	ACTPS Level 
	Ratio with C10 
	Weekly rate 
	Annual rate 
	Notes 

	Level 1 
	Level 1 
	85.9% 
	$589.30 
	$30,742 
	= NMW 

	Level 2 
	Level 2 
	92.9% 
	$637.75 
	$33,269 
	= (NMW+C10)/2 

	Level 3 
	Level 3 
	100.0% 
	$686.20 
	$35,797 
	= C10 

	Level 4 
	Level 4 
	112.0% 
	$768.83 
	$40,107 

	Level 5 
	Level 5 
	125.5% 
	$861.40 
	$44,937 

	Level 6 
	Level 6 
	140.6% 
	$965.13 
	$50,348 

	Level 7 
	Level 7 
	157.6% 
	$1,081.34 
	$56,410 

	Level 8 
	Level 8 
	180.6% 
	$1,239.41 
	$64,656 

	Level 9 
	Level 9 
	202.4% 
	$1,388.66 
	$72,442 

	Level 10 
	Level 10 
	226.7% 
	$1,555.87 
	$81,164 

	Level 11 
	Level 11 
	254.0% 
	$1,743.22 
	$90,938 


	Table 3: Scale of Minimum Rates 
	Table 3: Scale of Minimum Rates 
	In this model: 
	 
	 
	 
	Level 1 and Level 2 rates do not reflect the internal relativities in the proposed SSS. To do so would deliver a Level 1 minimum rate that was below the National Minimum Wage (NMW). 

	 
	 
	 
	The lowest rate of pay (Level 1) is equal to the National Minimum Wage (NMW). Level 1 comprehends Manufacturing and Associated Industries and Occupations Award 2010 Levels C14, C13 and C12, and 

	Support Services Employee (SSE) Level 1 in the Health Professionals and Support Services Award 2010 HPSS Award. 

	 
	 
	The rate for Level 2 is mid-way between the NMW and the Manufacturing Award C10 rate, and comprehends work value equivalent to Level C11 in that award and SSE Levels 2 and 3 in the HPSS Award. 

	 
	 
	 
	The rate for Level 3 (proposed translation point for GSO 5 and GSO 

	6) is exactly the Manufacturing Award C10 rate at 1 July 2011. This Level comprehends Manufacturing Industry Award Levels C10, C9, C8 and C7, and SSE Levels 4, 5, 6 and 7 in the HPSS Award 

	 
	 
	The rate for Level 4 (proposed ACTPS 3-year degree entry point) comprehends Manufacturing Award Levels C6, C5 and C4, HPSS Award SSE Level 8, HPSS graduate with 3-year degree, and Professional Employees Award 2010 (Professionals Award) graduate with 3-year degree. 

	 
	 
	The rate for Level 5 comprehends Manufacturing Award Levels C3, C2(a) and C2(b), and HPSS Award SSE Level 9 

	 
	 
	The rate for Level 6 comprehends HPSS Award professional employee Level 2 and Professionals Award Level 2. 


	These broad relationships suggest that a case could be made for including the proposed rates into the ACTPS MEA with some surety that they are suitable rates for inclusion in a minimum rates award, relative to other industries and other occupations. They must also stand up to scrutiny on the basis of internal work value relativity between grades. 
	At higher levels in the proposed ACTPS classification structure, the relationship of like with like in other awards is less exact. The highest grades in the proposed structure (Levels 9, 10 and 11) reflect the unusual case of the ACTPS, where senior managers and senior professionals are not award free. However, there is a long history of these categories being covered by determinations and awards in the Commonwealth Public Service and later the ACTPS. 
	An approach of this kind was proposed by CFMEU and AIG in proceedings to make the Mobile Crane Hiring Award 2010 (AIRC FB 345, 3 April 2009). The Full Bench did not adopt the exact approach proposed by the parties, but instead selected rates from a related award that would deliver a similar pay outcome. However, the CFMEU/AIG objective had been to re-establish internal wage relativities first set in 1989, rather than to establish an entirely new classification structure. 
	We propose that the Level 3 salary point would be the key classification in the award for the purpose of calculating increases to pay related allowances. 
	10.3 INCREMENTS 
	10.3 INCREMENTS 
	The AIRC began removing service increments from federal awards in the 1990s. For most ACTPS awards, this process was undertaken in connection with the award simplification project, following the decision in the 1998 Paid Rates Review Case (Print Q7661, 20 October 2012). In most instances, no strong case was put to retain time-based increments, no proposals were made to re-establish them on a proper basis related to work value, and they were removed from most ACTPS awards. 
	In the event that the parties wish to introduce an increment structure into the award, then movement within the increment scale must be justified on work value grounds. The current FWA formulation of the incremental progression clause in modern awards is as follows: 
	“ Progression for all classifications for which there is more than one pay point will 
	be by annual movement to the next pay point having regard to the acquisition 
	and use of skills, or in the case of a part-time or casual employee, 1824 hours of 
	similar experience.” 
	The advantage of including an incremental scale that maps to the SSS is that the specific entry levels for 3-year and 4-year graduates, dual trades, etc. can be specified in the same manner as we have proposed in our Element 3 and 5 Reports. 
	Just as importantly, it would establish the principle that movement through incremental salary scales is based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and exercise of higher levels of skill. 

	10.4 SKILL-RELATED CLASSIFICATIONS AND CAREER PATHS 
	10.4 SKILL-RELATED CLASSIFICATIONS AND CAREER PATHS 
	In Section 8.6.1 of our Report on Element 3 (O’Shea & Smith 2012a, pp.92-95), we provided some background to classification management in the APS and ACTPS from 1990 to the present day. We noted that the 1990 work levels standards for key employment categories arose from agreement between the parties. Some standards were incomplete at the time they were published – and the GSO work level standards were never completed. 
	The 1990 standards obtained from this consent. They were given by being issued by the relevant central agency (it never being the practice to include these standards in industrial instruments). In 1994, when the ACTPS was created, this source of authority disappeared for ACT public servants. 
	legitimacy 
	authority 

	From 1994 until 1998 the PSM Act and the Public Sector Management (PSM) Standards were given the work of classification management. The reasoning behind CMD’s decision to remove the work level standards from the PSM 
	From 1994 until 1998 the PSM Act and the Public Sector Management (PSM) Standards were given the work of classification management. The reasoning behind CMD’s decision to remove the work level standards from the PSM 
	Standards in that year is difficult to understand. A more or less consistent and comprehensive system of classification standards (and the culmination of several years of applied high level expertise in classification management) was abandoned, and no practical alternative system was put in place. 

	Agencies were given the authority to create new classifications through enterprise agreements, but there are very few cases where the introduction of a new classification structure included new classification standards being written. This arose in part from the absence of central agency guidance, and partly from the unequal distribution of classification expertise between agencies. 
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	Coinciding with CMD’s decision to remove work level standards from the PSM Standards, the AIRC substantially changed its practice in relation to including classification definitions in awards, to reflect the requirements of the award simplification legislation. At the very most, the AIRC would contemplate inserting classification definitions of a very brief kind into awards, but it would not include standards that dealt with the subject matter in excessive detail. This was consistent with the objects of the
	The alternative under these circumstances might have been to add dozens of pages of detailed work level standards to every ACTPS enterprise agreement, but this option has never been pursued. 
	The result has been that the ACTPS has had no formal system of classification management for 14 years. There are gaps in coverage. There is no obligation on ACTPS decision makers to recognise and apply the 1990 standards. In parallel, the use of AWAs and SEAs has permitted agencies to develop market-based strategies that meet local needs, without reference to a base of generally applied work value standards. 
	It is reasonable to ask whether the making of a new MEA (or MEAs) for the ACTPS should involve the inclusion of detailed work level standards in the new instrument. 
	The AIRC/FWA practice since 2008 has been to include classification definitions in modern awards, at a level of detail relevant to the industry. Current practice in making modern awards therefore varies quite considerably, depending on the industry and occupation (See Annexe J: ). 
	The only small agency that has been able to achieve this in 14 years has been the Canberra Theatre Trust. The other two examples come from ACT Health. 
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	For example: 
	
	
	
	

	In making the modern award for the marine towing industry, the Full Bench stated that the classification structure was so well known, that nothing was required to be included in the award. 

	
	
	

	In the rail industry, the Full Bench was prepared to adopt a generic classification structure with no mention of specific occupations, and rejected a proposal to introduce overly complex job descriptions. 

	
	
	

	In the vehicle, publishing and surveying industries, the Full Bench was prepared to adopt interim classification structures, and invited the parties to hold further discussions. 


	Our assessment is that there is a pragmatic recognition by FWA that safety net awards can play a part in settling classification matters, but that the award does not have primacy. 
	When the ACTPS award simplification project was undertaken (1998-2001), the relationship between awards and agreements permitted the terms and conditions of awards to continue to apply, unless specifically overridden by an agreement. Under the instrument interaction rules of 2012, however, the Public Affairs Officer and Professional Officer work level standards in the MEAA and CPSU awards have no effect for an employee to whom an enterprise agreement applies. 
	We indicated earlier that the interaction between the award and Territory employment legislation would prevent a PSM Standard being written that was out of alignment with work level standards included in awards. There is an effective impasse between the two modes of regulation: the former mode is frozen, and the latter mode is frozen out. The award prescription path leads to a dead end, but nonetheless would override any employment legislation. 
	From an industrial-pragmatic point of view, until new work level standards are adopted (at least on an interim basis), the proposed SSS cannot be implemented in enterprise agreements. Because the proposed ACTPS MEA will not (in most normal circumstances) apply to any ACTPS employee, WLSs included in the MEA will never take effect. It follows that, because the proposed WLSs will never take effect, their inclusion in an MEA will operate as an impediment to introducing the proposed SSS. 
	The history of successive Federal Governments intervening in workplace relations to direct by legislation what matters ought and ought not be included in awards and agreements warrants consideration. What may be permitted now may be excluded or rendered ineffective in the next major round of legislative interventions. The most sustainable solution will be the one that brings decision making within the close control of the parties. 
	We consider that the proposed MEA can play a useful, if limited, part in implementing the new classification structure and associated rates of pay. We propose that the MEA includes a translation table that aligns the current award classifications with the new classification levels. Of course, this approach only settles the question of the placement of existing award classifications, and does nothing to settle the situation of the numerous “award-free” classifications created under enterprise agreements sinc
	The 2004 Health Professional work level standards, which do not exist in an award or an agreement, rely on the active, ongoing consent of the parties. They have the character of a living document, and they clearly have legitimacy. However, their informal nature – their lack of authority – means that they have an uncertain relationship with other rules governing workforce management. 
	For the proposed new WLSs to apply to anyone – and for them to acquire authority – they must therefore be included in either an enterprise agreement or a PSM Standard. 
	We consider that the decision made by CMD in 1998 to vacate the field of classification management should be reversed. 
	We consider that new PSM Standards that integrate all major outcomes of the Review – work level standards, entry and advancement rules, training arrangements, etc. – will provide the best framework for agile and effective implementation of the new arrangements. 
	Including the WLSs in a PSM Standard would give the parties the opportunity to establish a comprehensive system of workforce management, one that can be readily adjusted without impacting the award or enterprise agreements, while giving the parties flexibility to negotiate over changes even while they are covered by an enterprise agreement. 
	In summary, Work Level Standards, Minimum Competency Framework, Qualification Entry Standard, management of Mandatory, Essential and Desirable qualifications, entry and advancement rules and training arrangements: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	should be implemented through new PSM Standards; and 

	2. 
	2. 
	any MEA or Enterprise Agreement to which the ACTPS is party should not include any substantial reference to these matters. 







	11 RECOMMENDATIONS 
	11 RECOMMENDATIONS 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the new work level standards, on an interim basis, for the purpose of implementing the Shared Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. 

	2. 
	2. 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties include interim agreed work level standards in a Public Sector Management Standard, together with the other aspects of the new classification management system. 

	3. 
	3. 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties agree on a three-year program to implement and review the work level standards. Their review will take into account the parties experience in implementing the new classification structure. 

	4. 
	4. 
	That the parties consult on the content of a modern enterprise award, and agree on the detailed scope of an application draft modern award to be submitted to Fair Work Australia before 31 December 2013. 

	5. 
	5. 
	That the parties adopt Option 2 as the basis for revised minimum rates to support the insertion of the proposed 11-level classification structure into a new modern enterprise award. 

	6. 
	6. 
	That the Modern Enterprise Award be used as a vehicle for translating all in-scope grades in current ACTPS enterprise awards into the new classification structure. 

	7. 
	7. 
	That the parties adopt the proposal in relation to increments, as a basis for specifying suitable entry level salaries in the modern enterprise award, and to establish the principle that movement through incremental salary scales is based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and exercise of higher levels of skill. 

	8. 
	8. 
	That a Uniform Salary Scale (USS) that associates each of the Classification Levels with one of eleven Pay Bands on the Shared Salary Spine be used as the standard for all in-scope staff, with Special Salary Scales constructed from the Pay Points of the Shared Salary Spine adopted only where market considerations so require (Option C). 


	12 NEXT STEPS 
	This Report is the fourth of a series of five reports issued during the Classification Review. It contributes to the consideration of transitional and implementation issues in theReport on Element 5 of the Review. 
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	AAWI 
	AAWI 
	Average Annualised Wage Increase 

	ACT 
	ACT 
	Australian Capital Territory 

	ACTEW 
	ACTEW 
	ACT Electricity & Water 

	ACT Health 
	ACT Health 
	Health Directorate 

	ACTION 
	ACTION 
	ACT Internal Omnibus Network 

	ACTPS 
	ACTPS 
	Australian Capital Territory Public Service 

	ACTTAB 
	ACTTAB 
	ACT Totaliser Agency Board 

	AGL 
	AGL 
	Australian Gas Ltd 

	A-GO 
	A-GO 
	Auditor-General’s Office (ACTPS) 

	AIG 
	AIG 
	Australian Industry Group 

	AIRC 
	AIRC 
	Australian Industrial Relations Commission 

	AOD 
	AOD 
	Alcohol and Other Drugs 

	AMWU 
	AMWU 
	Australian Manufacturing Workers Union 

	APESMA 
	APESMA 
	Association of Professional Engineers, Scientists and Managers Australia 

	APS 
	APS 
	Australian Public Service 

	APSC 
	APSC 
	Australian Public Service Commissioner 

	AQF 
	AQF 
	Australian Qualifications Framework 

	AQTF 
	AQTF 
	Australian Qualifications Training Framework 

	ARC 
	ARC 
	Australian Research Council 

	ARIn 
	ARIn 
	Attraction and Retention Incentive 

	ASO 
	ASO 
	Administrative Services Officer 

	ASQA 
	ASQA 
	Australian Skills Quality Authority 

	ASU 
	ASU 
	Australian Services Union 

	ATL 
	ATL 
	Association of Teachers & Lecturers (UK) 

	BA 
	BA 
	Business Analysis 

	BCC 
	BCC 
	Brisbane City Council 

	BEP 
	BEP 
	Building, Electrical and Plumbing 

	bm 
	bm 
	benchmark 

	BOOT 
	BOOT 
	‘Better Off Overall’ Test 


	C&P Care & Protection 
	CBC Competency-Based Completion 
	CBCA Competency Based Salary Advancement Common Classification Scheme 
	CDPP Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions 
	CEO Chief Executive Officer 
	CEPU Communications, Electrical & Plumbing Union 
	CFC Cultural Facilities Corporation 
	CFMEU Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy Union 
	CIA Construction Industry Allowance 
	CIT Canberra Institute of Technology 
	CMCD Chief Minister’s & Cabinet Directorate 
	CMD Chief Minister’s Department (now part of CMCD) 
	CoAG Council of Australian Governments 
	CPC Commonwealth Parliamentary Counsel 
	CPES Common Professional Entry Scale 
	CPSU Community & Public Sector Union 
	CSD Community Services Directorate 
	CSP Community Safety Portfolio 
	CSS Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme (now closed) 
	D-G Director-General 
	DA Disability Allowance 
	DEEWR Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations 
	DJAG Department of Justice and Attorney-General (Queensland) 
	DPC Department of Premier & Cabinet (NSW) 
	EA Enterprise Agreement 
	EDD ACT Economic Development Directorate 
	EC European Community 
	ECA Employment Conditions Award 
	EL Executive [Officer] Level 
	EL Executive [Officer] Level 
	ESDD ACT Environment & Sustainable Development Directorate ETD ACT Education & Training Directorate EVP Employee Value Proposition FAQ Frequently Asked Question FSO Facilities Services Officer FTE Full Time [Employee] Equivalent FWA Fair Work Australia GAA Graduate Administrative Assistant GPG Gender Pay Gap GSO General Services Officer HCA Health Care Assistant HERA Higher Education Role Analysis (UK) HESA Higher Education Statistics Agency (UK) HMSO Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (UK) HPO Health Professi
	LLN Language, Literacy and Numeracy MAO Modern Award Objective MEA Modern Enterprise Award MEAA Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance MEAO Modern Enterprise Awards Objective MCF Minimum Competency Framework MDT Multi-Disciplinary Team MES Minimum Employability Skills MO Medical Officer MoG Machinery of Government MP Medical Physicist NES National Employment Standards NHS National Health Service (UK) NMW National Minimum Wage NPM New Public Management NRS National Reporting System NTF National Training Fram
	QPS Queensland Public Service RCC Recognition of Current Competency. RED Respect Equity & Diversity RPL Recognition of Prior Learning. RT Radiation Therapist RTO Registered Training Organisation. SACS Social & Community Services SEA Special Employment Arrangement SEP Structural Efficiency Principle SES Senior Executive Service ACT Shared Services Procurement 
	Shared 


	Services SLIP Support, Legal, Infrastructure & Physical (in reference to Career Clusters) SO Senior Officer SSA Single Status Agreement (UK) SSCE Senior Secondary Certificate of Education. SSE Support Services Employee SSP Senior Specialist Professional (Brisbane City Council) STA State Training Authority. TAMS Territory & Municipal Services Directorate TCH The Canberra Hospital TEQSA Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency TO Technical Officer TOIL Time Off In Lieu Treasury Treasury Directorate TSS
	Services SLIP Support, Legal, Infrastructure & Physical (in reference to Career Clusters) SO Senior Officer SSA Single Status Agreement (UK) SSCE Senior Secondary Certificate of Education. SSE Support Services Employee SSP Senior Specialist Professional (Brisbane City Council) STA State Training Authority. TAMS Territory & Municipal Services Directorate TCH The Canberra Hospital TEQSA Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency TO Technical Officer TOIL Time Off In Lieu Treasury Treasury Directorate TSS
	VTE Vocational and Technical Education, see VET WCM WorkCover Manager WCO WorkCover Officer WFD Workforce Development WFM Workforce Management WFP Workforce Planning WLA Work Level Analysis (Job Evaluation approach) WLI Work Level Indicator WLS Work Level Standard WOP WithOut Pay 
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	Annexe B: CAREER CLUSTERS – SUMMARY 

	Infrastructure Services 
	Infrastructure Services 
	People Services 

	Work in this Clusters undertakes planning and execution of 
	Work in this Clusters undertakes planning and execution of 
	Work in this Cluster provides diagnostic and therapeutic 

	activities to manage, maintain and enhance the natural and 
	activities to manage, maintain and enhance the natural and 
	services and social interventions in health care and/or 

	urban environments to the benefit of the ACT community, 
	urban environments to the benefit of the ACT community, 
	institutional and/or community settings. The cluster 

	and provide specialised support for the operation of public 
	and provide specialised support for the operation of public 
	includes regulated and non-regulated health professions. 

	infrastructure, institutions and services. Vocations relate to 
	infrastructure, institutions and services. Vocations relate to 
	Vocations relate primarily to the delivery of services to 

	the management of the physical assets of the ACT 
	the management of the physical assets of the ACT 
	benefit the people of the ACT community: residents, 

	community. These include land, real estate, buildings, 
	community. These include land, real estate, buildings, 
	rate-payers and property-owners. Examples of vocations 

	vehicles, plant & equipment related to asset management. 
	vehicles, plant & equipment related to asset management. 
	include: 

	Examples of vocations include: 
	Examples of vocations include: 

	Engineers, Town Planners and Surveyors, Construction Project Managers Water Quality testing staff Veterinary workers Engineering Technical Officers, Drafting Officers Most GSOs, including those from the building trades stream, metal trades stream and related supervisors, trades assistants and technicians Motor drivers Stores employees Rangers Linen Service Attendants 
	Engineers, Town Planners and Surveyors, Construction Project Managers Water Quality testing staff Veterinary workers Engineering Technical Officers, Drafting Officers Most GSOs, including those from the building trades stream, metal trades stream and related supervisors, trades assistants and technicians Motor drivers Stores employees Rangers Linen Service Attendants 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	Dentists and other dental practitioners Physiotherapists and other therapy professionals Psychologists, including School Counsellors Social Workers Diagnostic Radiographers Radiation Therapists Nuclear Medicine Technologists Medical Laboratory Scientists Diagnostic Pathology Scientists Technical Officers in health-related fields Disability Services Officers Therapy Aides Health Care Assistants Cooks and food services employees Patient Service Officers (HSOs) Correctional Officers Youth Workers, Counsellors,
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


	Support Services 
	Support Services 
	Legal Services 

	Workers in this cluster assemble, manage, transform and 
	Workers in this cluster assemble, manage, transform and 
	Professionals and paralegals in this career cluster 

	distribute data and information within the ACTPS and 
	distribute data and information within the ACTPS and 
	provide the full range of legal services required by the 

	between the ACTPS and stakeholders (such as ratepayers and 
	between the ACTPS and stakeholders (such as ratepayers and 
	Territory. 

	MLAs), and supervise and manage these functions. Vocations 
	MLAs), and supervise and manage these functions. Vocations 

	relate primarily to the creation, management, 
	relate primarily to the creation, management, 

	transformation, storage and transmission of information. A 
	transformation, storage and transmission of information. A 

	key and growing element of any modern economy, it includes 
	key and growing element of any modern economy, it includes 

	information transmission in and out of the organisation as 
	information transmission in and out of the organisation as 

	well as within it . Examples of vocations include: 
	well as within it . Examples of vocations include: 

	ASOs and Senior Officers in general (eg: staff performing work in areas such as Canberra Connect, finance, human resources, records management, policy) Librarians, Library Officers/Technicians/Assistants Research Officers and Senior Research Officers Accountants Economists Statisticians Information Technology Officers Business Analysts Project Managers Auditors Workcover Officers/Managers Dental Receptionists Clinical Coders School Assistants 
	ASOs and Senior Officers in general (eg: staff performing work in areas such as Canberra Connect, finance, human resources, records management, policy) Librarians, Library Officers/Technicians/Assistants Research Officers and Senior Research Officers Accountants Economists Statisticians Information Technology Officers Business Analysts Project Managers Auditors Workcover Officers/Managers Dental Receptionists Clinical Coders School Assistants 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	Legal officers Prosecutors Paralegal workers 
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	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels in enterprise agreements (2010-2011 version) 
	No. of distinct grades 
	No. of grades in use at 31/3/2011 NAD: No Accurate Data 

	Administrative Services Officer 
	Administrative Services Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	6 

	Senior Officer 
	Senior Officer 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	3 

	Information Technology Officer 
	Information Technology Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Senior Information Technology 
	Senior Information Technology 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	3 

	Officer 
	Officer 

	Information Technology Officer 
	Information Technology Officer 
	1 
	1 

	Trainee 
	Trainee 

	Public Affairs Officer 
	Public Affairs Officer 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	3 

	Senior Public Affairs Officer 
	Senior Public Affairs Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Public Relations Adviser 
	Public Relations Adviser 
	1, 2 
	2 
	Local title 

	Public Relations Manager 
	Public Relations Manager 
	1, 2 
	2 
	Local title 

	Research Officer 
	Research Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	NAD 

	Senior Research Officer 
	Senior Research Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	NAD 

	Principal Research Officer 
	Principal Research Officer 
	1 
	NAD 

	Tourism & Events Officer 
	Tourism & Events Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	1 

	CTEC Manager 
	CTEC Manager 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	NIL 

	WorkCover Officer 
	WorkCover Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	3 

	WorkCover Manager 
	WorkCover Manager 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	1 

	Trust Officer 
	Trust Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Graduate Administrative Assistant 
	Graduate Administrative Assistant 
	1 
	1 

	Cadet 
	Cadet 
	Practical training Full-time study 
	1 
	1 

	Schools Assistant 
	Schools Assistant 
	2, 2/3, 3 
	3 
	3 


	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels in enterprise agreements (2010-2011 version) 
	No. of distinct grades 
	No. of grades in use at 31/3/2011 NAD: No Accurate Data 

	Disability Support Officer 
	Disability Support Officer 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	3 

	Family Services Worker 
	Family Services Worker 
	1 
	1 
	NIL 

	Legal 
	Legal 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Para Legal 
	Para Legal 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	3 

	Prosecutor 
	Prosecutor 
	1L, 1U, 2, 3, SEA 
	5 
	5 

	Custodial Officer 
	Custodial Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	4 
	NIL 

	Correctional Officer 
	Correctional Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	4 
	4 

	Veterinary Officer 
	Veterinary Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
	5 
	1 

	Professional Officer 
	Professional Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Professional Officer CFC 
	Professional Officer CFC 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Senior Professional Officer 
	Senior Professional Officer 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	3 

	Cadet Professional Officer 
	Cadet Professional Officer 
	Practical training Full-time study 
	1 
	NIL 

	Dentist 
	Dentist 
	1/2, 3, 4 
	3 
	3 

	Dental Receptionist 
	Dental Receptionist 
	1 
	1 

	Dental Assistant 
	Dental Assistant 
	Unqualified Qualified Principal 
	3 
	3 

	Health Professional 
	Health Professional 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	6 

	Health Care Assistant 
	Health Care Assistant 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
	5 
	1 

	Radiation Therapist 
	Radiation Therapist 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	6 

	Medical Physics Registrar Medical Physics Specialist Senior Medical Physics Specialist 
	Medical Physics Registrar Medical Physics Specialist Senior Medical Physics Specialist 
	5 
	4 

	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels in enterprise agreements (2010-2011 version) 
	No. of distinct grades 
	No. of grades in use at 31/3/2011 NAD: No Accurate Data 

	Principal Medical Physics Specialist 
	Principal Medical Physics Specialist 

	Chief Medical Physics 
	Chief Medical Physics 

	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
	7 
	7 

	General Service Officer 
	General Service Officer 
	2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10 
	9 
	9 

	Health Service Officer 
	Health Service Officer 
	2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10 
	9 
	9 

	Apprentices 
	Apprentices 
	1 
	1 

	Ranger 
	Ranger 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	3 

	Sportsground Ranger 
	Sportsground Ranger 
	1 
	1 
	NAD 

	Park Ranger 
	Park Ranger 
	1, 2 
	2 
	NAD 

	Senior Park Ranger 
	Senior Park Ranger 
	3 
	1 
	NAD 

	Facilities Service Officer 
	Facilities Service Officer 
	3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
	6 
	6 

	Facilities Technical Officer 
	Facilities Technical Officer 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	1 

	Building Service Officer 
	Building Service Officer 
	1 
	1 

	Sterilising Services 
	Sterilising Services 
	3/4 
	1 
	1 

	Health Service Officer 
	Health Service Officer 

	Sterilising Services 
	Sterilising Services 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Technical Officer 
	Technical Officer 

	Central Linen Service 
	Central Linen Service 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
	6 
	6 

	Central Linen Service 
	Central Linen Service 
	8, 9, 10 
	3 
	2 

	Stores Supervisor 
	Stores Supervisor 
	1 
	1 

	Senior Stores Supervisor 
	Senior Stores Supervisor 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	1 

	Technical Officer 
	Technical Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	4 
	4 

	Senior Officer (Technical) 
	Senior Officer (Technical) 
	C, B 
	2 
	2 

	Trainee Technical Officer 
	Trainee Technical Officer 
	1 
	1 

	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levels in enterprise agreements (2010-2011 version) 
	No. of distinct grades 
	No. of grades in use at 31/3/2011 NAD: No Accurate Data 

	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer Clinical Coders Clinical Coders Trainee Trainees 
	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer Clinical Coders Clinical Coders Trainee Trainees 
	A, B, C 
	1 1 1 3 
	1 1 1 1 

	TOTAL 
	TOTAL 
	--
	-

	190 
	--
	-



	Annexe D: ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS – CLAUSE D7 
	Annexe D: ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS – CLAUSE D7 
	Clause D7 of each current (that is, 2010-2011) ACTPS enterprise agreement provides as follows: 
	“ D7 ACTPS Classification Review and Single Salary Spine D7.1 The Chief Minister‘s Department, in consultation with the Agency, will jointly undertake a review of the classification structure in the ACTPS with nominated union representatives. D7.2 The purpose of the review, in order of priority, is to: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational stream structure, particularly in relation to identified classifications/categories of workers within a building trades stream, metal trades stream, technical professional stream, legal professional stream and a health professional stream; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	recommend the appropriate market based salary levels for each proposed vocational stream; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine for the ACTPS; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible across the ACTPS by taking into account conditions of employment and other relevant comparators, including market rates and comparators that are considered pertinent to the skills, competencies and general responsibilities required of positions; and 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	recommend an implementation process and related transitional arrangements. 


	D7.3 Any consultancy engaged to conduct the review will be agreed to between Chief Minister‘s Department and the unions and all draft reports will be provided to Chief Minister‘s Department and the unions. 
	D7.4 No employee will be disadvantaged by the outcomes of the review. D7.5 The review will commence as soon as a project plan is agreed. The plan will include a staging of the review elements which recognises the particular emphasis being given to trades; technical professional; health professional and legal professional fields. D7.6 The vocational stream review and the single salary spine review will be completed by 30 June 2011 and the ACTPS classification review by 31 December 2011. D7.7 The outcomes of 
	This list contains details of enterprise instruments as defined in item 2(2A) of to the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 compiled by Fair Work Australia, and last amended on 27 September 2011 
	Schedule 6 

	Annexe E: ENTERPRISE INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO IN-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 
	Annexe E: ENTERPRISE INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO IN-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 
	Annexe E: ENTERPRISE INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO IN-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 

	Enterprise award title – In-scope employment categories 
	Enterprise award title – In-scope employment categories 
	Award code 

	AMWU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2001 AMWU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2001 [Transitional] 
	AMWU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2001 AMWU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2001 [Transitional] 
	AP812371 AT812371 

	APESMA (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 APESMA (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	APESMA (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 APESMA (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	AP806836 AT806836 

	ASU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 1999 ASU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 1999 [Transitional] 
	ASU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 1999 ASU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 1999 [Transitional] 
	AP769022 AT769022 

	CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 1998 CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 1998 [Transitional] 
	CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 1998 CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 1998 [Transitional] 
	AP775437 AT775437 

	Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	AP805493 AT805493 

	General Service Officers and Related Classifications (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2001 General Service Officers and Related Classifications (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2001 [Transitional] 
	General Service Officers and Related Classifications (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2001 General Service Officers and Related Classifications (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2001 [Transitional] 
	AP809074 AT809074 

	Health Services Union of Australia (ACT Health and Community Services Public Sector) Consolidated Award 1998 Health Services Union of Australia (ACT Health and Community Services Public Sector) Consolidated Award 1998 [Transitional] 
	Health Services Union of Australia (ACT Health and Community Services Public Sector) Consolidated Award 1998 Health Services Union of Australia (ACT Health and Community Services Public Sector) Consolidated Award 1998 [Transitional] 
	AP783490 AT783490 

	HSUA Clerical and Administrative Staff ACT Public Sector Award 2000 HSUA Clerical and Administrative Staff ACT Public Sector Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	HSUA Clerical and Administrative Staff ACT Public Sector Award 2000 HSUA Clerical and Administrative Staff ACT Public Sector Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	AP805405 AT805405 

	Journalists (Australian Capital Territory Government Departments and Instrumentalities) Award 1998 
	Journalists (Australian Capital Territory Government Departments and Instrumentalities) Award 1998 
	AP785850 

	School Assistants (Australian Capital Territory -Government Schools) Award 2000 School Assistants (Australian Capital Territory -Government Schools) Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	School Assistants (Australian Capital Territory -Government Schools) Award 2000 School Assistants (Australian Capital Territory -Government Schools) Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	AP805941 AT805941 

	Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 * Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 [Transitional] * 
	Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 * Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 [Transitional] * 
	AP799588 AT799588 


	*Transport workers employed by ACTION are out-of-scope for the Review, but other drivers 
	(e.g. pathology couriers) are within scope. 

	Figure 2: Enterprise instruments (I) -In-Scope Employees 
	Figure 2: Enterprise instruments (I) -In-Scope Employees 

	Annexe F: ENTERPRISE INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO OUT-OF-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 
	Annexe F: ENTERPRISE INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO OUT-OF-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 
	This list contains details of enterprise instruments as defined in item 2(2A) of to the Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 compiled by Fair Work Australia, and last amended on 27 September 2011 
	Schedule 6 

	NOTE: The A.C.T. Nurses Award 2000 (was terminated by Watson VP on 28 July 2011 (see decision in case CT2011/982 at ) 
	AP768760/AT768760) 
	PR512201

	Enterprise award titles – Out-of-scope employment categories 
	Enterprise award titles – Out-of-scope employment categories 
	Enterprise award titles – Out-of-scope employment categories 
	Award code 

	A.C.T. Government Technical and Further Education Teachers' Salaries and Conditions Award 1999 A.C.T. Government Technical and Further Education Teachers' Salaries and Conditions Award 1999 [Transitional] 
	A.C.T. Government Technical and Further Education Teachers' Salaries and Conditions Award 1999 A.C.T. Government Technical and Further Education Teachers' Salaries and Conditions Award 1999 [Transitional] 
	AP768461 AT768461 

	A.C.T. Legislative Assembly Members' Staff Award 2003 A.C.T. Legislative Assembly Members' Staff Award 2003 [Transitional] 
	A.C.T. Legislative Assembly Members' Staff Award 2003 A.C.T. Legislative Assembly Members' Staff Award 2003 [Transitional] 
	AP830531 AT830531 

	ACTEW Corporation Limited Employment Conditions Award 1998 ACTEW Corporation Limited Employment Conditions Award 1998 [Transitional] 
	ACTEW Corporation Limited Employment Conditions Award 1998 ACTEW Corporation Limited Employment Conditions Award 1998 [Transitional] 
	AP768190 AT768190 

	Australian Capital Territory Government School Teachers' Award 1999 Australian Capital Territory Government School Teachers' Award 1999 [Transitional] 
	Australian Capital Territory Government School Teachers' Award 1999 Australian Capital Territory Government School Teachers' Award 1999 [Transitional] 
	AP768818 AT768818 

	Firefighting Industries Employees (ACT Fire Brigade) Award 2000 Firefighting Industries Employees (ACT Fire Brigade) Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	Firefighting Industries Employees (ACT Fire Brigade) Award 2000 Firefighting Industries Employees (ACT Fire Brigade) Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	AP781966 AT781966 

	Medical Officers' (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 Medical Officers' (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	Medical Officers' (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 Medical Officers' (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 [Transitional] 
	AP788052 AT788052 

	Transport Workers (ACT Ambulance Officers) Award 2001 Transport Workers (ACT Ambulance Officers) Award 2001 [Transitional] 
	Transport Workers (ACT Ambulance Officers) Award 2001 Transport Workers (ACT Ambulance Officers) Award 2001 [Transitional] 
	AP806399 AT806399 

	Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 * Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 [Transitional] * 
	Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 * Transport Workers (Australian Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2000 [Transitional] * 
	AP799588 AT799588 


	*Transport workers employed by ACTION are out-of-scope for the Review, but other drivers 
	(e.g. pathology couriers) are within scope. 
	Figure 3: Enterprise instruments (II) -Out-of-Scope Employees 
	ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 4 Revised Report 
	Annexe G: MODERN AWARDS RELEVANT TO IN-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 
	Annexe G: MODERN AWARDS RELEVANT TO IN-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 
	Annexe G: MODERN AWARDS RELEVANT TO IN-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 

	Modern award titles – In-scope employment categories 
	Modern award titles – In-scope employment categories 
	Possible application to ACTPS… 
	Award code 
	Coverage 

	Amusement, Events and Recreation Award 2010 
	Amusement, Events and Recreation Award 2010 
	EPIC, CFC, Canberra Tourism, Floriade 
	MA000080 
	Yes 

	Animal Care and Veterinary Services Award 2010 
	Animal Care and Veterinary Services Award 2010 
	TMSD veterinary officer 
	MA000118 
	Yes 

	Architects Award 2010 
	Architects Award 2010 
	ESDD, Shared Services architects 
	MA000079 
	Yes 

	Building and Construction General On-site Award 2010 
	Building and Construction General On-site Award 2010 
	TMSD, ACT Health building trades 
	MA000020 
	Yes 

	Cemetery Industry Award 2010 
	Cemetery Industry Award 2010 
	TMSD cemetery workers 
	MA000070 
	Yes 

	Children’s Services Award 2010 
	Children’s Services Award 2010 
	CIT child care workers 
	MA000120 
	Possibly 

	Educational Services (Post-Secondary Education) Award 2010 
	Educational Services (Post-Secondary Education) Award 2010 
	CIT clerical and technical staff 
	MA000075 
	Yes 

	Educational Services (Schools) General Staff Award 2010 
	Educational Services (Schools) General Staff Award 2010 
	ETD school assistants and clerks 
	MA000076 
	Yes 

	Electrical, Electronic and Communications Contracting Award 2010 
	Electrical, Electronic and Communications Contracting Award 2010 
	TMSD, ACT Health electrical trades 
	MA000025 
	Yes 

	Gardening and Landscaping Services Award 2010 
	Gardening and Landscaping Services Award 2010 
	TMSD horticultural workers 
	MA000101 
	Yes 

	Health Professionals and Support Services Award 2010 
	Health Professionals and Support Services Award 2010 
	ACT Health, CSD -professionals, HCAs 
	MA000027 
	Yes 

	Joinery and Building Trades Award 2010 
	Joinery and Building Trades Award 2010 
	TMSD, ACT Health building workers 
	MA000029 
	Yes 

	Legal Services Award 2010 
	Legal Services Award 2010 
	GSO, DPP clerical, graduates, law clerks (not senior legal officers) 
	MA000116 
	Yes, Partial 

	Live Performance Award 2010 
	Live Performance Award 2010 
	CTT front of house and back stage 
	MA000081 
	Yes 

	Local Government Industry Award 2010 
	Local Government Industry Award 2010 
	NIL: Many staff would therefore be award free 
	MA000112 
	No 

	Manufacturing and Associated Industries and Occupations Award 2010 
	Manufacturing and Associated Industries and Occupations Award 2010 
	TMSD, ACT Health metal trades 
	MA000010 
	Yes 

	Plumbing and Fire Sprinklers Award 2010 
	Plumbing and Fire Sprinklers Award 2010 
	TMSD, ACT Health plumbers 
	MA000036 
	Yes 

	Professional Employees Award 2010 
	Professional Employees Award 2010 
	ESDD, TMSD, Shared Services: ICT, engineering, science professionals 
	MA000065 
	Yes 

	Road Transport and Distribution Award 2010 
	Road Transport and Distribution Award 2010 
	CLS, ACT Health – couriers, drivers 
	MA000038 
	Possibly 

	Social, Community, Home Care & Disability Services Industry Award 2010 
	Social, Community, Home Care & Disability Services Industry Award 2010 
	ACT Health – HCAs, ?AINs 
	MA000100 
	Possibly 

	Storage Services and Wholesale Award 2010 
	Storage Services and Wholesale Award 2010 
	ACTION, ACT Health -stores 
	MA000084 
	Yes 

	Surveying Award 2010 
	Surveying Award 2010 
	ESDD, TMSD – surveyors and assistants 
	MA000066 
	Yes 

	Vehicle Manufacturing, Repair, Services and Retail Award 2010 
	Vehicle Manufacturing, Repair, Services and Retail Award 2010 
	ACTION workshops, ESA – metal trades 
	MA000089 
	Yes 


	Figure 4: Potentially Applicable Modern Awards (I) – In-Scope Employees. 
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	Annexe H: MODERN AWARDS RELEVANT TO OUT-OF-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 
	Annexe H: MODERN AWARDS RELEVANT TO OUT-OF-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 
	Annexe H: MODERN AWARDS RELEVANT TO OUT-OF-SCOPE EMPLOYEES 

	Modern award titles – Out-of-scope employment categories 
	Modern award titles – Out-of-scope employment categories 
	Applies to… 
	Award code 

	Ambulance and Patient Transport Industry Award 2010 
	Ambulance and Patient Transport Industry Award 2010 
	ESA 
	MA000098 

	Educational Services (Post-Secondary Education) Award 2010 
	Educational Services (Post-Secondary Education) Award 2010 
	CIT teachers 
	MA000075 

	Educational Services (Teachers) Award 2010 
	Educational Services (Teachers) Award 2010 
	School teachers 
	MA000077 

	Fire Fighting Industry Award 2010 
	Fire Fighting Industry Award 2010 
	ACTFB 
	MA000111 

	Medical Practitioners Award 2010 
	Medical Practitioners Award 2010 
	ACT Health 
	MA000031 

	Nurses Award 2010 
	Nurses Award 2010 
	ACT Health 
	MA000034 

	Passenger Vehicle Transportation Award 2010 
	Passenger Vehicle Transportation Award 2010 
	ACTION drivers 
	MA000063 


	Figure 5: Potentially Applicable Modern Awards (II) – Out-of-Scope Employees 
	fair work instrument means: 
	Annexe I: FAIR WORK ACT 2009 & REGULATIONS-EXTRACTS Section 12 The Dictionary 
	Annexe I: FAIR WORK ACT 2009 & REGULATIONS-EXTRACTS Section 12 The Dictionary 
	Annexe I: FAIR WORK ACT 2009 & REGULATIONS-EXTRACTS Section 12 The Dictionary 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	a modern award; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	an enterprise agreement; or 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	a workplace determination; or 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	an FWA order. 

	Section 40 
	Section 40 
	Interaction between fair work instruments and public sector 

	TR
	employment laws 


	Generally, public sector employment laws prevail 
	(1) A public sector employment law prevails over a fair work instrument that deals with public sector employment, to the extent of any inconsistency. 
	When fair work instruments or their terms prevail 
	(2) However, a fair work instrument, or a term of a fair work instrument, that deals with public sector employment prevails over a public sector employment law, to the extent of any inconsistency, if: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the instrument or term is prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of that particular law; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the instrument or term (other than an FWA order or a term of an FWA order) is included in a class of instruments or terms that are prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of that particular law. 


	Meaning of public sector employment law 
	(3) A public sector employment law is a law of the Commonwealth (other than this Act) or a Territory, or a term of an instrument made under such a law, that deals with public sector employment. 
	*Regulation 1.16 Interaction between fair work instruments and public sector employment laws 
	For paragraph 40 (2) (b) of the Act, a fair work instrument or a term of a fair work instrument (other than an FWA order or a term of an FWA order) is prescribed for the purposes of the following laws: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	an ordinance made under the Seat of Government (Administration) Act 1910 that: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	deals with public sector employment; and 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	was, immediately before the repeal of the Workplace Relations Act 1996, inconsistent with that Act or an agreement, award order or determination made under that Act; 



	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	an enactment, within the meaning of the Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988, that: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	deals with public sector employment; and 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	was, immediately before the repeal of the Workplace Relations Act 1996, inconsistent with that Act or an agreement, award order or determination made under that Act; 



	(c) 
	(c) 
	a determination mentioned in paragraph 53 (6) (b) of the Northern Territory (Self-Government) Act 1978 that was, immediately before the repeal of the Workplace Relations Act 1996, inconsistent with an award or workplace agreement (within the meaning of the Workplace Relations Act 1996). 


	Section 46 The significance of a modern award applying to a person 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	A modern award does not impose obligations on a person, and a person does not contravene a term of a modern award, unless the award applies to the person. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	A modern award does not give a person an entitlement unless the award applies to the person. 


	Section 47 When a modern award applies to an employer, employee, organisation or outworker entity 
	When a modern award applies to an employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity 
	(1) A modern award applies to an employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity if: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the modern award covers the employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity; and 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the modern award is in operation; and 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	no other provision of this Act provides, or has the effect, that the modern award does not apply to the employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity. 


	Note 1: Section 57 provides that a modern award does not apply to anemployee (or to an employer, or an employee organisation, inrelation to the employee) in relation to particular employment at atime when an enterprise agreement applies to the employee inrelation to that employment. 
	Note 2: In a modern award, coverage of an outworker entity must beexpressed to relate only to outworker terms: see subsection 143(4). 
	Modern awards do not apply to high income employees 
	(2) However, a modern award does not apply to an employee (or to an employer, or an employee organisation, in relation to the employee) at a time when the employee is a high income employee. 
	Modern awards apply to employees in relation to particular employment 
	(3) A reference in this Act to a modern award applying to an employee is a reference to the award applying to the employee in relation to particular employment. 
	Section 48 When a modern award covers an employer, employee, organisation or outworker entity 
	When a modern award covers an employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity 
	(1) A modern award covers an employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity if the award is expressed to cover the employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity. 
	Note: In a modern award, coverage of an outworker entity must beexpressed to relate only to outworker terms: see subsection 143(4). 
	Effect of other provisions of this Act, FWA orders or court orders on coverage 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	A modern award also covers an employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity if any of the following provides, or has the effect, that the award covers the employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity: 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a provision of this Act or of the Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	an FWA order made under a provision of this Act; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	an order of a court. 



	(3) 
	(3) 
	(3) 
	Despite subsections (1) and (2), a modern award does not cover an employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity if any of the following provides, or has the effect, that the award does not cover the employee, employer or organisation or outworker entity: 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a provision of this Act; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	an FWA order made under a provision of this Act; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	an order of a court. 




	Modern awards that have ceased to operate 
	(4) Despite subsections (1) and (2), a modern award that has ceased to operate does not cover an employee, employer, organisation or outworker entity. 
	Modern awards cover employees in relation to particular employment 
	(5) A reference to a modern award covering an employee is a reference to the award covering the employee in relation to particular employment. 
	Section 51 The significance of an enterprise agreement applying to a person 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	An enterprise agreement does not impose obligations on a person, and a person does not contravene a term of an enterprise agreement, unless the agreement applies to the person. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	An enterprise agreement does not give a person an entitlement unless the agreement applies to the person. 


	Section 52 When an enterprise agreement applies to an employer, employee or employee organisation 
	When an enterprise agreement applies to an employee, employer or organisation 
	(1) An enterprise agreement applies to an employee, employer or employee organisation if: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the agreement is in operation; and 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the agreement covers the employee, employer or organisation; and 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	no other provision of this Act provides, or has the effect, that the agreement does not apply to the employee, employer or organisation. 


	Enterprise agreements apply to employees in relation to particular employment 
	(2) A reference in this Act to an enterprise agreement applying to an employee is a reference to the agreement applying to the employee in relation to particular employment. 
	Section 53 When an enterprise agreement covers an employer, employee or employee organisation 
	Employees and employers 
	(1) An enterprise agreement covers an employee or employer if the agreement is expressed to cover (however described) the employee or the employer. 
	Employee organisations 
	(2) An enterprise agreement covers an employee organisation: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	for an enterprise agreement that is not a greenfields agreement—if FWA has noted in its decision to approve the agreement that the agreement covers the organisation (see subsection 201(2)); or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	for a greenfields agreement—if the agreement is made by the organisation. 


	Effect of provisions of this Act, FWA orders and court orders on coverage 
	(3) 
	(3) 
	(3) 
	(3) 
	An enterprise agreement also covers an employee, employer or employee organisation if any of the following provides, or has the effect, that the agreement covers the employee, employer or organisation: 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a provision of this Act or of the Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	an FWA order made under a provision of this Act; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	an order of a court. 



	(4) 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	Despite subsections (1), (2) and (3), an enterprise agreement does not cover an employee, employer or employee organisation if any of the following provides, or has the effect, that the agreement does not cover the employee, employer or organisation: 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	another provision of this Act; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	an FWA order made under another provision of this Act; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	an order of a court. 




	Enterprise agreements that have ceased to operate 
	(5) Despite subsections (1), (2) and (3), an enterprise agreement that has ceased to operate does not cover an employee, employer or employee organisation. 
	Enterprise agreements cover employees in relation to particular employment 
	(6) A reference in this Act to an enterprise agreement covering an employee is a reference to the agreement covering the employee in relation to particular employment. 
	Section 57 Interaction between modern awards and enterprise agreements 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	A modern award does not apply to an employee in relation to particular employment at a time when an enterprise agreement applies to the employee in relation to that employment. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	If a modern award does not apply to an employee in relation to particular employment because of subsection (1), the award does not apply to an employer, or an employee organisation, in relation to the employee. 


	Section 795 Public sector employer to act through employing authority 
	Employer to act through employing authority 
	(1) For the purposes of this Act and the procedural rules, the employer of an employee (a public sector employee) employed in public sector employment must act only through the employee’s employing authority acting on behalf of the employer. 
	Acts done by or to employing authority 
	(2) For the purposes of this Act and the procedural rules, anything done by or to a public sector employee’s employing authority acting on behalf of the employee’s employer is taken to have been done by or to the employer (as the case may be). 
	Application of subsections (1) and (2) 
	(3) Subsections (1) and (2) apply despite any other law of the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory. 
	Meaning of public sector employment 
	Meaning of public sector employment 
	(4) Public sector employment means employment of, or service by, a person in any capacity (whether permanently or temporarily, and whether full-time or part-time): 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	under the Public Service Act 1999 or the Parliamentary Service Act 1999; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	by or in the service of a Commonwealth authority; or 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	under a law of the Australian Capital Territory relating to employment by that Territory, including a law relating to the Australian Capital Territory Government Service; or 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	(d) 
	by or in the service of: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	an enactment authority as defined by section 3 of the A.C.T. Self-Government (Consequential Provisions) Act 1988; or 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	a body corporate incorporated by or under a law of the Australian Capital Territory and in which the Australian Capital Territory has a controlling interest; 




	other than an authority or body prescribed by the regulations; or 
	(e) 
	(e) 
	(e) 
	under a law of the Northern Territory relating to the Public Service of the Northern Territory; or 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	by or in the service of a Northern Territory authority; or 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	by or in the service of a person prescribed by the regulations; or 

	(h) 
	(h) 
	under a law prescribed by the regulations. 


	(5) However, public sector employment does not include: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	employment of, or service by, a person prescribed by the regulations; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	employment or service under a law prescribed by the regulations. This subsection does not apply for the purposes of section 40. 


	Note: Section 40 deals with the interaction between fair work instruments and public sector employment laws. 

	Meaning of employing authority 
	Meaning of employing authority 
	(6) An employing authority of an employee is the person prescribed by the regulations as the employee’s employing authority. 
	Annexe J: CASES CONCERNING CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURES 
	Paid Rates Review Decision, AIRCFB Print Q7661 
	“We now turn to consider whether incremental payments should have any role in the award system. The legislative scheme requires that the great majority of awards, being made under Part VI, will be of a minimum rates character. This fact, together with a consideration of the history of service increments in awards generally, leads us to the conclusion that increments which are not based on work value should not appear in minimum rates awards. In our view the abolition of advancement between pay points based 
	“Additional payments which are geared primarily to length of employment are not consistent with properly fixed minimum rates because they are not based on work value. For example, incremental payments in APS awards accrue after 12 months' service subject only to "the employee demonstrating satisfactory diligence, efficiency and attendance for duty". Those conditions can be contrasted with the requirements for advancement for an enrolled nurse under the Australian Public Service, General Service Officers (Sa
	· competency at the existing level; · 12 months' experience at that level and in-service training; · demonstrated ability to acquire the skills which are necessary for advancement to the next pay point. 
	“An enrolled nurse's progress may be deferred or refused by the employer where the nurse has not fulfilled the criteria for advancement to the next pay point. Where the relevant award does not make progression through the incremental scale dependent on changed work value, the incremental payments cannot be treated as part of the minimum rate. Where it can be demonstrated, however, that incremental payments were included in the award pursuant to the relevant work value principle or on grounds of structural e
	Rail Industry – AIRCFB 1000, 19 December 2008 
	[274] The exposure draft contained three classification streams. These streams largely reflected the major classification groups in existing awards. The wage rates we assigned to each level within the three streams was our assessment of what would have been the current rates had the awards been adjusted to reflect wage increases of general application such as safety net reviews. 
	[275] The parties were able to reach some agreement about the classification structure and definitions, however there remained some significant disagreement. Firstly, the structure appropriate for the clerical, administrative and professional stream was in issue. In our statement of 12 September 2008 we noted that the ASU had submitted that none of the classification structures contained in awards to which it was a party provided a reliable precedent. It conceded that the structure it had first sought from 
	[276] We are not persuaded that adopting the classification structures, definitions and rates from awards in these industries is justified. They are very prescriptive, are overly complex and, most importantly, clearly not developed with any consideration to the rail industry and the diverse sectors within it. It is not appropriate that this structure be contained in a minimum safety net rail industry award. It is of course a matter for the ASU to negotiate, in a workplace agreement, a structure it thinks ap
	[277] We have adopted the classification structure sought by the RSCC for the clerical, administrative and professional stream. It contains basic generic descriptors able to accommodate the many and varied roles in the several sectors of the rail industry. RSCC has accepted that the five levels it originally proposed should be extended to the nine levels we proposed in the exposure draft. We have not included a clause that employees paid over a level 9 rate “will not be award covered”. Such a provision shou
	[278] The classifications and rates for the technical and civil infrastructure stream are largely agreed and no further comment need be made about them. As 
	[278] The classifications and rates for the technical and civil infrastructure stream are largely agreed and no further comment need be made about them. As 
	for the operations stream we have adopted the latest version of the structure as contained in the RSCC correspondence dated 14 November 2008. It is preferable to the structure proposed by the rail unions on 7 November 2008. No case was made for the introduction of three new levels over those contained in the exposure draft. The RSCC proposal, with its generic descriptors of functions, skills and qualifications, is consistent with the structure of the other two streams and capable of being applied across all

	Marine Towage Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 
	[215] We have made amendments to the scope clause of this award to permit the application of the award to towage operations conducted by port authorities and exclude its application to maintenance contractors covered by the Manufacturing Modern Award. We have deleted the classification definitions at the request of the unions. We agree that the classifications are capable of ready application without the definitions in the exposure draft or those initially proposed by the parties. 
	Ports, Harbours and Enclosed Vessels Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 
	[220] We have deleted the definitions for classifications as submitted by the MUA and AIMPE and the definitions were unnecessary in the circumstances of this employment. 
	Book Industry Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 
	[230] The only substantive submission received in relation to the exposure draft was from MEAA. The major change it sought was the inclusion of classifications and rates of pay for publicists. We have acceded to that submission. Definitions and minimum wages are based on those in the Public Relations Industry Award 2003. The classification definitions are somewhat generic and it may be that some modification will be required in due course. 
	Surveying Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 
	[254] The final matter relates to classification descriptions and wage rates. As to wage rates, the Spatial Industries Business Association proposed higher rates than those currently in the exposure draft. Whilst we appreciate the reasons for the proposal, we prefer the assessment we have made in relation to properly fixed minimum wages. Turning to the classification structure, there is a difference of view as to the role qualifications should play in the structure. It appears to us that there is a genuine 
	Vehicle Manufacturing, Repair, Services and Retail Award 2010, AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 
	[274] We have been assisted by the parties’ further submissions as to apprenticeships and the obsolescence of several provisions. The parties have also advised that it is their intention, after the Modern Vehicle Award comes into operation, to seek the assistance of Fair Work Australia in dealing with a number of outstanding issues, including finalising levels 7 and 8 of the repair, services and retail classification structure. 









